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Italians use a new
method against terror
After years of seemingly unstoppa
ble terror and fear, a courageous
team of Italian judicial officials and
police finally seems on the verge of
breaking the back of the network of
terrorist organizations which has
plagued that nation. In this week's
EUROPE section, we detail the new
method by which this team has bro
ken through the shield of protection
which guarded the terrorists, and the
not-so-surprising, but now provable
in court, involvement of apparently
respectable and well-established pro
fessors, journalists, and other profes
sionals which they have uncovered.
Including excerpts from a document
which helped crack the case, the Eu
ropean Labor Party's dossier, Who
Killed Aldo Moro, and a report on
the international connections of the
Italian terrorists.
Page 29

A world SDR standard?'
An exclusive intelligence scoop by
our Economics research staff: the
startling new world currency plans
which will be placed on the table at
the May 6 meeting of world central
bank chiefs in Bask. Writes econom
ics sleuth Kathy Burdman, "Inter
views with Fed, Bundesbank, and
other international banking officials
have revealed a composite picture of
a two-stage process for the 'con
trolled disintegration' of the world
dollar market." Also in our ECO
NOMICS report, the prospect that
the Carter Administration may im
pose wartime credit controls to fight
inflation-and maybe to fight a war;
and a report on the growing battle
over attempted British takeovers of
U.S. banks.
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Documents implicate
Kissinger in defamation
of LaRouche, NSIPS

.

Once characterized as a compulsive
liar by UN Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim, former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger has now been impli
cated by State Department Freedom
of Information Act releases as direct
ly involved in an international cam
paign to defame and slander NSIPS,
the parent news service of the Exec
utive Intelligence Review, and EIR
contributing editor Lyndon H.
LaRouche. The documents were ob
tained by the U.S. Labor Party,
which LaRouche heads, and our
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE re
port, contributed by USLP Organi
zational Secretary Warren Hamer
man, describes the documents and
their contents, which implicate the
former Secretary of State, among
other activities, in the expulsion of
NSIPS correspondent Gretchen
Page 4S
Small from Peru in 1976.
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Kissinger's Washington
Peking-Tokyo axis in the
making

fights env ironmentalist suit

Did Henry Kissinger's recent visit to
Tokyo help steer the Japanese to
ward participation in Washington's
coveted Asian axis to contain the
Soviet Union? Kissinger is an old
friend of Japan's recently elected
Prime Minister Ohira, and, from all
indications, he was instrumental in
the new militarist noises that have
been emanating from Tokyo. Our
ASIA Report this week looks at the
alarming turn in Japanese policy, to
gether with indications of a new pol
icy shift in Washington, signaled by
the Carter Administration's initia
tion of "ping-pong" diplomacy with
North Korea. Plus, a report from
India·
Vajpayee's visit to Washington.
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A grain

of SALT

President Jimmy Carter told the
American Newspaper Publishers As
sociation on April 25 that the United
States is fully committed to conclud
ing a SALT II accord with the Soviet
Union, and U.S. newspapers head
lined the slogan that SALT will be
the "best chance for peace." But even
as Carter spoke, the effects of anoth
er "peace in our time," concluded
barely a month ago under the orches
tration of the White House, brought
the two potential signators of aU .S.
USSR Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty closer than ever before to a
thermonuclear war.
Indeed, the actions of U.S. ally
Israel, under the combined impetus
of the "lebensraum" demands of its
own war economy and the U.S. mili
tary umbrella extended by the terms
of the Camp David pacts, signal that
the Administration's current push
for SALT cloaks an unbridled drive
for strategic confrontation against
the Soviet Union.
The Israeli military has begun
preparations for a blitzkrieg war
against Lebanon and Syria, the latter
a treaty partner with the Soviet
Union. Since April 22, Israeli armed
forces have launched low-level, con
tinual bombardment of positions in
Lebanon from the northern port of
Tripoli to the Palestinian camps in
the south. In addition, the fascist
militia commanded by Major Saad
Haddad, the Lebanese renegade who
last week declared an Israeli-backed
"Republic of Free Lebanon," have
launched heavy shelling against
United Nations, Lebanese, and Pal
estinian forces in the south of Leba
non.
But observers are expecting
something much bigger. The Israeli
press has accused neighboring Syria
of "teleguiding" the bands of terrorMay 1-May 7, 1979
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ist zombies whose actions over the
second half of April have whipped
the Israeli population into a frenzy
for revenge. In fact, Arab sources
privately say that the terrorism was
perpetrated by a combination of
British intelligence and Israel's own
intelligence service, the Mossad
not the first time that the Mossad has
spilled Israeli blood to justify a "re
prisal."
The threatened conflict in the
Middle East is intended to expand
immediately into a conflagration
that will engulf the entire "arc of
crisis" from the African Horn to the
Persian Gulf, Iran and Pakistan. The
disintegration of Iran, now under the
Nazi-like rule of the komitehs and
Ayatollah Khomeini, and the Egypt
Israel war axis are each being used to
destabilize the governments of Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, Syria and Turkey.
In this light, it is hardly surpris
ing that Jimmy Carter's April 25
speech insisted that "we will not ac
cept any Soviet attempts to link
SALT with aspects of our own for
eign policy"-while one day earlier,
Carter's press secretary had affirmed
to reporters that U.S. decision on

(

deploying new weapons systems
would be linked to "Soviet behav
ior." Administration proponents of
SALT and their apparent foes in such
outfits as the Committee on the Pres
ent Danger are fully in agreement
that SALT should be used to force
the Soviets to curb technology devel�
opment, and provide a framework
for negotiation while regional, "lim
ited" nuclear wars are hotly pur
sued-preferably on the south Asian
flank of the USSR.
A series of statements emanating
from Moscow over this last week in
April have made it abundantly clear
that the Soviets will accept neither a
ban on high technology nor a strate
gy for "limited" war (See SOVIET
SECTOR report). The Soviet lead
ership sees the possibilities for avoid
ing World War III as rapidly run
ning out. It is for this reason tha,t .
they are staking much on French
President Giscard's current visit to
Moscow, and on Franco-Soviet ne
gotiations which reportedly include
a mutual monitoring of world hot
spots.
-Nora Hamerman

)

The Week in Brief

Senator Proxmire's Banking Com
mittee has just issued a report which
predicts that 60 to 80 percent of the
U.S. populaton would be immediate
ly killed in a nuclear war. This is
considered an acceptable figure by
the study's author, Dr. Arthur Katz.
Katz is currently Assistant Secretary
of the Environment at the Depart
ment of Energy.

In an interview, Katz spelled out

E X ECUTIVE I NT E l L I G E N C E REVI EW

that the Harrisburg "nuclear mis
hap" was run to test civil defense
capabilities. As he explained, how
ever, civil defense is not concerned
with the biological survival of indi
viduals, or even the biological sur
vival of the species. What is crucial is
what he termed the "survival of the
nation." Katz explained that the
committee is investigating whether,
after nuclear attack, the nation
This Week
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would fall to the level of a Third
World country and whether or not
the U.S. would become a client state.
Katz is' optimistic; iiJ the commit
tee's view, the United States after 80
percent of its citizens were dead
would be in a better situation than
the USSR, because the latter is sur
rounded by hostile nations. In fact,
Katz estimates that the cost of fight
ing such a war would be cheap.
*

*

*

Veteran French foreign policy com
mentator Paul Marie de la Gorce
became the first Western journalist
to raise the issue of whether a mili
tary confrontation with the Soviet

might not be launched by the
United States.
In a commentary published April
23 in Le Figaro just before French
President Giscard d'Estaing left for
a state visit to Moscow, de la Gorce
discussed the strategic implications
of the Soviet development of high
precision long-range SS18 and SS20
missiles. :' . . . Setting aside the ques
tion of knowing whether there is the
slightest reason to think that the
USSR is contemplating suddenly
and massively attacking Europe
and (retired French) General Gallois
recognizes that they have reasons not
to do so-one could ask if the United
Union

States couldn't one day take the initi

. in response to the collapse of
its positions in other parts of the
world or in response to a conflict set
off elsewhere .. . . "
Earlier this month th e U.S. Stra
tegic Air Command announced a
"no prior notice" rehearsal for a nu
clear first strike against the Soviet
Union under the code name, "Glob
al Shield '79."
In a second commentary in Le
Figaro April 24, de la Gorce stressed
the continuity of French foreign policy
since de Gaulle defined it as "en
tente, detente and cooperation" 20
years ago. Assessing the "favorable
circumstances" of Giscard's trip, de
la Gorce noted that France, contrary
to the United States, is calling for a
global settlement in the Middle East,
has turned its back on military adative

6
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This Week

Energy Common Market is a "sophis

ventures in Africa, and refuses to
back China against the USSR.
*

*

provocation" against his
country.
Nor has the zealous promotion
of the idea from liberal presidential
contenders Edward Kennedy and
Jerry Brown as the alternative to
James Schlesinger'S more abrupt tac
tics fooled Mexico. Speaking to the
Latin American Studies Association,
Jesus Puente Leyva pointed to the

ticated

*

Herbert Wehner, the leader of the

West German Social Democratic
Party (SPD) parliamentary fraction

and a close ally of Chancellor Hel
mut Schmidt, ,has put out the most
powerful warning of the imminent
danger of world war yet to come from
the leadership of a NATO country.
Speaking to a conference of SPD war
veterans and refugees in late April,
Wehner warned against those "who
want to show their own muscles" and
"are not content with having pro
voked two world wars-they want a
third one too."
Wehner Sa id: "There is one thing
that brings publicity in Germany, it
is showing one's own muscles. I warn
those who go for such demonstra
tions, fo� in the end we all may find
ourselves back in the dust, or worse,
in the mud.
"The Federal Republic is part of
the North Atlantic defense alliance.
This came about before the final at
tempt at a peace-treaty-like agree
ment between Germany and its for
mer enemies. And when this could
no longer be reversed," Wehner said,
"there was o nly one thing left to do:
to do everything in our power to

"Kissingerian origins of the proposal"

in the U.S. "State Department, the
Rand Corporation, etc."
The Energy Commissioner stated
that Mexico will have nothing to do
with the pact. He underscored ,'the
point upon his return to Mexico
City, telling reporters: "Mexico has
no gas to sell abroad."
*

"One thing is clear: a retreat to

the cold war would not be like what

*

*

*

The "gentler" method to force Mexi
co to hand over its oil as a strategic
reserve for a militarized United
States is not working. In Pittsburgh
this week, the head of the Energy
Commission of Mexico's Chamber
of Deputies told a stunned audience
that the idea of a North American

EXE CUTIVE I NTE l L I G ENC E REVIEW

*

*

Some observers think it was no acci
dent that just as French President

prevent the two opposing military
blocs from clashing with one another.

we experienced during the fifties and
sixties; it would be much worse. .. .
We must do what is humanly possi
ble, lest someone provokes not only
two world wars, but finally a third
world war."

.

.

Giscard arrived in Moscow fOr cru
cial Franco-Soviet summit talks on
world peace, all hell broke loose on
the domestic front. All French ports
were were shut down April 26 for the
second time in three days, as the dock
and shipyard workers union retaliat
ed against the one-day management
shutdown days before.
The nationwide port lockout, orga
nized by the Stevedoring Associa
tion, shippers and shipyard man
agers, was presumably to attract at
tention to the plight of French indus
try after a three month-long labor
shutdown. However the focus of hos
tility has been the Communist Party
linked dockworkers union, the most
pro-industry and pro-Soviet union in
the country. Joint managerial press
conferences and communiques tar
geted the CGT labor confederation,
to which the dockworkers belong,
with calls to revoke the 1 967 law
granting the union a monopoly on
hiring and wage scales.If a paralyzing
strike is provoked, the French gov
ernment could be forced to intervene

against the union while President
Giscard is in Moscow. Who benefits?
A clue may be in the fact that in'
March, the London Economist pre
dicted that Giscard would be out by
May-over labor difficulties.

May 1-May
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world SDR sta ndard?

'May 6 81S meet to m a p restructuring o f Eurodollar market
The May 6 meeting o f world central bank chiefs a t the
Bank for International Settlements in Basle will become
the forum for the count-down to phasing out the U.S.
dollar as the international currency, Washington
Federal Reserve sources said April 26. The meeting will
secretly debate a report, "Reserve Requirements for
Eurocurrency Deposits," written by Fed Director for
Monetary Policy Stephen H. Axelrod and Fed Inter
national Finance Director Edwin M. Truman, that calls
for a total restructuring of the international dollar

EXClUSIVE TO £1.
market aimed at forcing large-scale private bank
unloading of dollars and central bank "substitution" of
dollars for the Special Drawing Right (SDR). of the
International Monetary Fund (1 M F).
Interviews with Fed, Bundesbank, and other inter
national banking officials have revealed a composite
picture of a two-stage process for this "controlled
disintegration" of the world dollar market. First, the
greater cost of reserve requirements imposed will force
U.S. banks to massively "pull in their horns" from the
$800 billion Euromarkets, gravely weakening tHeir
international lending structure and causing an unprec
edented run on the U.S. dollar. Then, prepared in the
background will be the European Currency Unit (ECU)
as an alternative currency, following which, as one
West German financial analyst put it, "The SDR will

be brought in on the back of the ECU."

That is, the European Currency Unit (ECU),
designed as a mere accounting device through which
the European Monetary System was originally designed
to strengthen the U.S. dollar by recycling billions of
dollars internationally for world technological devel
opment, will under this schema actually be printed up,
circulated, and twisted into an "alternate currency" to
replace the dollar.,ECU accounts in turn will eventually
clear through the I MF, thus bringing the entire world
onto an SDR standard.
Perhaps the shock of this extremity of discussion at this
May 1-May!, 1979

high level wiJI convince the New York banking
community of what this magazine has been warning
for over two years: Britain is out to reconquer the U.S.
by destroying the dollar. We are now witnessing the
playing out of the "1980s Project" of the City of
London-dominated New York Council" on Foreign
Relations, written in 1976 for and by insiders who later
became the Carter Administration-including Werner
M. Blumenthal, Richard Cooper, and Cyrus Vance. In
the International Monetary Policy paper of the Project,
British economist Fred Hirsch wrote: "Controlled
disintegration in the world economy is a legitimate
objective for the 1980s."
Hirsch went on to describe a world in which the
thought of Alexander Hamilton and Friedrich List,
who stood for central banking to direct credit toward
the highest technology in an eConomy to provide its
most efficient development, would succumb in disinte
gration to the "liberal" . thought of Adam Smith, in
which credit would be rationed away from industry to
halt the dangerous spread of technology. But once
other nations each liberally and "democratically" shut
down their own credit systems, Britain, with its superior
money marke�s, would rule world trade, Smith also
wrote.
As the monetary medium to implement controlled
disintegration, Hirsch wrote, London-trained economist
Robert Triffin's plan for regional currency blocs must
be implemented. After Lord Keynes of the British
Treasury failed to take the world off the dollar standard
and put it onto the "bancor" unit he proposed for the
IMF at Bretton Woods, Triffin in 1947 proposed a
"Europa" for Europe, and similar Latin American,
African, and Asian regional currency blocs. Each was
designed to enforce credit austerity on these regions
so they would disintegrate in a controlled manner-,.
and eventually be forced to clear payment amongst
themselves through the London-controlled bureaucracy
of the IMF.

A spate of meetings

Meetings on the dollar's demise have continued since
April 18, when the Group of Five major western
nations' Finance Undersecretaries, led by U.S. Treasury

E X E C UTIVE I NT EL LIGE N C E REV I EW
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Deputy Assistant Secretary Lisle. Widman, met in
London and resolved on the need for an international
summit to lay out the transition to "SDR substitution"
for the dollar. Then, Luxembourg Central Bank
President Jaans and other European central bank chiefs
flew hurriedly into Washington for a secret meeting
April 26 at Stephen Axelrod's Fed office to discuss the·.
SDR in·the context of the "total and rapid restructuring
of the Eurodollar market," Luxembourg banking
sources told EIR Wiesbaden.
New York Fed President Paul Volker, the leading
U.S. protege of Fred Hirsch, detailed how the ECU
will be made to serve as Triffin's Europa at the April
21 Columbia University International Monetary Con
ference, sponsored by the Anglophile Dillon Read
investment. bank. "What would be the effect on the
dollar," he asked, "if the ECU werCf made into a really
attractive financial asset?" Conference participant H.
Gutovski, president of the Hamburg Weltwirtschaft
Institute, reporting on this, told EIR Wiesbaden that
Volker had in mind exactly Triffin's proposals for the
ECU. Volker acclaimed the "piecemeal elevation of the
SDR as a reserve asset" and predicted that by year's
end, the IMF substitution account would go into effect.
U.S. Treasury Undersecretary Robert Solomon and
Assistant Secretary Fred Bergsten agreed with Volker
there.

ABA talks about U.S. credit plans
Executive Intelligence Review conducted the following
interview with a spokesman for the A merican Bankers
A ssociation in Washington, D. C. on Sen. Jesse Helms'
·
efforts to repeal the Credit Control A ct of 1969.

EIR: Why did Senator Helms introduce a bill to

-K athy Burdman

"
.
emg
idea was that huge amounts of credit were b·
expended for these takeovers which were not
productive in that they were not increasing the GNP.

EIR: Is that what the current A dministration is
interested in?

ABA: I have heard talk on two points. First, to

1969.
ABA: There has been some talk in the Administra

control credit for these four and five year new car
loans, which is a relatively new phenomenon. And
second, to control credit for the financing of hostile ..
takeover bids. But the previous idea is probably
kicking around, too. The point is to ascertain when
credit is being used unproductively.

EIR: What provoked the 1969 bill in the first place?

ABA: The Fed, and Miller, have said that they do

repeal the Credit Control A ct? It's been around since

tion about targeting particular areas of credit for
control. No one has talked about across the board
controls, however.

A s I understand it, the A dministration had not even
asked for it.

ABA: Well, there had been a credit control act which

was used during World War. II and the Korean War,
but it had expired. The 1969 act was a resurrection
of that. It Was drafted at a time when there was
consideration of using credit controls to prevent
further conglomerate mergers. You remember, that
was a time of major conglomerate activity, and the

8

This intensity of Anglophilism from the u.S.
Central Bank and Treasury itself has been enough to
allow the British tendencies of West German central
bank chief Otmar Emminger and his deputy, Karl Otto
Poehl, to prevail over Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's
desire to use the EMS rather to save the dollar. As our
International Credit Market Column details, "The
West Germans will never go against the IMF," a
source close to Poehl told EIR April 25, "because the
U.S. has made German adherence to the I M F a direct
issue of the strategic alliance with the U.S. itself. The
SDR is therefore ... a process ... somewhat down the
road, but the ECU is a different story, more immediate,
in the Bundesbank's viewpont. The SDR will be
brought in on the back of the ECU."
The Bundesbank's latest monthly report, according
ly, claims that the current state of world banking
through the dollar cO'nstitutes "over-recycling" through
commercial banks, and should be shifted instead
through the I MF directly. The source close to Mr.
Poehl commented on this that "Although up to now
the Bundesbank has made no comment on the
substitution account, all they are waiting to see is
whether the U.S. is really ready to support the SDR."

Economics

EIR: What is the Fed's position?

not support the implementation of the Act. However,
I don't know if they would go so far as to support
its repeal. The Administration has not made its
position known.

EIR: And the A BA ?

ABA: We will be meeting this week on whether to

testify at the Helms hearings and what our position
will be.

E X E C UTIVE I NTE L LIG E N C E RE V I EW
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wartime credit
controls in the u.s.
Fear

At the urging of Sen . Jesse Helms of North Carolina,
the Senate Banking Committee announced April 1 8
that i t will hold hearings in late May o n whether to
repeal the President's existing authority to impose
selective credit controls on the economy .
This authority dates from the 1 969 Credit Control
Act, inspired by the congressional joint Committee on
Defense Production, which gives the U .S . President
standby powers to direct the Federal Reserve to cut off
credit selectively for the\purpose of combating inflation
and, if necessary, of gearing up the economy for war.
The -act, in fact, grew o ut of plans drafted by the Office
of Emergen cy Plann i n g for standby controls on
consumer credit and other mechanisms for ensuring the
defense production capabilities of the economy in the
event of conventional or nuclear war.
Helms's concern that the Administration's next
bungling move in its professed fight against inflation
could be the imposition of wartime credit controls is
well-taken . In recent weeks, the President's economic
advisors-Secretary of the Treasury Werner Blumen
thal , inflation "czar" Alfred Kahn , and Council of
Economic Advisors head Charles Sch ultz-have said
repeatedly that a deep recession would be preferable to
the current double-digit asc!!nt of the consumer price
index and the "overheating" of the economy. If Capitol
Hill fears pan out, and the economics team goes for ' a
shutoff . o f the five-year auto loans that haye been the
main p'rop holding up the U . S . economy for the last
three years, the Administration will indeed succeed in
triggering a recession. (See inte{view.)
Domestic auto sales skidded a steep 17 percent in
mid-April from the year-earlier pace. Sales of the
wobbling Chrysler and near-bankrupt American Mo
tors Corp. were off 38 and 25 percent, respectively.
Ford Motor, whose troubles are only a shade less
severe, announced last week that it is putting the 1 ,400
employees at one of its assembly plants on indefinite
furlough in mid-M ay because of excess inventories . The
drop in auto sales comes at a time when the entire
Midwest corridor is being crippled by the continuing
strike by Teamster steel' haulers and is threatened by
the likely possibility of upcoming strikes in the rubber,
electrical equipment, and, come September, the auto
industries-strikes which are being provoked by the
Administration's unworkable seven percent guidelines.
Any further destabilizing move-such as a restriction
on auto loans-would be a calculated effort to trigger
a new recession .
But this is not the worst of the credit controls story.
May 1-May
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For the " utopian" planners in the Joint Committee On
Defense Production who i nstigated the Credit Control
Act, credit controls are part of an insane ·'limited
n uclear war" strategy. The more recent activities of the
committee have included' the consolidation of all
Federal defense preparedness agencies into the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and the
com m issi o n i n g of a M arch 1 979 report entitled,
" Economic and Social Consequences o f N uclear At
tacks on the United States . " The subject of that 60page study, which was published complete with aerial
strategic bombing maps of Massachusetts, the test case
for the study, is the need to have in place a complete
infrastructure for running the U . S . economy after a
n uclear strike.
In congressional hearings in 1 966 on extending the
emergency economic provisions of the Defense Produc
tion Act of 1 950, Rep . Leonora Sullivan of Missouri ,
a key member of the Joint Committee on Defense
Production, questioned. an official from the Office of
Emergency Planning on the O EP's progress on drafting
emergency economic plans. The OEP's Mr. Belsey
responded: "This has been done. It is a continuing job.
The plans have been made not only for conventional or
lim ited war situations but also for nuclear war
situations. "
Economic side

The Credit Control Act was originally pushed through
Congress in the inflationary climate which was touched
off by n onproductive defense spendi,n g for the Vietnam
war and aggravated by the tight money policies
adopted by the Federal Reserve under then Chairman
William McChesney M artin , allegedly to fight inflation .
While much was m ade at the time of the need t o have
a mechanism for curbing credit extension for nonprod
uctive uses, such as the big conglomerate wave of the
1 960s, the clear i ntent of credit controls was-and
continues to be-to offset the inflationary spiral due to
military and other nonproductive spending through
cutting off credit to and collapsing the consumer sector
and industry.
In an infamous early 1 970s interview i n Business
Week, the then chairman of Textron went on record as
favoring selective credit controls as an important tool
of m onetary policy, thus distinguishing himself from
the contrary view of most U . S . businessmen. Then at
the November 1 976 meeting of the Northeast Gover
nors C on ference in Saratoga Springs , N . Y .-the
conclave which created the corporatist ENCONO
Miller told an interviewer matter-of-factly that he
supported the decentralization of the n ation's defense
industry to insure continued defense capability after an
A-bomb strike.

EXEC U T IVE I N TEL L I G E N C E RE V I E W
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USLP suit to ha l t ba nk takeovers
pola rizes U.S. ba nki ng commu nity
The u.s. Labor Party's challenge to prisaIs'against them if th� takeovers
the Federal Reserve Board's approv are blocked, have acted to influence
al of the Hongkong and Shanghai lawyers and other banks whom we
and Standard Chartered banks' at have approached for cooperation in
tempted takeovers of two key U . S . this case against us."
banks has polarized the American
On the other hand, he said, "sev
banking community, as the strengths eral state banking associations
of the suit become increasingly ap across the country are reviewing our
parent.· "We have every indication," case with great interest . "
USLP Director of Financial I ntelli
On April 1 6, the U S LP filed a
gence David Goldman said April 25, Petition for Review in the U . S . Dis
" that some of the major New York trict Court of Appeals of the Fed's
clearing banks, fearful of British re- M arch 1 6 approval of Hongkong

and Shanghai's application to pUT"
chase the $ 1 4.3 billion Marine Mid
land, the nation's 1 2th largest bank,
and SianQard Chartered'sappIlta
tion to purchase the $5.3 billion
Union Bank:The USLP has charged
the British banks with funding the
$200 billion annual world narcotics
trade .
The strengths developing i n the
USLP's case are underlined by the
April 23 agreement of a noted
Brooklyn Law School professor, Fa
bian Palomirio, former counsel to the
New York State Senate Banking
Committee; to become the attorney
of record on the case. Professor Pal
omino will be taking the case on a
pro bono (feeless) b asis because,pf
. its
strong public interest content .
The court may overturn the Fed's
order if it was " 'arbitrary and capri
cious,' or not supported by 'substan
tial evidence in the record,' '' the
USLP legal auxiliary's staff April 20
memorandum on the USLP appeal
states. That is exactly what the USLP

the Euromarket, which appeared as
a
special section of its just-released
INTERNATIONAL CRED I T MAR KETS
1 978 annual report, charges that pri
vate banks have utilized the Euro
market to provide overly generous
funding to co untries with balance of
payments problems. This has permit
ted borrowers to postpone the aus. terity measures which they otherwise
Buba appl ies 'con trol led
would have been forced to undertake
d i s i n tegra tion' to Euromarket
if the credits had been tied to I M F
conditions . According t o the Bun
desbank, the delay means that bor
Warning that "over-recycling" of integration" scenario for the world
fun ds in the Eurocurrency market economy.
rowing countries will have to impose
According to this scenario, world
more drastic measures later, and this
p oses "a serious potential danger to
the international community," the governments will be forced to choose
situation increases " not only the
danger of a serious financing crisis
West German central bank proposed between either 1 930s-style trade war
but also a threat of recourse to dras
this week that a greater share of fare and competitive i nterest rate
hikes leading to generalized econom
tic protectionist measures when ac�
world credit flows be channeled
through the International M onetary
tion to deal belatedly with the prob
ic chaos and depression , or "con
lem of necessary adjustment can be
Fund ( I M F). The Bundesbank's call, trolled disintegration," in which na
no longer postponed. "
which is expressed in unusually stri tional economies undergo "structur
dent tones for the normally staid cen al reorganization," (a polite phrase
tral bank, signals that West German for industrial cartelization a l a J . M .
A strateg ic question
monetary authorities have fallen in K �ynes and Hitler's Finance Minis
That the Bundesbank can so openly
advocate what amounts to an I M F
step with the New York Council on ter Hjalmar Schacht).
The B undesbank's statement on
credit dictatorship i s illustrative of
Foreign Relation's "controlled dis- .
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intends to prove. In the first place,
All the U S LP must do now,
Ti�ie 12 Section 1 842 of the Banking
spokesmen say, is,to show that the
Holding Company Act states that
Federal Reserve Board made its
"the Board shall take into consider
landmark decision in "gross mal
ation the finimcial and managerial
fe
resources" of the acquiring bank .
these issues of integrity and legality.
According t o a source a t the Federal
The wording of the Fed's order, to
the contrary, clearly shows the entire
Reserve Staff, "the Board in prior
USLP protest was rejected as "lack
cases has consistently defined 'man
ing sufficient weight."
agerial resources' to include the in 
As EIR reported earlier in an ex
tegrity of the acquiring company's
management and their disposition to
clusive interview with a high-level
comply with u.s. law."
executive involved in Citiba n k ' s
The cases on the court record
London operations, London is p ut
show, the Fed source said, that
ting an unethical squeeze on the big
USLP charges are clearly within the
U.S . banks to lobby within tpe U .S .
meaning of "integrity" in asserting
i n favor o f the takeovers-or else.
t h a t H o ng S h ang an d S t a n d a r d
"We depend on the British banks to
Chartered are deeply engaged in the , get funds," this executive said flatly.
world narcotics trade and intend to
"No single A merican bank would
use their sought U . S . banking base
want to have its name in the newspa
to control credit conditions here con
pers as opposing the British banks
coming into the U . S . . . . "
trary to U . S . national interest.
Reflecting this, the office of First
The facts of this lack of integrity
National Bank of Chicago President
and legality have already been docu
Richard Thomas told the US LP's
mented in the USLP's 300 page Oc
Goldman April 25 that " M r. Thomtober 1 978 submission to the Fed .

the 1 80-degree turn which has oc-,
curred in West German policy to
ward the I M F during the last two
months . Chancellor Helm ut Schmidt
and his close advisors had until re
cently planned to build the European
Monetary System as a rival institu
tion to the I M F which would finance
advanced-sector capital goods ex
ports to the developing world.
Last month, however, the West
German government was warned by
London and Washit;lgton that any
effort to undermine the I M F would
be regarded as "a war question" and
"a threat to NATO ." The anti-I M F
content o f , the E M S has since been
quietly dropped. West Germany will
"never go with an anti-I M F policy,"
commented a German j ournalist,
"because it's a direct issue of the
strategic alliance with the U.S . . . . .
The BRD will always behave as a
very respo nsible member o f the
1M F."
Although the Bundesbank's re
port is short on specifics, it implies
May 1-May 7, 1979

that the central bank would prefer an
arrangement in which all financing
for balance of payments purposes is
either funneled direc. t ly
I M F or handled by private banks but
subject to I MF "conditionality. "
Ironically, such a policy will result in
the strangulation of West Germany's
export industries, since developing
countries will be forced to institute
further cuts in capital goods imports
to meet the I M F's requirements.
The Bundesbank also warns
correctly-that the volatile character
of the Eurodollar market is aiding
foreign exchange speculation and
may seriously disrupt domestic capi
tal markets such as that of West Ger
many . H owever, the central bank's
"solution" is to dry up the "excess"
dollar liquidity through tighter U . S .
monetary and fiscal policy-a pre
scription for U . S . economic collapse
and spreading world recession. The
Bundesbank further calls on all "ma
jor countries" to "agree on a set of
general rules governing the EuroE X E C UTIVE I NTELLIGENCE REVI EW

as cannot meet with you because it
would not be appropriate to discuss
bank policy on this subject with the
USLP."
The positive response the case
continues to receive at state banking
associations around the nation in
cludes consideration by some of
them of filing amicus curiae briefs in
the USLP case. M ore broadly, there
was a sweeping rejection by regional
banks this week of the London-in
spired New York ciearing banks'
proposal to the Fed for a " F ree
Banking Zone" in New York City .
"So intense is the opposition
from the hinterlands that the big
New York banks figure it could sway
the Fed against the free zone," the
Wall Street Journal reported April
25.
-Kathy 8urdman

market's operations."
Resista nce i n Germany?

Although the Bundesbank report os
tensibly represents a " unanimous"
opinion of the Bundesbank board,
there are indications of resistance to
it among Finance Ministry officials
as well as within the central bank
itself. Finance M inistry chief M ath
oefer's press aide M eerman told this
press service that the department is
reluctant to comment on the report
since "it's only an opinion theY,have
expressed" and " it is very awl<:ward
to get into a quarrel with the central
bank in Germany." M eerman did
take exception to the Bundesbank's
advocacy of deflationary measures
for the U .S . economy, noting that
"many economists in the Finance
Ministry think that a further interest
rate increase in the U.S. would not
be a good thing, because it would
increase inflation ."
-Alice Roth
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Cambridge c u l t ists
push t rade wa r
Three weeks ago, we warned that the
prescription for national autarky
economics-emamlting from a fi
nancial cult at Cambridge associated
with Denis Healey-is already being
enacted by Energy Secretary Schles
inger and Trade Negotiator Robert
Strauss. With the p ro tectionist
hawlcs in the U.S. Senate further
tearing up the tattered GATT agree
ment and environmentalists agrava
ting for the dismantling of the nucle
ar industry, the U.S. is only a short
step away from Cambridge's night
mare.
This was announced by the Wall

Street Journal in its front page "Out
look" column on April 2 3 . "The real
culprit fingered by the Cambridge
group is the pattern of trade in man
ufactured goods (which Cambridge
says is) the obstacle to growth of
GNP in most parts of the world,
including the U . S .
.
"The only way out, the Cam
bridge men say, is for the U . S. to
restrict selectively its imports of
manufactured items from J apan
and . . . West Germany. " Even if Ja
pan retaliated against the U . S . , they
argue, this would cut world trade by
" only" .5 percent .

This nostrum is a thin cover-for
outright trade war. Under the Cam
bridge policies, the U�S, and ad
vanced sector would see their capilal
goods capacity replaced with 1 9th
century-styled technology.
This possibility is underscored in
a recent commentary hy John Hauge
of Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb.
Hauge warned that "the potential
for trade war is' stepping up. The
U.S. has had a transitory honey
moon with Japan with Ohira coming
in. He may make concessions to the
U.S. on the trade question, but it
won't be enough . Britain is already
throwing up import barriers, and
Europe is going along with the Brit7
ish. " Hauge predicts that U.S. reces
sion would engender a sharp slow
down in world trade, which would
consequently force Germany and Ja�
pan to cave in to trade war under
conditions of rising unemployrrient
and social unrest.
-Stev e Parsons

'\If

Chairman Henry Ford I I , who
steered
the company safely out of its
CORPORATE STRATEGY
postwar near-bankruptcy-and al
ternately enticed with weapons con
tract promises.
Ironically, French President Val
ery Giscard d'Estaing fought hard
for the Ford plant. On April 2 he met
with Henry Ford I I , a meeting sched
uled three months earlier, to person
Will Ford bow to pressure to
ally work out the deal and give Ford
reorient to defense prod uct ion?
political assurances of support.
France's largest union . federation,
the CGT, gave Ford assurances of
try M inistry advisor Christian Stof
The announcement by Ford Europe
labor peace, and Ford execs were
April 24 in London that, " barring
faes, who succeeded, to the astonish
helicoptered to numerous potential
ment 9f Frenchmen, in creating an
new and unforeseen circumstances,"
factory sites.
alliance between Peugeot-Citroen
it is abandoning plans to build a
But Stoffaes had counterattacked
and the state-owned Renault against
billion dollar auto assembly plant in
as early as mid-March, with a report
Ford. Ford, which had been expand
Fran' c e's economically depressed
praising the French auto industry as
ing rapidly in Europe and in 1 978
Lorraine region, adds a new dimen
the bulwark of French industry,
sion to pressure on the auto giant to earned nearly half of its profits from
which was directly threatened by
its overseas sales , is thus being
pare down its robust international
American and Japanese "monopoli
operations in favor of a domestic squeezed b ack into the U . S. m arket,
reorientation toward government where it finds itself clubbed by man- . zation strategies." The Stoffaes re
port slapped Renault for its high
ufactured scandals, lawsuits, and yel
defense orders.
low journalism about the "autocratic wages and modernization policies,
The Ford deal fell victim to a
and speci fi cally mentio ned that
king" Henry I I-a sneer at Ford
dirty operation run by French Indus-
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GOLD

AU systems go
for gol d price ta ke-off
Following the V .S . Treasury De
partment's decision to halve the
amount of gold offered for sale at its
monthly gold auction, the stage has
been set for another m ajor m ove up
ward in the gold price to approxi
mately $270 within the next two
months. This assessment stands in
sharp contrast to the rather linear
projections of many other analysts
who ignore the growing potential for
a classic "crisis of confidence" in
which all currencies are called into

question d ue to the declining real
profitability of investments denomi
nated in those currencies.
Accelerating inflation rates in
Western Europe and Japan are lay
ing the groundwork for just such a
crisis. For example, West German
bankers are in a defensive and near
panicky mood following the recent
huge qrai n of capital out of West
Germany's financial markets into
higher-yielding dollar- and sterling
denomi nated i nvestments . These

Ford 's high technology policies
made it a very formidable competitor
in France and E.u rope.
Stoffaes called for a major "ra
tionalization plan" for French auto
which later turned out to be a scheme
to rehouse old auto equipment in
�il1all new plants to be built in place
ofthe wholly new Ford plant.
j ost before Stoffaes made his re
port public, he had addressed an in
ternational steel conference in Cleve
land, and lauded the Davignon Plan
for European steel ratignalization
,the very plan that will rationalize
1 2,000 Lorraine steelworkers per
manently out of work, for whom the
Ford assembly plant was to supply
jobs.
At the same time Jean-Paul Par
aye, the head of Peugeot�Citroen
(;hrysler, convinced Renault's chief,
Bernard Vernier Palliez, to intercede
with Prime M inister Raymond Barre
and Industry Minister Andre Giraud
to block Ford . That Renault, consid
ered the "Ford"· of -France for its

high-wage and modernization poli
cies, could be steered into an alliance
with Peugeot, its arch-rival and op
posite in corporate policy (Peugeot is
known for its low wages, use of low
paid immigrant labor, and company
goons)-has stirred speculation o f
heavy financial a n d political pressure
having been applied to Renault.
Peugeot then upped the ante by
threatening the Giscard government
with not building its promised Metz
assembly line plant unless Ford was ·
blocked

May l -May 7, 1979

No bed of roses

Falling back into th e V . S . market is
no bed of roses' for Ford. The com
pany is being hit by a Naderite-type
slander campaign over the "safety"
of the Pinto model, harassed by Zi
onist lobby lawyer R oy Cohn's
stockholder's suit, threatened by
forces connected to California Gov
ernor Jerry Brown with having coke
snorting dissolute Benson , Ford
pushed into top management or even
E X E C UTIVE I NT e l L I G E N C E REVI EW

bankers report that the Bundesbank
will resort to competitive interest
rate hikes and massive dumping of
dollars, if necessary, to protect the
value of the deutschemark and West
Germany's capital market. Thus,
when all economies appear to be dis
i n teg r a t i n g si m u lt an eo u s l y , t h e
question of which currency collapses
first-the dollar, the deutschemark ,
or t h e yen�will likely b e determined
not by ordinary criteria but by "who
comes o ut on top" in the interest rate
co'mbat between central banks or
" wh o grabs the biggest markets" in
the present struggle o ver world
trade.
The potential for chaos is enQr
mous-the Council on Foreign Re
lation's chosen motto of "controlled
disintegration " notwith standing.
Once this state of affairs becomes
m ore widely recognized, gold will �
seen as the "last refuge" and a sub
stantial flight into metal will ensue .
-A/ice Roth

the presidency as Henry Ford II pre
pares to retire, and b uffeted by a
press smear campaign epitomized by
the April 30 Business Week m aga
zine, which features Ford as "king'
Henry I I on his throne with the ghost
of his grandfather, Henry Ford I ,
watching over him . i t has been ru
mored that Ford is being strongly
induced to break ties with Giscard in
return for large new defense orders
being privately promised by New
York Council on Foreign Relations
supporters of the presidenti�l candi
dacy of Alexander H aig.
But the fight in Ford is still un
decided . In a consortium with other
V . S . tractor producers, Ford has
signed a contract fQr 2,500 units with
the Mexican government. This deal,
Ford's largest in 60 years, will help
encourage the company to produce
tractors instead of tanks.
-Leif Johnson and
Garance Phau
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FO REI G N EXC HANGE

Sterl i n g ta kes t u m bl e
The British pound fell sharply this
week from its previous plateau of
nearly $2 . 1 0 to a close of $2 .0394 on
April '26. Two forces contributed to
this. fall, both linked to the issue of
austerity.
The first reason for the pound's
collapse is that the British aided this
depreciation themselves by shorting
their own c�rrency, while maintain
ing their investment in the British
stock market which hit a record high
this week. This is part of a larger
move by the British to gain entry into

the European M onetary System
(EMS) and transform that institu-'
tion into an instrument for Europe�
an-wide austerity.
A lower pound central cross-rate
would be the first requisite of British
entry into the .EM S, as the British
would be. in perpetual trouble trying
to defend sterling-within the EMS
currency bands-at its current over
valued levels. At the same time, sev
eral British manufacturers have been
demanding lower pound exchange
rates to help Britain's export posi-

BRITAI N

Brita i n l oses out to I re l a n d
i n b i d for U.S. i n vest m e n t
The British lost out when one o f the
most technologically advanced mi
croelectronics manufacturers in the
U . S . , Mostek of Houston, Texas, de
cided to locate a £42 million micro
chip manufacturing plant in I reland
instead of Scotland . The I rish I ndus
trial Development Authority upped
the ante a fter the Scottish Develop
ment Authority-which has just set
up offices in New York to woo U . S .
industry-tried t o snatch the . a lmost
completed deal from Ireland.
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Although Scotland dangled £ 1 2
million in government aid, risk capi
tal, and other incentives in an effort
to match the Irish package-the U . S .
firm was apparently more attracted
by the Irish government's commit
ment to industrial development. Part
of the M ostek deal involved the cre
ation of a . training center which
would test integrated circuits and
conduct research on M ostek's new
state-of-the-art computer technolo
gies.
E X E C UTIVE I NT E L L I G E NCE REVIEW

tion, according to the April 25 Finan
cial Times of London. British export
ers would be at a competitiv,e disad
vantage within th,e EMS if the pound
remains at such a' relatively " strong"
position.
The second reason behind, the
pound's tumble is that West German
traders moved strongly to fortify the
deutschemark at the . pound's ex
pense by moying out of sterling held
positions.
However, here too the motiva
tion was austerity, as the Bundes
bank, following remarks this, week
by its Chairman Otmar Emminger,
is tryi hg to strengthen the mark by
tightening interest rates and cutting
back energy growth targets.
The dollar did not gain this week
against any other currency but the
pound, as traders could not make up
. their minds whether the U.S. was
headed into recession or another
business boom.
-Richard Freeman

The British Department of In··
dustry, which is ultimately in charge
of Scottish industrial development,
was not willing to accept the first
phase of the Mostek investment as
"manufacturing," disqualifying the
company from the usual 20 percent
grant toward that portion of their
investment. The Irish were ready to
judge the test center as phase one of
two high-technol ogy enterprises .
The training lab would provide grad
uates and technicians for other for
eign microelectro nics companies
which I reland hopes to attract, as
well as making available research fa
cilities for the country's rapidly ex
panding technological base. The
Dublin government has made clear
that it intends to be involved in the
establishment of the new training
laboratory and has pledged over
£ 1 5 million of the £42 million
. Mostek
will invest.
.
-M arla Minnicino
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Fi n al comp leti on of the com puter model for Ly ndon H . LaRouche' s Riem annian economic
m o del was a n nou nced j ointly by the U . S . Labor Party and Fusion Energy Foundation i n
New York , A p ril 25. T h e first phase o f t h e computerized " L a R o uche M odel ,", featured i n
the following Executive Intelligence R eview Special Rep o rt, was completed when a series

of trial tests designed · to test the predictive power of the m o del were s uccessfully run
thro ugh the comp uter. Acco�ding to the scientists running the LaRouche Model p roj ect,
the predictive power of the mo del i s " virtually 1 00 percent," and its degree of accu racy
depen ds alm ost excl usi vely on the accuracy of the inputted �tatistical data.

I n the fi rst maj o r test of its capabilities , the " L a Ro uche M odel " was given statistical

data from the 1 968 to 1 973 period and was then asked to predict what would occur if a 400

percent in crease in oil p rices were s uperimp osed . In resp o n se, the computer m odel was

able to produce charts and diagrams describing the beh avi o r of such key categories as

rates of capital fo rmation, rates o f prod uctivity increases, rate p atterns i n con s umer-goods

ind ustries , capital -goods industries, etc . , which are virtually i dentical with wh at in fact
occurred in the U . S . economy d u ring the 1 974 to 1 9 7 8 period .
The

LaRouche

m o del

of economic

p redicti o n

an d

a nalysis

was

develope«

on

instructi ons from Lyndon H. LaRo uche, J r . , presidential can didate for 1 980 and chairman
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Special Report 1 5

and fou nder of the U . S. Labor Party. The research and development for the model was
conducted by a team of Labor Party and FEF physicists, m athematicians, and econ.omists

headed by Dr. Uwe Parpart, the , Director o f Research of the USLP, who is also research
and devel opment director fo r the Fusion Energy Foundati o n .

The computerized LaRo uche M odel is b ased on the fundamental theoretical
breakthrough in economic science which LaRouche accomplished during the early 1 950s,

the sp�cial significance of which is ill ustrated by his autumn 1 9 7 8 The Theory of the

European Monetary Fund. A lthough LaRouche's work is otherwise a continuation of the

work of Plethon, Colbert, H amilton, the Careys, and List, as well as incorporating

essential contrib ution s o f Karl M arx, LaRo uche, beginning in 1 952, succeeded in solving

the crucial problems left unsolved by all his predecessors in this field: the problem of
developing efficient deterministic m o dels for the rate o f economic growth of eco nomies

under the impet us o f directed rates o f technological progress : This was so lved with aid of
the co nceptual approach to relativistic physics identified with Bern hard Riem a n n ' s
habilitation thesis, an un derstanding o f Riem annian physics achieved with a i d o f the

cru�ial work of Georg Cantor. The result is a unification of the probleIJ?s o f applying
science to econ omy with the fundamental principles and methods o f Riemannian p hysics ..

-

b y Uwe

Parpart and Steven Bardwell

All presently employed nati onal and world economic models suffer from two major

interrelated deficiencies already identified in Part I of this repo rt and reflected both i n . t he
models and in the data bases:

1 . No disti nction is made between productive and nonproductive economic activity and

realization o f economic output, where by productive we mean effecting a u seful material

alteration o f n ature resulting in tangib le wealth (fo r detailed categorizati on see below)
Consequently no concept of economic surplus i n the sense of econ omic pro duct

representing " free energy" for the exp ansion of the productive base of the eco nomy ·
through investment in added producti vely emp loyed labor and capital goods exi sts, arid

the concept of economic growth itself becomes ambiguous, even m aligned as a cause o f
inflation .

2 . Inadequate or n o account i s given o f qualitative changes in the technology base o f

the eco nomy, even though in the long run, such changes and their action o n the

prod uctivity o f labor are the only so urce o f noninflationary growt h . Appreci ation o f this

fact itself, of course, presupposes the prod uctive/nonproductive distincti o n . A nother
reason frequently advanced for not inclu ding techn ology ch anges in the usual m o dels is
that continuous m o del s cannot accom mo date them . This is true. Therefore , the Riem annian

model proposed here is specifically geared toward the occurrence of discontinuities i n on<:i

or m ore of the m odel's pa rameters . In fact, it is in order to em phasize this feature that the
model i s called " Riem annian": The 1 9th century German m athematical physicist Bern hard

Riemann was the first to propose that the analysis of global phase spatial relationships
proceed from the standpoint o f the determination of the " shape" (or geometry) o f the
phase space or manifold by m eans o f the distri butio n of the singularities o f the param eters

spanning the s pace. In his discovery and descri pti on of the phenomenon of shock waves
Riemann gave a specific example of the evolution of a physical manifold toward a point

o f discontin uity and the subsequent qualitative reo rderi ng of the ma nifold as a result of

the propagatio n o f the singUlari ty retaining its integrity a s a new type o f p hysical entity .

Techn ological change will be seen to h ave shock wave-character in this. general sense fo r
our economic model .
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Conve ntiona l models '
, Three conventional-type economic models shall now
briefly be exami ned to illustrate the two points of
criticism just made and to show how the indicated
defects lead to gross predictive and policy failures. In
presenting this short critiq ue we want it to be
understood that we do not overlook the fact that
precisely to the extent that some of the examined
models have about the same predictive power as the
charts of an astrologer, their main purpose m ay in fact
be the same as that of such charlatans in the service o f
the King: t o provide some semblance of objective
justification for the credulous for policies pursued for
entirely different reasons.
First, there is the so-called naive forecasting method
which hardly deserves the name model. It proceeds by
establishing certain historical trends for a given variable
or set of variables and then more or less uncritically
proj ects that same trend (positive or negative growth
rate) into the near or di stant future. Such simple
inductive procedures are open to so many different and
obvious objections that it is hardly worthwhile
to bring
'
our two points above to bear on them .
Signi ficantly , however, economic models of the
second category to be considered, the econometric
models forecasting national income account statistics
(such as the u . s . Department of Commerce B ureau Of
Economic Analysis [BEA] quarterly model), are subject
to the same inductive fallacy-and in fact doubly so.
They attempt to forecast the values of variables such as
personal income, government spending, gross national
product, etc. on the basis of some com bination of
I . historical, or lagged values o f the variable in
question;
2 . other variables related to it by a set of linear
equa�ions, and
3. exogenous variables determined by factors not
covered by the model at hand .
The first of these forecasting methods, of course, is
just our above naive extrapolation; but basically so is
the second . The linear equations establishing the
relationships between the different variables of the
model normally reflect and are justified by the model
builders through , reference to historically observed
statistical correlations between the variables rather than
purporting to express actual causal relations in the
economy comparable, say, to the laws of classical
physics. Thus, the theory expressed by the model's
equations has itself the epistemological status of a
simple inductive generalization no different than naive
extrapolation .
Most professional economists today will probably
.contend that economics admits of no other kind of
"lawful ness" and theorizing, and that our criticism of
the standard econometric models is therefore vacuous.
We are not impressed by that point: Aside from their '
May 1-May 7, 1979

epistemological inadequacy, the forecasting perform
ance of existing m odels is notoriously unreliable, while
the causal analysis of the economy we ate proposing
will recommend itself mainly by its predictive accuracy.
There is no reason to drive a wedge between physical ,
and economic theory. In physics, when someone claims
he knows that under normal conditions water boils at
1 00°C, because he has made a long series of. boiling
experiments all with similar outcome, we do not accept
that as a valid reason . Instead, we ask for a more
reliable explanation which m ust contain some reference
to a cause/effect relationship between the heating of
water and the onset of cavitation (boiling).
Similarly, in economics, a statement that historically
a change in such and such variables has generally
produced such and such o verall growth rate, should be
regarded as at best incomplete, leading to an answer of
the more basic question of why the variables examined
showed the observed behavior.
There actually exists in today's economy a crucial
phenomenon which just begs for the proper kind of
causal analysis-the phenomenon of inflation . The very
fact that inflation has so stubbornly resisted the
econometricians' best predictive efforts demonstrates
the incompleteness of their models caused by an
inadequate choice of parameters and relations between
these parameters. Einstein never tired of m aking the
same point regarding the quantut1'\ mechanical uncer- '
tainty relations; they m ust be taken as a signal of
incompleteness with respect to the chosen parameters
and phase space relationships, but not as a sign of the
ultim ate causal incompleteness of physics . We shall
show in the following how it is precisely the distinction
between the productive and nonproductive realization
o f the total economic product that allows for a choice
of parameters or variables which span the kind of-phase
space in which causal determination of economic
behavior is possible, This identification of the causal
parameters then becomes the basis for national policy
intervention into the economic process as well as of
reliable forecasting.
A third type of model to be considered briefly is the
Leontief-type input-output m odel . In outward appear
ance at least these very differentiated models mapping
the flow of goods and services between the different
sectors of the economy are concerned with establishing
substantive producer-consumer relationships and not
just with statistical correlations between selected varia�
bles .
Typically these input-output or interindustry models
display in m atrix form the percentages of the total
product of a given industry (or sector of the economy)
consumed by the totality of other industries (or sectors)
or going to "final demand" (see Figure 1 ). S uch
matrices can then be used to estimate required industry
by-industry inputs to obtain desired o utputs both in the
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overall and with respect to certain specific output
categories .
There is no question that the data displayed in
input-output matrices can play a valuable role iR
economic policymaking; however, when applied to the
problem of determining or forecasting economic growttl
in any time-frame except the immediate short rwn,
input-output analysis suffers from the same fundamen
tal flaw as the econometric models. All different output
categories of the total economic product are treated Oft
a par with each other, and no distinction is made
between their productive and non-productive consump
tion. However, it is only through the introduction of
such a distinction that the future capacity for econOR1�
growth resulting from the' consumption or realization

Exchange ef .... and

.... vices

of a certain type of product (mainly through the
enhancement of the productivity of labor based on the
rate of introduction and propagation of new technolo. gies) can be judged.
Simple production-consumption relations will not
do, and input-output tables ultimately leave obscure
the causes of economic expansion and contraction.
Perhaps the most serious indicator of insufficiency
of conventional economic models is found, however, in
their assumption of a simple continuity in the e�onomic
variables of interest. The related assumptions of a fixed
set of economic relations and the imposition of a
continuity condition on those variables are fundamental
to all the present types of m odels-econometrics
demands a continuous manifold for the solution o'f its
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Statistics. The matrix

horizontally, the numbers indicate shipments to other sectors. When read vertically, the numbers show what that sector consumes from other sectors.
Asterisks stond for sums less ttla n

$5 million.

equatioris, and input-output analysis relies on the
economy's being describ able by the same size matrix
over time.
It has been well known in physics since the time of
Riemann and Boltzmann that these assumptions have
drastic consequences for the system they describe-the
assumptions of linearity (iIi the sense of fixed laws) and
continuity, while both " local" statements about the
system , have profound, global consequences. In the
case of physics, these two assumptions lead to the
Second Law of Thermodynamics (see M orris Levitt's
article on th is subject in the Fusion Energy Foundation
Newsletter, September, 1 976). This is a very deep result,
first rigorously shown by Bolzm ann's famous H
Theorem: a linear, continuous system is subject to an
inexorable increase in entropy, the eventual running
down and disintegration of order. The critical point for
discussion is that the same p roo/ holds for an economic
model: the assumptions of linearity and continuity lead,
by tp e same reasoning, to the necessary entropic
consequence for an economic system unfortunate
enough to satisfy these assumptions.
Obviously, however, neither history nor real eco
nomic systems satisfy either of these assumptions
economic change, especially technological change,
happens discontinuously and, through this discontin
uous process , the laws describing that economic
development chal1ge qualitatively. The only presently
existing mathematics sufficiently powerful to describe
evol ution of this sort is that outlined by Riemann and
his ' school .
It is critical to note that the surprising indifference
of models li ke the Department of Commerce m odel to
growth rate-they predict equally healthy futures for
the economy almost independent of growth rate-and
alternatively, the gloomy necessity of zero growth
ded uced from system models like the " Limits to
Growth" study of Meadows and Forrester, both stem
from Boltzmann's H-Theorem . These models, to take'
two examples, had zero growth and the impossibility of
technological progress built in from the beginning in
their most fundamental assumptions about the mathe
matics relevant to economics . They " prove" the
possibility or necessity of zero growth as a purely
circular consequence of their axioms.

The pri n c i pa l categories
of reprod uction a n a lysis
Since the mid- 1 950s economist .Lyndon LaRouche has
proposed a causal method of economic analysis which
has served as the basis for the economic forecasting
and planning model developed over the past several
months by the writers and several collaborators . The
latest popular presentati on of LaRouche's method is
contained in his October 1 978 piece "The Theory of the
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The SEA on its econometric model� �.
'Ever wonder how the gove�nment comes up wlib l,i
' economic forecasts of what Americans can, ex�ct :
in the way of inflation and other key trentl$? The
Bureau of Economic'Analysis offers this description
of the accuracy of the eConometric model tMy use
. 10 call the shots on the economy. '
The whole inquiry-both its prediction and'
forecasting aspe�ts is aimed at the questiOn:
How reliable is the. model as a forecasting
' . instrument? The article does not provide an"
unambiguous an swer to tbis question. However,
, both the quantitative error statistics and the
a nalysis of turning point predictions show a
substantial tenden cY toward deterioration as the
'prediction of forecast horizon lengthens. Since a '
large part • Qf the impact of many, kinds of
government economic poliCy action s occu rs sev. era! 'quarters after such actions. fu rt her improve
ments in econometric modeling are. desirable
An econometric model is a set of equations
comprised of behavioral relationships plus "ident
ities," or definitional relationships. The behavioral
relationships are specified (as far as possible) on
the basis of economic theory and are estimated by
fitting regressions to actual data. A basic assump
tion is that the relationships are. "stochastic."
That is, even if aU of the important causal
determinants are included as explanatory variables
in an e quati o n and the form of the equation is
properly specified, there remains a rartdom or
-

..

'

.

unexplained error term (often called "disturb
ance") which represents. the net effect of the
. myriad other . forces that ' are acting on the
dependent variable.

European M onetary System . " (New York: Campaigner
Publications . )
As opposed to the economic models just reviewed,
LaRouche's analysis does not attempt to aggregate a
whole economy from i ts component p arts expressed as
variables and their interrelations, b ut proceeds from
the economy as a whole as the pri mary datum . I n
analogy to a living organism the economy i s viewed as
a reproductive system by which a given population
produces and reproduces the m aterial conditions of its
existence, and in which the principal quality to be
measured is the negentropic contents (enhanced repro
ductive capacity) i nherent (or lacking from) societal
transformations represented by successive epochs of the
production-consumption cycle .
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The reproductive categories employed by LaRouche
(and displayed in their interrelations in Figure 2), as
based on the division of households into productive
(income derived from labor employed for the produc
tion of tangible wealth) and nonproductive, are as
follows:

NON·
PRODUCTIVE

D

( I ) v = variable capital = portion of the total

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

product (output) produced through a given
prod uction-consumption cycle representing
the cost of reproducing the productive labor
force at the same cultural-material level;
c = constant capital = p ortion of total prod
uct representing the cost of replacement of
plant, equipment, and raw materials at current
level and quality of production;
s = surplus product = portion of total prod
uct exceeding the quantity c + v
d = nonproductive consumption = portion of
total product representing the cost of repro
duction of non-productive labor in the p rivate
and public sectors at current level;
s' = s - d = absolute surplus = portion of to
tal product available for reinvestment for
expansion of v, c, and d.

In the discussion of the data base of our model we will
later explicitly relate these categories to categories
familiar from Department of Commerce and similar
government statistics.
For the time bei ng we note that on the basis of the
variables v, c, s, d, and s', (aside from the time variable
t, the only variables to be employed in our base model)
certain ratios can be defined w hich represent important
performance characteristics of the economy:
1 . s 'I(c + v), the rate of surplus production, is a
" free energy" ratio, and represents the econo
my's capacity for expansion;
2. s/v, the rate of surplus at current reproductive
costs of labor, is closely related to productivity
as defin ed in government statistics and will be
referred to as productivity in the following;
3. vic is a measure of the capital or labor intensity
of the ecohomy, etc.
. For our present discussion, the behavi o r over time of
the ratio s' I( c + v) is the most significant quantitative
indicator. Rising values of this ratio represent the
desired negentropic quality of the economy as a whole
caused by i nvestment in advancing tech nological
capacity and necessary concomitant investments in
improved specific skill and overall cultural levels of the
labor force.

S'

PRODUCTIVE
AGED

d

T h e Model l
The base model of an arbitrary economy to be described
at this point-a more sophisticated version will be
introduced below-consists of a set of three ordinary
differe n tial equations governing the time rate of change
of the just introduced variables v, c, s ' , and d. The
equations relate these variables to three ratios of values .
of the variables assumed constant for the length of the
reproductive cycle under consideration .
I n essence, these values are politically determined,
and reflect the results of public and private sector
policy choices operative in the economy. The required
ratios are:
= the fraction of absolute surplus s ' reinvested
in v;
'Y = d/v = the ratio of non-productively invested
surplus to v in the current cycle;
b = (s' + d)/v = the ratio of surplus production to
v (productivity) in the current cycle.

a

With these variables we can write down the following
equations for v, c, and s = (s' + d):
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What the 1 9 73 oil price rise d i d to the U . S . economy
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The overal l eHeets caused by the rise in the price of oil after 1 9 73 can be seen i n the dramatic changes in the ratio S' j (C + V) . As S' or
social surplus, which can be reinvested into plant and equipment (C) or the maintena nce of the prod uctive population (V) dropped, so
did l iving standards, while the actual prod uctive capacities of U.S. plant and equipment pl u m meted .

( 1 ) dv/dt

as'
( I - a)s'
(2) dc/dt
(3) ' d(s' + d)jdt
d(ov)jdt
=

=

=

=

v(do/dt) + aoS'

The first two equations simply express the fact that v
and c change only as a result of the reinvestment of
some surplus or profit (either positive Or negative) in
these categories. The third equation defines changes in
surplus production as the sum of changes in productiv
ity (s/v) and in the absolute size of v. It is this third
equation, in particular, which expresses the essential
causal relation in the model: surplus is created by the
productive employment of labor; its size is proportional
to v, with productivity the crucial constant of propor
tionality.
It is clear that, in most situations, .u sing only these
three equations would be a gross oversimplification of
any economy. It is straightforward to write down the
more complex sets of equations which are required for
a multisector economy, each .of whose internal dynamics
is governed by similiar equations, but with different
ratios. Below, we will show a simple example of such a
system of coupled economic sectors.

" May 1 Ma y 7, 1979
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An important capability that such a scheme of coupled
sectors provides . is the analysis of the interaction
between the underdeveloped and developed sectors of
the world economy. Without a doubt, the most striking
feature of the world economy is its division into two
sectors with grossly differing values for the ratios a and
o. The dynamics of the world economy depend on the
interaction between these two subsystems.
Second, this m ultisector approach provides a natural
scheme for examining the impact of the world economy
on a subsumed (smaller) sector of that economy. Since
the impact on a subsector of any pattern of world
economic development will depend greatly on the level
of industrialization, living standard, . and productivity
of that subsector, it is essential to have a way of
measuring the effects o f the world economy on any
given subsector. The model provides a powerful way of
studying the effect of different scenarios of world '
economic evolution on a single industry or state.
L We employ the term " model" only with g reat reluctance. It
indicates a very ten uous relationship between analysis and reality, the
kind

economet ricians

regard

as

necessary,

but

we

find

q uite

unacceptable. We cl aim for our " model" the same status normally
claimed for physical theories.
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striking is the fact that there i s an optimum
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successful development policy is possible.

In Figures 4, 5, and 6, the values of the,
,
abscissa (fraction invested) represent the percent-
age of advanced sector surplus invested, frbm

0'

to 1 00 percent, in the developing sector over time

(4, 5, and 1 1 production cycles i n our examples),

and the values of the ordi nate (from 0 to 1 00
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percent) represent the growth rate praduced i n

t h e developing sector.

I m porta n t a n a l ytical sol utions
Although these equations are clearly intractable in their
general form with any methods besides numerical ones,
there are certain special cases in which they can be
solved analytically. These analytical solutions reveal
some important characteristics of the model equations
and give sign i ficant i nsights i n to the underlying
dynamic and structure of the numerically derived
solutions.
Single sector sol u tion

In many cases, two important simplifications can be
made to equation (3), red ucing it to the form:
( 3') ds'/dt
a(o --y)s'
This equation will be a suitable replacement for (3)
whenever the rate of change of 0 and -y are much less
than the rate of change of v.
From this simplified form of the equations, several
interesting conclusions can be derived. Most important
is the dependence of s' on the various ratios. It is easy
to integrate (3') for a gene�al time dependence of a, -y,
and 0 , with the result:
s'
s()' exp ( J a(o --y)dt' ] .
The growth of s' is found to be highly dependent on
the composition of reinvested surplus, a-it is possible
to some extent to trade off -y and 0 , letting one decrease
if the other does so, and still maintain the rate of
growth . However, the influence of a is essentially
different. Any small change in the co mposition of
reinvested capital greatly affect& the rate of change of
surpl us . This is an important qualitative result, since it
demonstrates in both a positive and negative sense the
importance of the cost of replacement of c. A small
cheapening (for example, a new mining technology)
will greatly increase the growth of profit. The introduc
tion of any method of cheapening c is disproportion
ately advantageous for this reason. By the same token,
a small increase in the cost of c can dramatically
decrease the rate of growth. This was the case, for
example, with the rapid increase in the price of oil over
the last five years.
We have just completed a case study of this situation
and found that our qualitative prediction based on the
analysis of the-just exhibited analytical solution to the
model equations is fully borne out by the quantitative
results (see Figure 3). A more general point is this: the
now quite common scare stories about "running out of
everything"-oil, precio us metals, timber, etc.-:-even if
they were true, are relevant to economic growth only
indirectly . What matters is not the absolute availability
of raw materials, but their availability at a given price.
Thus it will not do to make provisions for the
replacement of certain energy sources, for example,
only when we are already at the borderline of marginal
exploitation of the source. New sources must be
=

=
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brought on li ne early enough so as to be phased in well
before depletion costs of current sources rise to a point
where the entire econo my suffers and i� reduced in its
capability of developing new energy technologies at the
required rate. From these considerations the fallacy of
applauding higher energy prices (whatever the cause
for such price increases) because they make the
development of new sources profitable ought to be
obvious .
Two-sector sol ution

Under the assumption of constant (historical) values
for the ratios, an interesting solution to the case of a
two sector world economic model can be obtained . A
realistic first approximation to the relation between the
advanced and underdeveloped sectors , (sector I and 2
respectively), is the investment of a fraction, E, of
s,u rplus from the advanced sector into the underdevel
oped sector. Under these assumptions, the coupling
between the two sectors is only through the fraction 'E
and the equations take the form:
ds, '/dt = a l ( o l - -Y I )S I '( l -E ),
d v , /dt = a , s , '( l - E),
dc , /dt = ( l - a , )s t '( l -E )
ds//dt = az{02 - -Y2 )( S/ + ES I '),
dv 2 /dt = az{ s 2 ' + ES I ')
dc 2/dt

=

( l - a , )(s/ +Es , ')

It is straightforward to derive from this an algebraic
expression for the growth rate of the underdeveloped
sector as a function of E . In Figure 4 this growth rate
(norm alized) is plotted as a function of the fraction o f
surplus invested from t�e advanced sector. There are
two remarkable things shown by this very idealized
model; first, the growth rate has a maxi m um . That is,
there is an optim um fraction of surplus to be invested
it is possible to invest too much in the underdeveloped
sector. The consequent decrease in the underdeveloped
sector's growth rate comes from the fact that a
depletion of the advanced sector's capability to grow
will adversely affect the growth of the underdeveloped
sector as well. However, it is striking that
there is an
.
optim um for this fraction.
Secondly, as Figures 5 and 6 show, this optimum
decreases with time . That is, as the underdeveloped'
sector grows, the amount o f advanced sector surplus
reinvested for maximum growth decreases, as it should
in any successful development effort.
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Fig u re 7
The R i e m a n n ia n economic model
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reflects a variety of investment decisions with respect to
v, c, and d, but is being watched primarily for the
impact of raw materials pricing; President Carter's
We have so far examined the use of our base model ' in
recent oil price decontrol decision i� a case in point;
tWQ specialized areas of application : in what might be
results of ' an impact study now in progress will be
called " impact" studies evaluating the effect of signifi
cant short-term fluctuations of one variable- while
published in this magazine shortly.
Ratio 'Y principally reflects the impact of govern
others are held relatively constant, and in two-sector
ment spending in such areas as transfer payments and
studies focusing on the optimal allocation of surplus
defense spending. Ratio � is generally, but not usually
product . The general range o f the model, however, is
immediately, affected by investments in new technolo
much broader and is indicated in the fi rst flow chart
gies, government investment credit decisions for such
(Figure 7). (The second chart [Figu�e 8 ] merely provides
purposes, etc. In the short ter� the ratio reflects
further details on model use and construction.)
The principal intended forecasting use of the model
capacity utilization and other familiar factors impacting
(presently limited to the U .S . economy, but soon to be
productivity. Input of different sequences of values for
our ratios now yields different output sequences for v,
extended to other advanced sector economies pending
preparation of data base) proceeds along the fo l lowing , , c, s', and s' I( c + v).
We will normally publish not just the one sequence
- , path (cf. Figure 7): we start �y inputting a time series
we judge the most likely, but several competing ones,
of values for v, c, and d and on that basis derive a set
'
of historical values for the ratios of a , 'Y , � and for s' .
in order to make transparent the impact of economic
policy decisions, and in order, if you will, to tell people
We can then reset these values at different levels
reflecting arrays of possible private and public sector
who to blame for outcomes deemed undesirable. Our
policy decisions affecting the ratios, and compute the
principal published indicator wiII be a value for "real
outcomes for economic growth. As indicated above, a
GN P" equal to the predicted value of the sum v + c +s.

G'e neral util ity of t h e base model
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The d a ta base
Fig u re 8
Deta i l of Model: proiections
User input

Time series for a ,o,/" and any other factors;
coefficients for equations to be solved (arbitrary
number of equations and form-tested for
solvability).

�'
Computer output

�

defined to be the portion of sales
used for replacement of manufacturing and
industry labor force (nondefense).
v = (food, housing + energy) , ratio of goods
producing workers to total workers ' ratio of
average manufacturing wag�s to average o f all
wages = TLFC ' ratio I ' ratio 2 (TFLC = total
. labor force consumption)
= TLFC ' ratio I ' ratio 2

Variable capital v:

Generated code for solving these equations using
Runge- Kutta a lgorithm .
'-

In first approxi mation .the preparation of the data base
for o ur model poses relatively few difficulties; it
involves a straightforward, essentially "algebraic,"
transformation of the U . S . Department of Commerce
Survey of Current Business statistical categories into v,
, c, and d as foll ows (page references are to the "current
business statistics" section of the Survey):

1
' User input

Starting val ues for s', c, v for each sector (sta rting
val ues for each variable m ust be specified)

�
Computer output

Table of val ues of 5 ' , v, c, and s'/(c + v) for times from
sta rt; graphs of 5' , v, c and 5' (c+ v) as a function of
ti me.

I

where food, housing = HG A + C S + AE
N PA E + PRC + PH R, where H G A = home
goods and apparel (S-6); CS = consumer staples
(S-6); AE = automotive equipment (S-6); NPAE
= non passenger car automotive' equipment ( = TB
, AE / PC, where TB = trucks and buses factory
sales [S-40] , PC = passenger cars, factory sales [S40]); PRC = private residential construction (S-6);
PH R
public housing and redevelopment (S-6).
�

=

EPSR ' REC / TEC + GSRC,
where energy
where EPSR = electric power sales revenue (S26); REC = residential electrical , consumption
(mnkwhrs); TEC
total electrical consumption
(mnkwhrs); GSR C
gas sales to residential
customers (S�26).
=

The difference between Department of Commerce GNP
and "real GNP," signifying the difference between
total uneval uated economic ,growth and productively
realizable growth, will for the first time allow the
drawing of accurate conclusions about the expected
rate of inflation for constant employment figures.
As shown in the flow chart in Figure 7, our model
is intended, and will also be used, for economic
'
planning purposes . Indeed, it is the principal merit of
a causal model that switching ' from predictive to
pl anning uses requires no changes in the model base.
Optimization uses will allow for determining optimal
growth rates on the basis of specified initial values,
while "constrai ned" model use allows, for example, the
presetting of a certain growth rate and the evaluation
of input requirements for the pri ncip,a l model variables.

=

=

G P W / TENA , where GPW =
where ratio I
goods producing workers ( 100 0s) (S- 1 4); TENA
= total employees, nonagricultural ( 1000s) (S- 1 4)
=

where ratio 2 = AWEM / AWEP, where AWEM
= average weekly earnings, manufacturing em
ployees (S- 1 6); AWEP average weekly earn ings,
all private employees (S- 1 6).
=

This gives the final formula:
v = (HGA + CS + AE ' ( 1 � TB / PC) + PRC
+ PH R + EPSR ' REC / TEC + GSRC) ,
G PW ' AWEM / ( TENA ,' AWEP).
defined to be the portion of sales
used for replacement of plant, equipment, and raw
materials at current level and quality of production .
(All quantities i n ,millions of dollars unless otherwise
noted) .

Constant capital c:

c = capital expenditures �transportation + energy
May i -May 7, 1 979
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where capital expenditur�s = MAS + C M AS +
EDP - DCG - PAE + PN RCI + PCI, where
MAS = materials and supplies (S--6); C M AS
construction materials and supplies (S-6); EDP
= equipment and . defense production excluding
auto (S-6); DCG == defense capital goods; PAE
= pollution abatement expenditures (S-6); PNRCI
= private non-residential construction (S- I O); PCI
= public construction, industrial (S- I O) .
where transportation = TTE - A E , where TTE
total transportation equipment (S-6); A E =
automotive equipment (S-6).
=

where. energy = GSI + EPSR FEI, where GSI
= gas sales to industrial customers (S-26); EPSR
= electric power sales revenue (S-26); FEI =
fraction of electrical power to industry = EI /
TEC (EI = estimated industrial energy consump
tion = [GSIC/(GSCC +GSIC)] . ECI, where GSIC
= gas sales to industrial customers [s- 2 6]; GSCC
gas sales to commercial customers [S-26]; ECI
= electrical consumption by commercial and
industrial customers [S-26] [mnkwhrs)); TEC =
total electrical consumption (mnkwhrs).
•

=

This results in the following formula:
c
MAS + CMAS + ED P - DCG - PAE +
PNRCI + PCI - TTE + AE + GSI + (EPSR .
GSIC . ECI) / (TEC . (OSCC + GSIC»
=

defined to be the portion
of sales not used for replacement of manufacturing
and industry labor force (nondefense) or for replace
ment of plant, equipment, and taw materials at
current level and quality of production.

Nonproductive expenditures d :

d = consumer. goods, energy, transportation, and
construction not used productively
where consumer goods = TLFC - v (see variable
capital for description).
where energy =:= EPSR + GSR - GSI - EPSR
. FEI - EPSR . REC / TEC - GSRC, where
EPSR = electric power sales revenue (S-26) ; GSR
= gas sales revenue; GSI = gas sales to industry
(S-26); FEI = fraction of electrical output to
industry (from e); REC = residential electrical
.
consumption (mnkwhrs); TEC = total electrical
consumption (mnkwhrs); GSRC .
gas sales to.
residential customers (S-26).
=

where transportation and capital goods = DCG
+ PAE + N PA E + NATE, where DCG =
defense capital goods (S-6); PAE = pollution
abatement equipment (S-6); N PAE = nonpassen
ger automotive equipment (from v); NATE
nonauto transport equipment (S-6) .
=
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where construction = TNC ..;. PRC - PN RCI
- PH R - PC I , where TNC = total new '
construction (S- I O); PN RCI = private nonresiden
tial industrial construction (S- I O); PH R = public
housing and redevelopment (S- I O); PCI == public
construction, industrial (S- I O).
This gives the final formula:
d = TLFC - v + EPSR + GSR - GSI - EPSR
. (FEI + R EC / TEC) -- GSRC + DCG + PA E
+ NPAE + NATE + TNC - PRC - PN RCI
- PH R - PCI .
/

This account also provides the reader familiar with
Department of Commerce statistical categories .w ith
an explicit definition (at least in first-order approxi- ,
mation) of the categories v, c, and d and by
implication of the productive/nonproductive distinc
tion .
for forecasting purposes our d�ta base so defin�d
is more or less sufficient since we are not principally
interested in the absolute values of our variables In
the case of planning uses of the model , this no
longer holds true. If one wants to plan the economy
of an underdeveloped sector country, for example,
one must have reference to absolute values providing
reliable information on the infrastructure, capital
base, standard of living, productivity of labor, etc:
in the economy. This necessitates much more far
reaching data transformations and corrections than
indicated above. We are now in the process of
developing such a data base for the economy of
India; results will be published shortly in preparation
for an international conference on the economic
development of the Indian subcontinent.
..

Ela bora tion of the model
As successful and informative as the model in the above
formulation remains, there is a fundamental feature of
economic development which has remained an exog�
nous factor, namely, the interrelation between techno�
logical change, productivity, and growth of the
economy. In the base model above, this relation must
be supplied from the "outside" in the form of an
empirically determined relation among the ratios a , b,
and 'Y.
To formulate a resolution of this insufficiency, some
deeper introduction to the methodology of Riemannian
mathematics is required. As noted above, the questions
of the impact of technological change are geometric
ones, not ones of a parameterization . That is, techno
logical change introduces fundamental singularities
into the actual economic process and precipitates, at
these singularities, qualitative changes in the laws
. governing that economic development. .
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It is essential to realize th at this jump-like behavior
cannot be avoided-any model which assumes, explic
itly or otherwise, that economic variables must be
continuous, will not only fail to reproduce long-term
economic behavior, but, more importantly, carries with
it a set of axiomatic assumptions of the impossibility of
technological change or realized scientific development.
The historical fact is that such changes have taken
place in a discontinuous manner, and, as we have seen,
the assumption of continuity is equivalent to the
assumption of a fixed mode o f economic reproduction.
Only by taking account o f these disconti nuous,
qualitative changes can we deal with the central facts of
human economic reproduction-namely, technological
progress and increasing productivity through increasing
cultural levels.
We have called the general approach of the model
" Riemannian" because it uses the same mathematical
tools that have been uniquely successful in Riem ann's
treatment of similar sing ular and nonlinear problems in
physics . The crux of Riemann's method is his identifi
cation of the singularities in a process as the source of
dynamics and internally determined geometry. Several
points must be noted for further discussion 2 :
I . The set of variables required to specify the
"state" of the economic system being modeled forms
what Riemann called a "manifold." This manifold is a
multidimensional space whose properties are deter
mined by the form of the differential equations which
describe the economic system . That is, the space is not
specifiable beforehand-its metric, "flows," and the
like are a product of the imposition of the time
differential equations describing the evolution of the
modeled economy .
2 . The equations specify a set of trajectories through
the manifold . The solution to the equations defines, in
effect, the geodesics for the manifold and hence the
. actual trajectory used by the system.
3. However, as Riemann was at pains to point out,
the interesting information for any manifold of this
sort is given by the singularities which it contains. As
is the case in complex physical systems,3 these geodesics
end or begin at singularities. At some point along the
trajectory describing (instantaneously) a successful
economy, some derivative will become infinite, or some
ratio will have a zero denominator. This singular point
represents the onset of a new mode of "interaction"
the necessity for a qualitative change in the economy,
(the development of a new technology, an energy crisis,
or the like).
4. The system of equations at this singular point
cannot (usually) be made smooth again with any small
change in parameters or 'any "adiabatic" change in the
equations. The trajectories locally all share this singular
point. A discontinuous change in the parameters or a
qualitative change in the equations is necessary for the
May 1 -May 7, 1 979

Fig u re 9
Aggregated economic data for
the u .s. economy
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continued description of the system .
The parallel to Riemann's treatment o f the forma
tion of shockwaves (discontinuous fronts of pressure in
a gas) o ut of n.ormal acoustic waves is instructive .
In his 1859 paper, Riemann described a physical
process in which the propagation of a wave changed
the medium in which the wave propagated, in such a
way that the higher amplitUde parts of the wave
traveled faster than the low amplitude parts . By virtue
of this process, the peaks of the waves catch up with
the trough in a finite amount of time, and the wave
" breaks" mathematically, leading to singular deriva
tives for the amplitude · as a function of position.
Riemann's contribution was the recognition that this
singular point was not a mathematical fiction-as most
mathematicians had assumed b ased on the assumption
that the physical variables had to be continuous !-but
rather, represented a qualitatively new feature · i n the
system, a shock wave.4
Economic systems exhibit shock wave-like singular
ities at precisely the points of most rapid technological
change, or the points where such change is necessary.
We can replicate this behavior mathematically by an
argument very similar to Riemann's . The simple form
o f the economic m odel described above permits
propagation o f an economy i n one "direction" o nly,
namely, the time direction. However, it is clear that
economic evolution occurs in two almost independent
directions-in time and in "technological develop
ment . " Both of these " coordinates" are axes through
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which an economy can change, and, to a first first equation in the approximation that v is changing
more rapidly than (15
1'), in which case the first
approximation, economic evolution can occur in either
equation becomes:
"direction" almost independently. That is, an economy
can exist by continui ng in the same mode, at least for
a(t5 'Y )s'
[a/at + u(a/ax')]s'
a length of time, without changing technology, and, in
Now, notice the obvious historical fact that as s'
addition, a set of very rapid technological changes can
increases, so does u. That is to say, the larger the rate
occur in the space of only a few years, which could
of surplus production, the larger the rate at which new
only be replicated within a given level of technology by
scientific developments are assimilated. That means,
many years of simple progress in the time "direction"
mathematically, as Riemann showed for the very,
alone.
similar equations governing shock wav�s, that the
Given this understanding of the geometric nature of troughs of the wave are overrun by the crests and a
technological development, we write, by analogy with
shock wave singularity develops in a finite time. In our.
a hydrodynamic treatment of the previously simple equation, this singularity is reflecting the breakdown of
propagation time given by 4(1t, the propagator:
the form of the equations themselves, just as it did in
I}6t + U · ¥Ix.
the case of shock waves. The formation of the shock
That is, we allow differential (now partial differential) wave represented the coalescence of the energy of the
changes in two directions .
system in a new form , a coalescence which qualitatively
To give this, so-called "convective derivative"
changed the laws governing the future evolution of the
meaning, we m ust specify the significance of x and u .
medium of propagation.
The quantity x is relatively straightforward-it is clearly
In our Riemannian economic analysis, thi s velocity
the level of scientific development of the economic
u is a close representation of the negentropic tendency
system or sector under consideration . This is the " other
of an economic system. Its realized tendency for
direction" in which economic evolution can occur.
technological change is quantified in u-not with ' the
Now, u must be the velocity or rate at which these result that there is rapid expansion of> the economy
scientific developments are translated into actual (this would be the result in a continuous system), but
economic reproduction. Again, it is essential that these rather that it is a measure of the rapidity of onset of the .
two facets of the propagation of an economy be shock wave-like singularity. Negentropy is not merely
disting u ished; x is the distance covered by the economy
the tendency for internal elaboration and development,
in "scientific development" but this can only occur as
but m uch m ore essenti ally, the feature of the system
the result of realization of such development in
which " forces" it to outgrow the present, fixed form of
productive technology.
development .
We now propose to recast our model equations
(shown for a single sector) i� the form:
[a/at + u l (a/ax l )]s'
a (t5 'Y )s' + ( 15 'Y )v
2. See F. Klein, Riem a n n ' s Theory of A lgebraic Functions; U .
Parpart, "The Concept of the Transfinite," Campaigner, V o l . I X , N o .
[a/at + u 2(a/ax 2 )]v
as'
1 -2 , J a n Feb . 1 976.
la/at + u3(a/ax3)]c
( 1 - a )c
3 . S . Bardwell, "Solving the Three- Body Problem ," Fusion, V o l . I,
1 97 8 .
where the U1 may or may not be the same. These ' 4N. oF. o8r, Jaune
detailed discussion of Riem ann's treatment o f shock waves
equations have I the striking property of supporting
see U . Parpart, " R iemann Declassi fied- H is M ethod and P� ogram
for The Natural Sciences," Fusion, V o l . 2 , N o . 6 , M arch-Apnl 1 979.
shock wave solutions! I t is easily seen by looking at the
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Ita l ia ns u se new method a ga i nst terror
In carrying out the recent-and ongoing-wave of
terrorist arrests that have been reported from Italy
since mid-April, the Italian m agistracy has accom
plished something the significance of which extends far
beyond the incarceration of individual terrorists. The
protests from select "intellectuals," politicians, and
European press outlets indicate that it is the methodol
ogy being utilized by the Italian magistracy i n
identifying the structure and operation of the terrorist
phenomena that represents the unique significance of
Italian antiterrorist operations of the last period.
This point was first made by the London Daily
Telegraph shortly after the first wave of arrests occurred
in Padua under the aegis of J udge Pietro Calogero. In
reporting particularly on the arrest of Padua Universi
ty's Political Science Professor Antonio Negri , the
Telegraph correctly noted that the action pointed to a
departure from regular police methods which had
heretofore scrupulously ignored the links between the
"theorists of revolution," such as Negri , to concentrate
exclusively on the individuals physically responsible for
terrorist assaults. Leading Italian "in tellectuals," such
as Socialist Party Central Committee member Norberto
Bobbio, vehemently argued in public for Negri's right
to function as the "theoretical vanguard" among those
who furnish the belief structure utilized by terrorists
such as the Red Brigades.
Not only did Bobbio praise the terrorist Negri as a
"profound scholar" for his advocacy of an armed
terrorist revolt agai nst the Italian republic, but Bobbio
stated flatly that "it is arduous, if not absurd, to
establish a connection between thought and praxi s . "
Until this recent period, the Italian police like their
colleagues elsewhere maintained a religiously pluralist
view of terrorism, as a series of unconnected gangs
who were further unconnected to the "above ground"
mass movement of "Autonom ists" and other M aoist
countergangs despite enormous evidence indicating the
interchangeability of personnel between the under
ground terrorists such as the Red Brigades and the
"legitimate" Maoist movements. Police investigative
methods further disassociated the two wings of the
terrorist movement from the theorists such as Negri
who were otherwise acknowledged as the theoretical
leadership of both sides of the movement.
May 1 -May 7, 1 979

In the flurry of antiterrorist activity following the
m urder of former Premier Aldo Moro , only the
European Labor Party (ELP) proposed in a special and
widely read " M oro brief' that police methods be
inverted to consider political ideas and motivations as
real phenomena and ap propriate subjects of police
investigation.
The key to the impact of the ELP dossier, titled
"Who Killed Aldo M oro ," lay in its location of the
subversive plot that culminated in the m urder of Italy's
most prominent statesman in a conspiracy centered
outside Italy, outside the " left" per se, and indeed
outside what is norm ally construed as "politics" in the
Italian framework. In 1 1 0 closely documented pages,
the " M oro brief' traces the British Crown's determi
nation to prevent the emergence of a direct threat to
the City of London's world financjal hegemony in a
Western European-initiated new world monetary system
based on collaboration between sovereign republics in
. the capitalist, sociali�t and developing sector.
As the brief argued, the model of the I talian
government-where conservative Catholic capitalists in
the Christian Democratic Party worked directly with
the trade union-based Italian Communist Party-not
only provided a key example of such cooperation, but
a powerful basis for guaranteeing Italian sovereignty
against Britain . · Moro was killed because he was the
principal architect of that Catholic-Communist alliance.
Using a method and specific tactical initiatives
prescribed by U . S . Labor Party chairman Lyndon H .
LaRouche, J r . , the ELP's dossier demonstrated the
links between the violence that has wracked Italy, such
figures as Henry Kissinger, and U . S . Ambas,s ador to
Italy Richard Gardner, and the overwhelmingly British
influenced Italian press .
By eventually following this approach, the I talian
police have already placed behind bars the second level
controllers of Italian terrorism such as Negri , Vesce,
and others cited below. More significantly, the appli
cation of a political methodology is leading the Italian
magistracy and their collaborators in French and West
Germ an intelligence on the trail of the higher eshelons
of international terrorism which until now have been
allowed to act with impunity.
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T h e B riti s h h a n d b e h i n d wo rl d te rro r
I f the governments of France, Italy, and the Federal
Republic of Germ any continues to stalk the European
terrorist command , using the "political method" elab
orated i n the European Labor Party's dossier Who
Killed A ldo Moro, the British I sles will soon be exposed
and recognized as the nerve center of world terrorism .
Evidence already in the hands of European authorities,
significant portions of which have been released to the
media, establishes an airtight case that all "terrorist
roads" lead to the doorsteps of the late Bertrand'
Russell, his British heirs grouped around the Tavistock
Institute, the I nternational Institute of Strategic Studies,
and the British Secret Intelligence Service.
Contrary to the vast majority of published accou nts,
Lord Russell ( 1 872- 1 970) was emph atically not the
leader of a worldwide peace movement. Throughout
his career, Russell was the leading public spokesm an
for a faction of the British oligarchy that was committed
to realizing a "geopolitical" one-world rule--":'through
the suppression of all science and technology and the
application of sophisticated mind-destroying tech
niques, incl uding psychedelic and other drugs.
It is ironical that the only point in his life when
Russell advocated the use of even existing advanced
technologies was his collaboration with Sir Winston
Churchill at the close of World War II in an attempt to
m anipulate the United States to launch a nu¢lear first
strike against the Soviet Union . When that project
failed, , Russell immediately returned to his antitechnol
ogy " D ark Ages" effort, employing the linguistic ruse
of equating "peace" with shutting down ' all n uclear
energy and weapons programs.
During this 1 9 50s period, Russell reactivated his
Peace Pledge Union project of the World War I I period
(an organization based on resistance to fighting in the
war against Hitler, an effort which once again placed
him in the camp of Churchill and the pro-Nazi
"Cliveden Set") as a counter to the "Atoms for Peace"
initiatives of the Eisenhower Administration in the
United States. This project evolved in 1 962 i nto the
Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, which was the
coordinating point and principal funding conduit for
what became the "student movement, " the "antiwar
movement," the "draft resistance movement," and the
more . contemporary " antinuclear -environmentalist
movement" worldwide.
Every branch of the New Left tree, including the
Fourth I nternational (Trotskyists), the Maoists, the
anarchist-terrorists, the "Eurocommunists" and the left
wing of the Second I nternational (Socialist parties)
grew out of the same Russellite soil .
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Lingu istics

I" addition to the direct application of large amounts
of drugs and the introduction of rock music (both
direct throwbacks to the pagan cult rituals of the fifth
millennium BC) the principal new mind-control "tech
nology" introduced through the Russellite circle was
linguistics/artificial intelligence and the computer ' ap- '
plication of that method.
Modern linguistics was developed during the 1 920s '
through a project at Cambridge University and other:
locations, one that was directed by Lord Russell . lts
stated objective was to disprove the existence of creative
scientific mental activity and catalogue all human
language (ie . , all human thought) into fixed categories
of formal logical association . The holder of the key to
the fixed, immediate linguistic structure of a given
individual presumably has the capacity to "program"
the individual to carry out a,ny action desired by the
controller-including terrorist actions.
With ongoing input from Russell an� a circle of
collaborators at Oxford-Cambridge, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the Frankfurt Institute for
Social Research (the Frankfurt School) and elsewhere,
this effort was centralized by the end of World War II
in the London-based Tavistock Institute. Tavistock
served; and still serves, as the central training ground
and command point for a worldwide network of what
Tavistock founder and Russell collaborator Dr. John
Rawlings Rees referred to as "psychiatric shocktroops"
deployed into mental "health" programs, university
anthropology and sociology departments, and political
institutions.

•

Neg ri's controllers

Three names have been recently cited by French and
Italian security services investigating the summer 1 978
kidnapping and assassination of Aldo Moro. They best
serve to demonstrate the British hand behind University
of Padua Professor Antonio Negri and the Red
Brigades-Autonomi terrorists that he managed. These
individuals, all confirmed to be the mentors and
controllers of Negri and his ci rcle, are Louis Althusser,
Norberto Bobbio and Giangiacomo Feltrinelli.
Louis A lthusser, a self-described Marxist philosopher
and former mental patient, has been identified in
Corriere della Sera as the individual who commissioned
Antonio Negri to Paris and directed Negri's activities
through the duration of the M oro kidnapping. An
associate of Tavistock I nstitute fellows M ichel Foucault
and Michel Crozier (as well as OAS terrorist controller
Jacques Soustelle) at the EPH E 6 (Practical School of
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Higher Studies) in Paris, Althusser has made a long
career out of applying linguistic-structuralist techniques
to the recruitment of terrorists. It was Althusser, along
with Jacques Lacan, who conducted a linguistics project
at the Psychiatric Laboratory near the Sorbo nne that
served as the command center for the 1 968 Paris events
that destroyed the government of General Charles de
Gaulle. Prior to that, Althusser had been the principal
responsible individual in the creation of the French
Maoist movement and the Italian Manifesto group, a
support and feeder organization to the Red Brigades.
Norberto Bobbio, a central committee member of
the Second International's Italian Socialist Party, has
been identified by such diverse sources as former U.S.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark, Amnesty Internation
al, and the U.S .-based Russellite Telos magazine as the
"individual most on top of the Negri situation . "
A ' self-identified linguistics expert, applying those
techniques to "democratic socialist institutions," Bob
bio was the on-the-scene overseer of every step in the
development of an Italian terrorist sewer since the
1930s when he led the Turin cell of the British-created
anarchist-terrorist "J ustice and Liberty" group, later to
merge with the Action Party . From this early period,
Bobbio worked in the service of the Einaudi family, as
well as the AgneIIi family. Bobbio presently sits on the
board of both the Agnelli and Einaudi Foundations
and joins mem bers of both of those families of the
Italian Black Nobility on the London International
Institute of International Affairs-a Tavistock-affiliated
branch of British intelligence. A former "resident
philosopher" at the Johns Hopkins University-linked
Cattaneo Institute in Bologna and the University of
Trento (a known recruiting ground and safehouse for
� he Red Brigades), Bobbio runs a Socialist Party
Journal called Mondo Operaio which houses the leading
known "academic" controllers of the Italian terrorists
including Trento Sociology Professor Alberoni and
Dark Age advocate Roberto Vacca.
Giangiancomo Feltrinelli died in 1 972 when a bomb
that he and a fellow Red Brigades terrorist were
constructing detonated in his hands. Prior to that
untimely expose as a terrorist, Feltrinelli had enj oyed
the sort of reputation shared by Althusser and Bobbio
up until recent weeks-that o f an " i ntellectual"
unaccountable for the applications of his theories. A
close personal associate of Bertrand Russell and the
head of the Russell Peace Union in italy, Feltrinelli
? ad been expelled from the Communist Party of Italy
10 the 1 950s for smugglin& out and publishing the first
Western translations of Dr. Zhivago. Through that
effort, Feltrinelli maintained close associations with
East bloc dissident circles up until his sudden death.
The independently wealthy offspring of an Italian
family, Feltrinelli set up a radical publishing house
which, to this day,. serves as the principal distributor of
radical linguistic works (including those of Althusser
May 1 -May
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Terrorism and
,t he cominl Dark Age,
The networks targeted in the antiterror effort are
e�plicitly Italy's " Dark Age" faction, which has
dominated state university instruction for ' a
decade. Among the other proteegees of Toni
Negri 's mentor Norberto Bobbio are "engaged
science fiction writer" Roberto Vacca, Iinguisti
cian Umberto Eco, and sociologist Francesco
Alberoni. All three have penned scenartos for the
breakdown of today's massive communication
and industrial sysems to lead into a New Dark
Age, provoking the reduction of the world's
population by 1 to 2 billion. The focus is how to
control the people who remain .
Vacca's 1 97 1 book Medioevo prossimo futuro
(translated in 1 973 as The Coming Dark A ge
favored a New York C ity power blackout to start
the spiral of chaos, bubonic plague, and finally
the inrush of " barbarian hordes." In 1 973 Eco
and Alberoni contributed to a followup book,
Documents on the New Dark A ge. Alberoni
implemented his ideas by creating the original
Red Brigades nucleus at Trento University in
1 968. Eco became the guru o f the Autonomi
using his " semiotics" classes as brainwashing
sessions for environmentalist terrorism .
Now, the tide is turning.,

and Bobbio) and proterrorist tracts i n Italy. Thro �gh
his work with the Russell Peace Foundation, Feltrinelli
became the Mediterranean contact point between West
German terrorists Ulrike Mei nhof and Andreas Baader
and the British-Israeli intelligence-run radical Palestin
ian terrorist circles. It was through Feltrinelli and
Russell Peace Foundation associate and French Social
ist Regis Debray that the Baader-Meinhof Red Army
was connected into the terrorist networks of the
Mediterranean area.
Wi&I the "London Irid.. /� fall?

Should any one of the three above-cited individuals be
conclusively shown to be in control o f the Italian
terrorist networks, sufficient prima facie evidence would
exist to investigate and indict the heirs of Russell and
the directors of the Tavistock Institute before an
international tribunal. The intersection of British agents
Althusser, Bobbio, and Feltrinelli in the case against
Tony Negri constitutes an overwhelming evidentiary
mandate for immediate action .
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ieaders, Oreste Scalzone . . . . After the kidnapping of
(Aldo) . Moro, he criticized the Red Brigades from a
technical point of view, but he wrote (in April of 1 978
in Rosso, a review edited by the arrested Em ilio Vesce
and inspired and proofread by Prof. Negri): " I f the
unpredictable insanity of the Red Brigades has raised
the political level of struggle, good, we will demonstrate
In the Italian Communist Party daily L'Unita of A pril that we know how to take this new territory ." Fine.
Padua was the only Italian city i n which during the
10, Michele Sartori investigated the relation between the
A utonomi and the Red Brigades in an article entitled entire period of the Moro kidnapping and immediately
" Padua: A Different Terrorism to Conceal the Heart of after his assassination, the terrorist attacks stayed on
the same level as dur'ing the two preceding months,
, the Red Brigades? " which is excerpted below.
while in the whole rest of the country, in the same
. . . The arrest of the Paduan professor (Toni Negri . period, terrorist activity fell radically .
ed .) seems to confirm at least that the magistrates, in
"Complementary" tendencies
particular the public prosecutor Pietro Calogero, must
Also recently, the Autonomi wrote in its own review of
have accumulated sufficient evidence to prove what up
the same name, that the essential element is "in the
to a few months ago was j ust an "impression" of theirs:
choice of field of the armed struggle. " Certainly, there
that the Red Brigades and the Autonomi were two
is still being put forward the line of "m ass illegality,"
sides of the same coin, linked to a single political brain
but while before this tendency was presented as an
center. And that particularly in the Veneto (the province
"alternative" to the elitist theory of the Red Brigades,
surrounding Venice-ed.) there was a common center
now the two are theoretically "complementary ." A uton
of leadership .
omi writes: "To us it is no longer acceptable for a
' " Is it possible that there is truly a single thread,
correct equilibrium of positions between the two
beginning in Padua, that unites organizationally, or at
principal components of the revolutionary movement
least utilizes in a coordinated way, the clandestine
to be broken; that is, between the clandestine comm u
armed struggle with the armed autonomous territorial
nists and the communists of the workers' Autonomi.
movement? To outline an answer to this question, . . .
we must consider various elements.
"We must discipline ourselves within a difficult and
In 1 978, in Italy, there were 2,365 terrorist assaults
complex effort for unity, to construct the organization
and incidents, with 37 dead and 4 1 2 wounded in
and the program. Homogeneity, com rades, is stubborn
attacks, with an increasing tendency away from the
ly fought for."
bloodless, demonstrative act toward "execution" -like
'p henomena. In the Veneto . . . in 1 978, terrorist episodes
Autonomist hegemony?
amounted to over 500, a little less than one quarter of
These same Autonomist admissions indicate, therefore,
the national total . . . but with only one victim dead . . .
the existe'nce of relations with the clandestine move
and four wounded in the legs.
ments, and it is not possible that similar connections
There is in the Veneto, therefore, a different type of
subversion, tending to the construction of an "armed , could be maintained purely through spontaneity, by
chance, by a political debate that rebounds from the
movement" rather than an "armed party," experiment
columns of the Red Brigades flyers to those of the
ing with diffused terrorism , sabotage and mass lawless
Autonomist papers, without at least more than sporadic
ness, destabilizing the basis of the state. And Padua, in
particular, is a privileged zone for experimentation in
relations and contacts-which indicates coordination if
this tendency . Therefore, facts and figures seem to
not actually a common leadership.
indicate a difference . . . between the Red Brigades and
. . . (In 1 974) Padua was chosen as a tranquil refuge
the Autonomi . But other facts, other public admissions
in which to prepare a terrorist plan applied successively
indicate instead that . . . behind the apparent split, there
in other cities, while today it is chosen by the Autonomi
is a precise complementarity; at least, the Autonomi is
to �xperiment directly, openly, with a strategy which
perfectly aware that "difference" is not inequality, that
would perhaps be utilizable in other areas.
the subversive plan exists in common and m ust be
Both considerations, however, leave room for a
'
brought forward by agreement in common.
nagg ing doubt: is it possible that the disappearance of
the Red Brigades-operative disappearance at least-is
Homogeneity
a precise choice, to concentrate in one area, apparently
This tendency appeared in the Paduan Autonomi before
not hit by the Red Brigades phenomenon , the apparatus
it became widespread in the rest of the Autonomi . See
of real direction and important logistical services of the
clandestine organization?
the recent writing of one of the arrested national
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M A N I FESTO
(IOSSUU . PlITOR)

Two ma ps-a nd two methods-on Ita l i a n terrorism
Particularly alarming, from t h e standpoint o f t h e international controllers o f terrorism, is t h e fact that t h e Italian magistrates responsible
for the current wave of arrests have shifted the parameters of investigation from the paranoid map of the bottom-level terrorist activists
to a larger view that encompasses the "intellectual" command-and-control structure behind terrorism. In the process, Judge Calogero
and Judge Fais of Padua a re 'ta king direct aim at the controlle d Italian press, which over the years has cultivated the image of a

spontaneously generated "sociological" terrorist phenomenon purely within the borders of Italy.

The above ," map" of the Italian ultraleft, encompassing Autonomists, Red Brigades, and assorted Maoist grou ps, was recently
published by the Rome daily newspaper La Repubb/ica. La Repubblica, together with the slick weekly magazine L'Espresso, is owned
by Count Carlo Caracciolo. Its editors are closely associated with-in many cases overlap-the leadership of the Italian Socialist Party.
La Repubb/ica's version shows a series of (exclusively Italian) " i nputs" from the " Bordighists," "Marxist-Leninists," and other left

grouplets leading into the spontaneous explosion of 1 96 8 . Entirely omitted is the fact thC" t nearly all of the g roups "inputting" an the

for left were generated in the early 1 960s out of the cultural section of the Socialist Party itself! Furthermore, the eru ption of such

anarchoid environmentalist groups as the "Metropolitan Indians" and the various "Autonomies" a re shown as sudden meteorological
explosions at various points i n the 1 970s.
The chart published on the overleaf is taken fro

n1

the Europea n Labor Party's Who Killed A/do Moro, which appeared in the fall

of 1 978, was disseminated a mong the Italian government and law enforcement com m u n ity, and is now i n its sec � nd printing.
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S tefano S i l vestri
( e s perto m i l itare addestrato
dagli inglesi, scrive per La Spa m pa
I 'Espresso. Panorama

A . G a m bino mSS)

Cons. d · A m m .

(E .. S c a l fa r i . e x d i rett. )

( controllato da M a ri a
J os e di S a v o i a )
l n dro Montanelli
( R adio TV Montecarlo)
S e r g i o R icossa
( M ont Pelerin

C o l o m bo ( co·dirett.
A . Mondado,ri Editore)

M a s s i m o Bonanni (11 Mu lino)

M.

1

P I R E LLl

l I

F E LTRINELLI

,

I

·1

FONDAZIONE E INAUDI

I

I

I
C LUB D I ROMA

I-

R en z o Tr ionfera
A R N O LD O MONDADORI EDlTOItE Spa.

co-D i rettore M. Colombo ( La ReDubblica )

PANORAMA
I

A . Ronchey. ex d irettore
scrive s u i C d S .
m e m bro IlSS
G i orgio F a ttori
G io v a n n i Trovati
V . C h i u sano m S S )

lL GIORNALE NUOVO

( D i r ettore d i Panora m a )

R i c c ardo Lombard ( PS I )

A r r i go Lev i . ex d irettore
m e m bro I1SS

Aldo B a s s etti

V. R i p a d i Meana

L a m berto S e c h i

G iorgio A m endola ( PC l ) ( PC I )

I

LA StAMPA

I

P r e s . G i useppe Luraghi

I

( e x p r e s . Alfa Romeo. ex collab. Pirelli)
L a m berto Sechi ( La R epubblica)

G io r g i o G a l l i ( La R epubblica)
ex pres.

11 Mulino

F;rancesco Forte (lAO

M O V IMENTO FEDERA LISTA E U R O PE O

F o n d a t o n e l 1 943 da Altiero Spinelli
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Ra d ica l p ro fesso rs i a i l ed i n Ita l y
On April 8, Italian political, journalist and professional
circles were stunned by the surprise arrests of almost
almost 22 persons who had previously been thought of
as respectable citizens, for complicity in terrorist acts.
For the most part those arrested were well-known
professors and journalists connected with the Paduan
"autonomous" left. Among them were Antonio Negri,
a teacher of "State Theory" i n the Political Science
Department of Padua University, and, according to
I talian press descriptions, the "theoretician of the most
violent of the extremist fringe"; Emilio Vesce, a
h ighschool teacher, widely known as Negri's "ri ght
hand" and the editor o f the A utonomis! R adio
Sherwood and the daily A utonomia; Oreste Scalzone, a
founder of the Autonomists and director o f the aborted
magazine Metropolis, whose fi rst issue was scheduled
for release the day following his arrest ; and Giuseppe
Nicotri, formerly of the editorial staff of L 'ESpresso
magazine and the daily La R epubblica. So m any
professors from the Padua U nivetsity Political Science
faculty have been arrested, in fact, that the entire
department has been shut down !
The arrests m ark a radical departure from
previous European counterterror operations in three,
respects: first, the " clandestine armed party" -the
murderous Red Brigades-are now assumed to be in
effect the same entity as the above-ground, "mass
oriented," "autonomous" left, the A utonomi. Second,
the operative direction o f the Red Brigades assassina
tions and other attacks is being imputed to professors,
who heretofore hid under the cover of being " mere
theorists ." Finally, the scope of the investigations that
prepared the present crackdown has broken through
national boundaries and appears to involve , close
cooperation between major European governments.
That factor could presage the end of the international
terrorist command and control centers them selves .
Each of these points was presented as necessary
to the absolute victory over international terror, in the
dossier published in late 1 978 by the European Labor
Party, Who Killed A ldo Moro.
Twelve of the arrested ideologues, in fact, ha �e
now been accused as accomplices in the kidnapping
and assassination of former Prime M i nister M oro and
the bloody massacre of his five-man escort on M arch
1 6, 1 978. Despite an attempted terrorist counterattack
which took the lives of a Secret Service agent and a 23year old member o f the Communist Party ( PCI), the
April 8 arrests are being followed up in other cities .
In Florence, an arms-purchasing ring was broken
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up, netting 3 arrests, on April 1 8 . In Rome, 13 were
arrested on April 20, including a journalist for the
weekly Panorama, on charges of conspiracy against the
state. Professor Negri himself has been placed in
isolation in a high-security prison in Rome, where he
has been under interrogation over the past four days.
International operation
Dr. Pietro Calogero, the public prosecutor in charge of
the Padua arrests, said in a press conference on April
1 7, that "A utonomy is not a purely Italian phenome
non ." According to the daily L' Unita, organ of the
PCI, "Toni Negri is considered by the investigators to
be a fundamental link between the centers of the I talian
'armed party' and the subversive formations-some
already consolidated, some still embryonic- in other
countries. There is a list of such countries: France,
Germany, Belgium, Portugal, Canada."
On April 24, the Milan daily Corriere della Sera
reported that special units of the Italian and French
secret services had been collaborating for months
before the Paduan professors' arrests , on an operation
involving the infiltration and monitoring of terrorist
groups . The break in the Negri case, according to
Corriere, came when these units learned of Negri's
presence in Paris for a period during the Moro
kidnapping, at the invitation of his long-time friend
and patron, the structuralist Louis Althusser. French
radio is now reporting that the center of European
terrorism is now being identified by several intelligence
services as Paris.
The evidence
The initial reaction of the "liberal," terrorist-sympa
thizing, and radical press in Italy was that Judge
Calogero had no proof and that the arrests represented
a wave of repression and an attempt to prosecute
"crimes of opinion . " The response of the P�duan
magistracy to this outcry of concern for the rights of
terrorism to express itself, was given by Aldo Fais, the
Pad uan District Attorney . Fais asked: " For God's
sake, do you think that after two years of work,
Calogero would have arrested Negri just on the basis
of readi ng his books? . . . We have proof, and plenty of
it. "
The evidence against Negri has been leaked to the
press more than in the other cases . It is of three types:
first, a computer-generated grid which correlates ideas
and actual marchi ng orders found in Negri's writings
with realized terrorist incidents: Second, documentary
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evidence recovered from a "little tin box" that Negri
consigned to safekeeping with a friend when he was
n otified that he was " about to be arrested. T he
documents are reported to include case studies written
by Negri of various Red Brigades cells, criticisms of
various attacks carried out by the group, and recom
mendations for correcting strategic and tactical errors
by the terrorists. Third, there is evidenc � gathered fro �
the months of wiretaps and other surveillance of Negn
and his friends, including rumors that computer
analyzed voice pri nts can identify him as the anonY!D 0us
Red Brigades spokesman who telephoned the wife of
Aldo Moro and announced that "the sentence would
be executed" unless she managed to convince the
government to grant the terrorists demands.
T heory and practice
The Italian Socialist Party (PSI) has led a chorus of
defenders of the professors' right to preach assassina
tion and destabilization . The Socialist daily, A vanti, has
maintained that there is a difference between the Red
Brigades terrorism and the supposedly legitimate
Autonomist violence. And the Socialist-linked La
Repubb/ica on April I I published an interview wi � h
Franco Piperno, a fugitive wanted in the Padua case, m
which Piperno threatened Calogero, the PCI an � the
government as well as informing its readers that " m 1 0
pages o f documentation" there was "no proof. "
.
The protest is international . the New York TImes
stressed on April 1 7 that "left-wing newspapers (were)
raising questions about the legality of the terrorist
inquiry" and devoted m uch of its article to the radical
lawyers' countercharges against the Padua magistrates.
In Paris a "Collective for Information on the I talian
Situatio � " has prepared an information packet in
Negri's defense and Jean-Paul Sartre, a well-known
crony of the Baader- Meinhof terrorists, has actually
gone to Rome to defend his old friends and collabora
tors.
The most fervent argument, however, came from
psi member a n d l o ng-time t�rrorist sym pathizer
. Norberto Bobbio, who was reported by Corriere della
Sera of April I I to have said that "among the
theoreticians of the new left, he (Negri) is one of the
most culturally advanced. He is a serious and pro found
scholal'l. It is very difficult, if not absurd, to establish a
connection between thought and praxis."
-Mary Sonnenblick
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Wh o i s Anto n io' Neg ri?
Antonio "Toni" Negri, professor o f Comparative
Science at the University of Padua, is one of the single
most important controllers of terrorism in Italy. Facing
charges for armed consR,iracy to overthrow the state,
Negri and his colleagues are only meeting their long
delayed day of reckoning.
Toni Negri began his political career as a m ember
of the Italian Socialist Party (PSI). In the mid- 1 9 50s, he
allegedly left the PSI and became the editor and
founder of two left-wing magazines: Quaderni Rossi
( Red Noteb90ks) and Contropiano (Counterplan). In a
short time, both magazines became the theoretical
spokesmen for a new wave of anarcho-syndicalism
identified by the generic n ame of operaismo (worker
ism).
By the mid- 1 960s, the ideas generated in Quaderni
R ossi were appropri ated by each and every one of the
Maoist and anarchist countergangs which sprang out
of the student movement. The ideas promoted by Negri
in his m agazines and books were straightforward: the
state must be destroyed. In order to achieve that aim ,
the "revolutionary movement" had t o pass from words
and theories to deeds and the formation of the armed
infrastructure required to " achieve our task." Negri
continued to elaborate these ideas from his professorial
chair at the University of Padua, a post he obtained in
1 966 under the protection of PSI Central Committee
member and "political linguistician" N orberto Bobbio .
From Potere Operaio
Having laid the groundwork for indoctrination and '
recruitment, Negri founded the countergang Potere
Operaio (workers' power) in 1 967. He' was assisted by
Paul Piccone, editor of the Frankfurt School-linked
magazine Telos, and the terrorist publisher Giangia
como Feltrinelli. For several years up to his arrest two
weeks ago, Negri was one of the directors of the
"M,arxist collection" for the FeltrineJli p",blishing
House.
With the founding of Potere Operaio, the notion was
conceived and extensively discussed of launching two
countergangs at the same time, according to the
testimony of police infiltrators. While one of the gangs
would provide a " legal," above-ground cover, the
second would be an underground terrorist organization .
In 1 969, a group "split" from Potere . Operaio
ostensibly over the question of supporting terrorism .
The group constituted itself as the "respectable"
extraparliament!lry grouplet Lotta Continua.
By 1 973, the n ucleus that remained of Potere
Operaio began to collaborate and engage in "theoretical
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discussions" with the Colletivo Politico M etropolitano
(Urban Political Collective) led by Renato Curcio, a
former sociology student at the University of Trento.
The discussions led to the creation o f the Red
Brigades-under Curcio's direction-in 1 974.
In the meantime, Marco ' BO"ato , a member of
Curcio's Colletivo and also a former student at Trento,
became a national leader for Lotta Continua. Lotta
Continua was given international prominence and
recognition by Radical A merica, which devotecl its
entire March-April 1 973 issue to expounding on the
revolutionary virtues of the Italian countergang . Lotta
Continua could count on the active support of Marcus
Raskin and Richard Barnett from the Washington
based Institute for Policy Studies .
With both sides of the operation in place , Negri
withdrew from visible participation in the activities of
the two groups and furned to propagating his
"revolutionary theories" from Padua, protected by the
influence provided by his wife's noble Venetian family
and his sacred "freedom of speech . "

Evidence a g a i n st Negri
Excerpted here is an article from the April 21 ,
edition of the Rome daily La Repubblica.

\

To jail
Negri's luck has finally turned sour. Today, he is kept
in isolation at a Roman jail. In M ay 1 977, he and the
entire faculty of the Political Science Department of
Padua University were indicted under charges of
"subversive association," but were released for "lack of
evidence. " Since then, and, particularly, during and
after the kidnapping of former premier Aldo M oro by
the Red B rigades, Negri and company were placed
under strict and continuous surveillance. The monitor
ing of his activities has given the Italian judiciary the
concrete evidence of his subversive activities. It has also
given French, Italian, and German intelligence the
names, addresses, and phone n umbers of every major
terrorist controller in Europe and the United ' States.
Those European intelligence services are ready to move '
on the control centers o f terrorism .
A s one Italian magistrate put it t o the press corps
two weeks ago: "This is only the first phase; stay tuned
and you will see, you will see . . .

The "clues" can be summed up in five points: the
first, " on which the investigators have placed all
their cards, would justify their triumphant seJf
confidence . . . . The documents seized from Negri,
and other papers found in a M ilanese Red
Brigades hideout, the evidence of mysterious trips
and movements by the accused, the taps on his
phone, and Red Brigades tape recordings.
The second point deals with "ideological
en unciations put out by Negri si nce 1 97 I , inciting
insurrection . . . enunciations whose content reap
pears in the pamphlets of the Red Brigades and
of similar armed gangs, as well as in leaflets
claim ing responsibility for crim inal acts." It is
appropriate to report here some of the quot�s,
taken from the speeches, conferences and writings
of the professor, which (Prosecuting Judge)
Callucci considers evidence:
"Insurrection is the rationality of a m aterialist
and dialectical point of view co nfronted with the
desperate irrationality of repression . . . . In this
jungle of the social fabric, the vanguard can today
construct focal points of revolution ary struggle
around which the masses of the exploited con
verge . . . . To put into action all the mechanisms of
an organization to realize these goals , is our
immediate task . . . . Organization means the direct
reappropriation of the existing wealth, to destroy
it or to liberate intervention forces . To rebel,
insurgency, is the dialectic link of every sequence
of revolutionary action . . . .
The third point treats of the "obvious reap
pearance of such enunciations in the pam phlets,
the leaflets, and the communiques signed by the
Red Brigades and other such subversive organi
zations. "
"

"

-R.D.
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Ja pa n to rem i l ita rize?
Kissing.e r 's Washington- To kyo- Peking Axis becoming reality
A series of dangerous developments relating to U . S .
defense posture in Asia occurred last week, all of which
show that Henry Kissinger's dream o f forming a
"Washington-To kyo-Peking Axis" against the Soviet
U nion has virtually become a reality.
Topping the list was the announcement by Japanese
Prime Minister M asayoshi Ohira that Japan is commit
ted to a fundamental upgrading of its military forces
and a joint effort with the United States to confront the
much-talked-about Soviet military build-up in North
east Asia. "I believe we must improve the quality of
our defense," the Premier told several American
newspapers, adding that Japan " must give thought to
what posture the U . S . , our ally, may take and how
Japan can cooperate with the United States."
Ohira's statements raised many eyebrows, as J apan
has · been so far reluctant to become entangled in
controversial debates between the United States ,and
the Soviet Union. With memories of World War II still
fresh, most Japanese business and political leaders have
preferred to present J apan as a peace-loving nation
friendly to all countries. Moreover, Japan's constitution
forbids it from maintaining any offensive military
capability, and many sectors of the Japanese public still
regard this as a mandate against any major military
build-up and involvement.
Months of pressure from Washington for Tokyo to
align with China against M oscow have begun to pay
off however, as these same leaders have apparently
decided that their fears of a future war must be put
aside in deference to Henry Kissinger's desires.
Significantly, Ohira dropped all pretences i n his
interview on "equidistant" J apanese policy between
China and the Soviet Union. "When China says they
are against hegemony, it is their clear expression of
opposition against Soviet offensive posture," he said.
Ohira's statements are remarkably similar to those
of his personal friend Kissinger, currently in Tokyo as
part of a tour of the Far East to promote his "Axis"
plan. In an exclusive interview with the Japanese daily
Yomiuri, released several days before Ohira's remarks,
Kissinger told the Japanese that they must step up their
defense role in Asia, especially naval patrols with the
United States iri the Sea of Japan and the China Sea.
May 1 -May 7, 1 979

" I favor ' the strengthening of the American defense
posture in the western Pacific together with strength
ening the Japanese defense posture," he said, adding,
"the Sea of Japan m ust not become a Soviet Sea."
The similarity between the statements of Kissinger
and Ohira, while perhaps surprising to some, certainly
came as no surprise to the New York Council on
Foreign Relations .a nd other elite Anglo-American
policy centers. At the CFR, Ohira is spoken of as the
"best" Japanese politician, owing to his labile personal
character and his close relationship with Kissinger of
many years.
Dr. Kissinger was aided in his pressure on Japan by
fellow CFR member, Senator Frank Church , who is in
Japan as chief of a Senate Foreign Relations Committee
delegation . Church told his Japanese hosts that he
favors the beefing up of the U . S�'s Seventh Fleet (which
is deployed in the Pacific), and said he expected Japan
to do its part to curb the " Soviet build-up" in the
region.
Earlier last week, Church helped the Kissinger
"Axis" plan by leading discussions with China's leader
Deng Xiaoping about various forms of m ilitary
cooperation between the U nited States and the PRC .
Deng told his guests in Peking that China is ready to
accept American equipment to monitor Soviet compli
ance with a new arms limitation treaty, and would
"share the information" with Washington-provided
Chinese technicians run the monitori ng stations. China
"has the courage to buy arms" from the United States,
Deng said, if "the U . S . h.as the courage to sell them."
Following a meeting of the Trilateral Commission
in Tokyo, Kissinger will continue his tour of the region,
under the auspices of the Aspen Institute and the New
York investment bank Goldman, Sachs, for which he
works. Kissinger has sched uled a full 1 0 days in China,
and no doubt the subjects raised by Vice Premier Deng
will be discussed. He will also stop in South Korea,
where the government of President Park Chung-hee is
under heavy pressure to join the "Axis" against the
Soviet Union.
Carter reverses U.S. policy
To the casual observer it might appear as if Kissinger's
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headline-grabbing tour through Asia. while significant,
is basically the work of a prominent "opposition"
spokesman to the policies of the Carter Administration .
Such a n understanding would miss the important point
that in recent months a major revision has taken place
in the Carter Administration's Asian defense policy,
such that there is now apparently c9mplete agreement
between Kissinger and the Administration. A clue to
this agreement is Kissinger's em phasis on the need to
bolster the U . S . Pacific fleet and to create a new
American fleet to "patrol" the Indian Ocean.
Signs of revisions in the Carter policy for Asia have
been evident for some time, with the announced
slowdown in the controversial plan to withdraw
American troops from South Korea being the most
prominent example. However, recent congressional
testimony by Assistant Secretary of State Richard
Holbrooke, as well as selected official "leaks" to the
press indicate that a comprehensive policy revision has
been made.
New York Times correspondent Richard Burt, a
popular channel for leaks from the National Security
Council has taken the lead in reporting the changed
Americ� n policy in Asia. Ih a March 1 5 article, citing
"senior officials," Burt described the new U . S . policy
to be a " quarantine strategy" toward the increasing
Sino-Soviet tension in the Pacific. W hile defacto allying
with the Chinese side, the Administration intends to
expand American military and economic presence in
Southeast Asia, among the non-Communist states of
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN:
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, I ndonesia and the
Philippines), and in Northeast Asia with Japan and
South Korea.
Such an active profile by the U nited States in Asia
is a direct reversal of Carter's previous policy of strictly
limiting A merican presence in the Pacific. The stated
purpose of this shift is that, according to Burt, "an
American retreat from Asia would quickly result in a
political division of the region in which pro-Western
nations would come under intense pressure to align
themselves with Peking or Moscow." In short, the "all
important" (but ambiguous) "equilibri um" in the
region m ust be m ainta,i ned.
According to H olbrooke and B u rt , the m o st
important features of this new policy are . as follows:
increased military aid to Thailand and the other
ASEAN states, as well as the promotion of a build-up
in the Japanese air and naval forces; maintenance of
the U.S. ground forces in Asia, particulary halting the
withdrawal of troops from South Korea and the
cancellation of plans to reduce the strength of the
Seventh Fleet; and joint efforts with Japan to strengthen
ASEAN economically.
-Peter Ennis
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A new round of "ping-pong diplomacy" has begun as
part of the stepped up effort by Henry Kissinger and
the Carter Administration to bring about the formation
of a " second front" in Asia against the Soviet Union.
While the game was used in 1 97 1 as the first step
toward a new relationship between the United States
and the People's Republic of China, the focus of
attention has now become the Korean peninsula.
The diplomacy surrounds the international table
tennis cham pionships now being held in Pyongyang,
North Korea. Last year the North Koreans were
successful in convincing the International Table Tennis
Federation to hold the championship matches in their
co untry, an event they saw as providing an opportunity
to improve the international stature of North Korea.
At that time, Pyongyang agreed to allow all mem bers
of the ITTF to participate in the games, including arch
enemies, the United States and South Korea.
As has often been the case with the North Koreans
however, the country's erratic leader Kim II-sung
suddenly changed his mind on this agreement, and
decided to exclude the South Korean table tennis team ·
from the m atches. Instead Pyongyang proposed the
formation of a "single Korean team" to jointly
. represent the divided nation , a proposal which was
unacceptable to the South Korean government.
With the South Koreans thus barred from the
competition , the question turned to whether the United
States would legitimize the North Korean decision by
participating in the games, or stand by its South
Korean ally and boycott the games. After days of
contradictory reports and apparent uncertainty, the
final decision emerged this week: participate in the
games .
State Department spokesmen have gone to great
pains to emphasize that the Carter Admi nistration had
no role in this " nonpolitical" decision. However, the
Administration will be hard pressed to convince anyone
of this claim, especially those with fresh mem ories of
the extensive negotiating carried on between Henry
Kissinger and the late Chinese premier Zhou Enlai over
a ping-pong table just eight years ago .
.
Spokesmen for North Korea have made clear III
recent days that Pyongyang sees the American dec,ision
as highly political. J ust days before the formal
announcement of American participation in the cham
pionship games, North Korean sources in Japan is � ued
.
an unusual invitation to the Senate ForeIgn
RelatIOns
Committee delegation touring the region, to visit
Pyongyang . As part of the invitation , issued via the
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the C h i n a d ec k
Baltimore Sun, the North Korean sources endorsed the
"friendship" treaty signed last year by Japan and
China, which amounts to !:lacking by Pyongyang of
Peking's anti-Soviet policies.
Why North Korea?
The decision by the Carter Administration to play
"ping-pong diplomacy" with North Korea is only the
latest of m any efforts to "resolve" the conflict between
the two Koreas in such a way as to foster improved
relations between Washington and Peking. Despite the
years of effort, the Korean peninsula contfnues to cause
many headaches in Washi ngton and New Y o r k
policymaking circles, a s i t remains a wild card i n the
"China deck" which could easily pose a roadblock to
the formation of their coveted Washington-Tokyo
Peking Axis.
The problem stems from the fact that Pekjng and
Washington, though allied in the grandiose scheme of
stemming the tide of Soviet "expansion ism," are closely
'
tied to the opposite parties in the Korean conflict.
The PRC, for military and ideological reasons, has
been firmly allied with the North since especially the
Korean War, and is cautious to maintain and expand
that alliance. The United States, on the other hand, is
firmly rooted in South Korea, unable to easily extricate
itself (though many in Washington would like to) from
a relationship hardened on the Korean War battlefield
and through some 20 years of economic cooperation..
Resolving this dispute in such a way as to enable
Washington and Peking to be on the "same side of the
fence" would be a difficult enough task, were the deep
hatred and distrust between the two Koreas the only
problems to contend with. There are further complica
tions involved, however.
Since the early 1 970s, when this problem was
actively discussed by Henry Kissinger and Zhou Enlai ,
Washington policy has sought t o prod North Korea
into a full-scale alliance with Chi na-and away from
the Soviet Union. In line with his penchant for " big
power politics," Kissinger shunned direct contact with
N orth Korea during his tenure as Secretary of State,
and chose to urge China to "take responsibility" and
dominate North Korea. His proposal for a four-party
conference on Korea, involving the two Koreas, China
and the United States (conveniently excluding the
Soviet Union) is the best example of this strategy.
North Korea was slow to respond to the Kissinger
policy, seeing little benefit for itself. The North
Koreans, though ideologically very close to Peking,
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were reluctant to lose the privileged middle position
between M oscow and China and fal l u nder the
domination of Peking . M oreover, Pyongyang is fun
damentally committed to dominating the entire Korean
penin S Ula and saw little benefit in the Sino-American
alliance so long as A merican troops remained in South
Korea.
Thus, whil e China and the United States made great
strides in coordinating their policies on Korea during
the " Ki ssinger era," the N orth Koreans were in n o
hurry to side with the new alliance against Moscow.
A major change took p lace when the Carter
Administration came to power. The N orth Koreans
saw great benefits for them in the Carter plan to
withdraw troops from the South . U nder the influence
of what m ight be termed the " Brookings" faction, the
AdfIlinistration embarked on an Asian policy charac
terized by reductioIl4l in American force deployments in
the Pacific, and redeployments of the withdraw n forces
to Europe and other "theaters ." Under this plan, as
stated by the Brookings I nstitu.t ion and the Congres
sional Budget Office, a Chinese " sphere of i nfluence"
in Asia was to replace the withdrawn American forces,
and provide the bulk, along with Japan, of the "NATO
Second Front" against the Soviet Union in the region .
With the prospect of American "withdrawal" from
Asia-coordinated with China-in sight, Pyongyang
has seen new opportunities in the Sino-American
alliance. The B rookings policy, which included direct
W ashington-Pyongyang contact in the early months of
1 977, is believed to have encouraged Kim II-sung to
adopt a more strident anti-Soviet position alongside
China. .
I t remains to be seen whether the recent revisions in
U nited States policy toward Asia will have an effect on
North Korea. The revisions, fostered by the " George
town U niversity faction," do not alter the fundamental
strategic goal of aligning China, Tokyo, and W ashing
ton against the Soviet U nion, but seek to step up the
pressure on Moscow by increasing the direct American
role in the alliance .
Properly understood, t h e Brookings a n d George
town policies are not opposing views, but rather q uite
neatly complement each other, as the short-lived
American withdrawal from the region set the stage for
an expanded defense role for Japan and C hina.
I t is apparent that N orth Korea was upset about
the revisions i n U . S . policy, especially the decision to
halt the troop withdrawal from South Korea, and for
President Carter to visit Seoul in J une. Fearing a return
to the pre-Carter policies, when the Sino-American
alliance offered little to the North, Pyongyang has been
m ore actively criticizing Washington in recent months,
and has also grown visibly suspicious of China as well.
Washington and New York policymakers are q uite
aware of the possibility of "losi ng" North Korea
however, and have shaped their policy to prevent this.
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The revised Carter policy toward Korea, rather than
being a " victory" for the anti withdrawal "Georgetown
faction, " is more accurately seen to be a combination
of the Brookings and Georgetown views. The mainte
nance of American troops in Korea is not designed as
a deterrent to a very possible North Korean attack on
South Korea, but rather is designed to bolster South
Korea as a "geopolitical" cornerstone .in' a step�"'up
campaign of pressure against M oscow. Simultaneously,
the White House plans to maintain a Brookings- '
oriented stance against the government of Park Chung
hee, a stance which, it is hoped, will keep North Korea' '
interested in the Washington-Tokyo-Peking' Axi�.
The recent flurry of talks between North .and South
Korea, which had been suspended for several years
largely due to North Korean stalling, were entered into
by the South under heavy pressure from Washington
that Seoul respond to . Pyongyang's "genuine" peace
talk offers. This is perhaps the best example of the way
the joint Brookings-Georgetown policy will work .
With the North Koreans leaning in the direction o f the
Axis powers, the South Korean government sticks o ut
like the proverbial "sore thumb" as the only nation in
the region not cooperating. For this reason, heavy
pressure is expected to soon come down on Seoul
including during the Carter visit-to actively work
against Moscow as well.
The South Koreans, who are genuinely concerned
about threats to their security from their unstable
North Korean neighbor, are known to oppose the idea
of a "second front" in Asia against Moscow as, in the
words of one Korean official, "vulgar Machiavellian
ism ." Rather, in the view of Seoul, efforts m ust be
made to reduce tensions in the region through broad
based economic cooperation among the nations of the
region, including the Soviet Union. '
The South Koreans will be particularly vulnerable
to Washington's pressure, due to the continuing
possibility o f resumed withdrawal of American troops.
Moreover, the vulnerability of the Koreans to
American pressure is heightened by the refusal of
Moscow thus far to respond to Seoul's many offers for
economic and other forms of cooperation. While
limited contacts are known to exist between the two
countries, the Soviets have thus far proven to be
unwilling to risk total rupture in relations with its
nominal ally North Korea, which open relations with
'
Seoul could bring.
Short of open discussions with the Soviet Union ,
there appear to be several other options available to the
South Koreans to reduce the pressure from Washing
ton . Most important would be discussions with the
governments of West Germany and France, both of
which have made clear in recent months their fi rm
commitment to policies, especially East-West economic
cooperation, favorable to detente.
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Kissi nger: m i l ita rized
J a pa n ca n co u nte r USSR
The following are excerpts from a n April 1 9 artiCle
appearing in the Japanese daily Y omiuri, reporting on
an exclusive interview granted by former u.s. Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger to the Nippon · Television
Network Corporation.
On the growing Soviet military presence in the Pacific,
Kissinger said Japan "must play a greater role in the
defense of the western Pacific." And the U . S . must stay
strong in this part of the world, he added.
He said M oscow cannot be allowed to continue
encouraging every conflict by Soviet arms, Soviet
friendship treaties and protecting a nation involved by
means of Soviet veto in the UN.
,
" The Soviet Union will have to choose between
expansion and relaxation of tension," he said.
Asked about the so-called "China card," and a
possible tripartite alliance involving Japan, China and
the U . S . against the Soviet Union, Kissinger said,
" Soviet expansion must be stopped, because if the
Soviet expansion continues there will be a confronta
tion . "
Indicating' the possibility of a trilateral alliance, he
said, "China will cooperate with countries like the U.S.
and Japan for its own reasons."
Kissinger said China attacked Vietnam because of
its growing concern over what was going on next to its
borders. China did not want to see a Soviet-backed
empire being created next to it, he added .
On the Egypt-Israel peace agreement, Kissinger
said he didn't think the agreement will bring a "true
peace" to the area by itself. He called it an i mportant
step toward peace.
Kissinger said that since I ran was no longer a
balancing factor in the M i ddle East, the U . S . would
have to conduct a more active diplomacy in the area
and introduce some other force to supply the balance .
He said there was a need of "more visible American
military power in the I ndian Ocean" to assure the
protection of Saudi Arabia and Jordan which "have
become less sure" of U .S. support following the Islamic
revolution in Iran and the growing Soviet presence in
Ethiopia.
Kissinger said that the Islamic revival, in the long
run, has also serious consequences for the Soviet
Union, because by the year 2000 more than 1 00 million
Soviet citizens out of a total popUlation of about 250
million will be M oslems. "And this revival cannot be
confi�ed by national borders," he said.
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Why is I n d ia's Fo reig n Mi nister
visiti n g the u .s . . . ag a i n?
.

Why India's Foreign Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee
has suddenly decided to pack his bags and rush off to
Washington , D . C . later this month (April 24), so soon
after the visit by U . S . Assistant Secretary o f State
Warren Christopher to Delhi, is a total mystery in this
capital . U .S . strategic policy, from Iran to I ndochina,
lies in total shambles and, in the I ndian subcontinent,
it is generally recognized that the U.S. is asking Bri tish

A report from our special correspondent
in New Delhi, Indio

advice on every one of its moves.
Experienced political observers compare Vajpayee's
latest U . S . trip to his iII-fated China visit. Then, despite
reliable intelligence that the Chinese were planning to
humiliate the Minister by attacking
Vietnam and then
'
comparing the attack to the 1 962 I ndia-China war
while he was in Peking, Vajpayee insisted on going .
Similarly, it is suggested that Vajpayee could find
himself sitting in Washington when the nation of
Pakistan begin� to unravel in the post-Bhutto era:
either by the centrifugal stresses of the Pakistan-Irim
"Islam ic" provocations against I ndo-Soviet ally Af
ghanistan, or in some other unpredictable way.
There are two levels to the current foreign policy
crisis in India-governmental and national-and it is
the combination of these two that is driving Vajpayee
to Washington, to seek the Anglo-American point of
view. Governmentally, the Janata cabinet is committed
to the Carter Administration's China-centered Asia
policy. It is now part of a deliberate conspiracy to
straitjacket India as a j unior partner to the London
Peking-Washington confrontation policy. Henry Kis
singer's visitto China this month and intense diplom atic
silence in New Delhi-reflected in both I n dia's contin
ued withholding of recognition to the Kampuchean
government and its restraint from attacking the Sadat
Begin treaty-are part of the same package. The added
feature is that, since the government collapse in Britain
has prevented Foreign Secretary David Owen from
May 1 -May 7, 1 979

coming to India, Vajpayee has agreed to visit Washing
ton to brief the A nglo-Americans on what Soviet Prime
M inister Alexei Kosygin's full message to I n dia was
during his four-day April visit.
Vajpayee's great disadvantage in foreign trips is
that national public opinion in I ndia is not behind his
or his government's policies. While even domestically
the arg ument that the J anata government is better than
the " authoritarian Gan dhi regime" is toning down, on
foreign policy, the p ublic generally does not believe in
deviating from the basic nonaligned tenets established
by the late J awaharlal Nehru and followed by Indira
G andhi.
When China attacked Vietnam in January, the
I ndian public cross�d party lines to express outrage
over the Chine'ie assault and solidarity with the
Vietnamese people.
When Pakistan' s Pri m e M i ni ster Bhutto was
hanged, every newspaper, every I n jian mourned the
loss; irrespective of caste, or religion, a mass condem
nation of the brutal act occurred . Some observers
compared the emotional o utpouring with the day after
M ahatma Gandhi's assassination by communalists.
The Janata government's plight is that it cannot
"keep up" with the population. The re-emergence of
Indira Gandhi as the national alternative to articulate
the nation's opinion has thrown the Janata party into
a desperate race to hold on to power as long . as
possible. The character assassination of Mrs. Gandhi,
aided by such U . S . Zionist lobby figures as New York
Senator M oynihan, is part of this race. The Bombay
gold, fi nancial, and industrial markets are now engaged
in futures trading for the Prime Ministership of India.
It is believed by many business sources that Vajpayee's
high profile foreign-policy making is part of the effort
to "sell the product"-the ambitious Foreign Minis
ter-as heir apparent to the aging and truculent Prime
M inister Desai.
Issues on agenda i n U.S.
Several recent "promises" will be reevaluated during
the Vajpayee visit to Washingto n . In late M arch, at the
height of the Chinese aggression against Vietnam ,
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Assistant Secretary o f State Christopher visited New
. Delhi. At the time, he told the Indian government that
"absolutely anything including the much stalled n uclear
fuel" deliveries will be made available by the V . S . as
long as I ndia maintained an "evenhanded" foreign
policy . By this, Christopher meant a delay in Indian
recognition of the new Kampuchean government, a not
too strong or serious denunciation of China's actions,
and a wait-and-see attitude on the Pakistan-Iran
situation. Christopher concluded his short India visit
by calling a few select reporters to a hurried press
conference and announcing that there was "congru
ence" in Indian and V . S . views. At the time, India's
Foreign Office denied the story, reiterated its stand
that Chinese withdrawal from Vietnam was not linked
to Kampuchea in any way, and then kept quiet.
Christopher then went off to Pakistan . In retrospect,
there is little doubt that Christopher had a preview
notice of Bhutto's fate, the mind of the Pakistani
military, and the much touted story that Pakistan is
secretlv utilizing British and European technology to
enrich uranium for exploding a nuclear device. The
story was withheld at the time.
Once Bhutto was hanged and Pakistan put under
brutal martial decrees to prevent popular revolt,
Western newspapers, aided by Janata news outlets,
have gone big with the nuclear story, particularly
picking up General Zia's phrase-mongering that "Zi
onist circles" in the V .S . are responsible for keeping
Pakistan backward. At the same time, Zia proposed
that India and Pakistan engage in a "joint mutual
inspection treaty," binding India to open its nuclear
facilities to Pakistani inspection in exchange for a
Pakistani pledge to not produce the bomb . Zia is also
suggesting that Pakistan's nuclear capabil ity is "the
I slamic nuclear capability" -a self-serving argument
since Zia did not care much about the Arab world's
pleas to keep Bhutto alive.
Vajpayee will have to face this controversy in the
V . S . Any involvement in Zia's inspection scheme would
be tantamount to handing India over to Chinese
inspection ! The Soviet daily, Pravda, has just denounced
the Pakistani nuclear venture as primarily a Chinese
geopolitical design. China has been supplying arms
through the Karakoram H ighway to M uslim fanatic
guerrillas engaged in destabilizing the Afghan govern
ment. To the north, thousands of Chinese advisors have
amassed in Nepal ostensibly to build roads. Bangladesh
has recently finalized arms deals with Peking. Vajpay
ee's bilateral approach to China has come under fire by
Defense M inistry officials from the Defense Min ister
down to the analysts viewing this encirclement process.

of the sessions where there was an exchange of views
on China; only . Desai and Kosygin carried out that
exchange. Well-informed sources indicate that Kosygin
said privately what he said daily publicly. He attacked
the Chinese leaders as "aggressive, " "expansionists,"
"hegemonist," "adventurist," and "criminals" in their
actions and urged India to take a vanguard role among
the nonaligned nations and uphold the interests of
China's neighboring states.
At one public appearance, K osygin asked a question
that has haunted many Indians: "Tomorrow they (the
Chinese) may not like India, and probably they may
like to teach India a lesson and the day after tomorrow,
Japan . Who has given them the right to sit in judgment
upon other peoples and nations and to treat in that
manner a nation which has been fighting imperialism
for decades and wants a normal life for its people?"
Kosygin's visit will be followed by a high powered
Soviet delegation led by Defense Minister Vstinov and
scheduled to arrive April 22. Vstinov will elaborate
Kosygin's earlier offers of Soviet aid in mo�ernizing
and expanding India's armed forces, including the offer
to assist in building nuclear-powered submarines .
B y far the most important o f the Soviet offers i s not
in the military field, but winning peace through
economic development. The 1 5-year scie.nce and te.ch
no logy pact offered by Kosygin is the kernel to this
strategy. The main proposal is to tie Indian planning in
with Soviet five-year plans and thus bring capacity
utilization to underutilized industrial plants in India,
particularly through sales to socialist countries. The 1 5year deal envisions Indo-Soviet collaboration in third
country development, a project never before explored
on such a scale, and Soviet participation in India's
nuclear energy development and plant expansion . In a
nutshell, the Soviets are engaging in a massive city
building campaign .
Besides the offer for Soviet collaboration in building
. nuclear reactors six times the size of the V .S .-aided and
problem-plagued Tarapur plant, a discussion is believed
to have taken place for contingencies in the event the
V . S . continues to hold back on supplies of critical
enriched urani um for the Tarapur reactor.
The Indo-Soviet treaty runs concurrent with the 25year accord signed by·West German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt and Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev last
year . With the scheduled visits of France's President
G i sc a r d d' E s t a i n g , G e r m a n C h ancel l o r H e l m u t
Schmidt, and possibly Soviet President Brezhnev to
I ndia this year, the Soviet offer becomes a proposal for
East-West-North-South coll aboration with tremendous
implications for Third World development as the
European Monetary System is fully implemented .

Soviet-Indian relations
American officials may be seeking a briefing from
Vajpayee on Kosygin's visit to India, but they may be
very disappointed . Vaj payee was not present at many
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COUNTERINT.l lIGENCE - "
.I

Docu ments i m pl icate Kissi nger
State De p o rtment p a p ers de fa m e L a Rouche, NSIPS
The following report, based on Freedom of I nformation
Act releases obtained by the U .S. Labor Party, was
prepared by USLP Organization Secretary Warren
Hamerman, and appeared previously in New Solidarity
newspaper, the organ of the USLP.
Twenty-two formerly classified, confidential and secret
documents have just been released to the U . S . Labor
Party and New Solidarity International Press Service
(NSI PS) under provisions of the Freedom of Informa
tion Act (FOIA) from the International Communication
Agency (formerly the U .S. I n formation Agency, USIA).
The released documents, including memoranda person
ally signed by then Secretary of State Henry Kissinger,
cover the period from December 1 974 through August
1 977.
The documents, taken together with other afready
declassified State Department records now in the hands
of the U . S. Labor Party, demonstrate that Henry
Kissinger was coordinating a worldwide criminal
containment operation through the State Department
and offices of the U . S . Embassies in tens of sovereign
nations, most particul arly against the 1 976 presidential
campaign of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. and LaRouche's
growing influence internationally to create a New
W orId Economic Order based on the concepts and
programs contained in his 1 97 5 proposal for an
International Development Bank (lOB).
On M arch 1 8 , 1 976 at 2: t o p . m . Henry Kissinger
sent a signed airgram ' classified "Confidential" from
the Department of State "To ALL A M ERICAN
DI PLOMATIC AND CONSU LA R POSTS" around
the world. Kissinger's airgram is a policy statement on
Lyndon LaRouche's organization, the National Caucus
of Labor Committees.

What follows immediately above Kissinger's signature
is a full listing uf N C LC chapters with addresses and
phone n um bers around the world.
Two weeks after Kissinger's scurrilous airgram,
another document reveals that the Regional Security
Officer of the A merican Consulate General in Frankfurt
sent a "Confidential M em orandum" to the Chief of
SAS in which he stated that the following events
occurred a mere five days after the Kissinger airgram:

The NCLC is described as a small, fanatical,
increasingly militant, and violence oriented, marx
ist group which is attempting to become a
dominant revolutionary organization . . . . Lyn M ar
cus (true name: Lyndon H. LaRouche) is the
National Chairman of the N C L C which IS
believed to have a membership between 800 and
1 ,000. The mem bership has been found to incl ude

On M arch 23, 1 976, the Consul General, Mr.
Lehmann, sent an Official/Informal M emoran
dum concerni ng these groups ( I P S and the
European Labor Committees) to Richard D.
Vine, Deputy Assistant Secretary for European
Affiars (sic), together with photostatic copies of
two reports which deal with the organizations.
The first, dated November 1 97 5 , was produced by

.
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the sons and daughters of a -number of prominent
(sic) Americans. the NCLC newspaper "New
Solidarity" lists NCLC chapters in Canada,
Mexico , Europe and Asia. The NCLC refers to
affiliated chapters in E urope as the European
Labor Committees (ELC), in A sia as the Inter
national Caucus of Labor Committees (lCLC)
and in M exico as the Latin American Labor
Committees (LALC). Foreign chapters are in
frequent contact with the national headquarters
in New York City.
During the past two years, i ncreasingly mili
tant activities on the part of the NCLC member
ship have included beatings, fights, drug use,
kidnappings, ".brainwashings" and at least one
shooting.
A fter the above q uoted lies a n d slanders about
LaRouche and his ' organization, Kissinger libelously
characterizes LaRouche and his associates as " armed
and dangerous" and mysteriously financed. Then
Kissinger's operational m arching orders follow:
Any harassment on the part of the NCLC should
be reported to the Office of Security who will
transmit the information to the F B I .
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the Fedetal Office for the Protection of the
Constitution (BFV-an equivalent of the CIA);
the second is 11 photocopy of the "International
Bulletin" which was seized during a p olice raid
during February 1 976.
Two months later, on J une 9, 1 976, the American
Embassy in Lima, Peru sent an urgent ,"Confidential
Airgram" to the Department of State in Washington in
which the U.S ; Embassy reports with alarm on the
growing political policy i nfluence of LaRouche's
affi'l iate, the Latin American Labor Committee chapter,
in Peru. Then on June 24 , 1 976, the American Embassy
in Georgetown, G uyana desperately reported back to
Washington that the Latin American Labor Commit
tees were publishing the full dossier of CIA covert
operative William H. Maguire, who was being appoint
ed U.S. ambassador to Guyana.

Merely four months later, in October 1 976, o n the
verge of the U . S . presidenti al elections, the American
Embassy in Lima, ' Peru sent a "Confidential/Priority"
cable directly back to Secretary of State Kissinger
reporti ng that the leaders of the Latin American Labor
Committees and New Solidarity Internatio'nal Press
Service in Peru had been arrested by the Peruvian
Secret Police, that all materials had been confiscated,
that the leaders were being interrogated and that the
foreign-born would be deported, thereby shutting down
LaRouche's organization in Peru. The memorandum
reveals that U . S . Em bassy personnel in Peru were in
hour to hour coordi nation with whom they describe as
"the trusted aide of Alfonso Rivera Santander, Director
General of the Peruvian Investigations Police (PI P)."
The document states:
Em bassy political Officers have met with aide of '

\

The declassified docu ments
The follo wing is a chronological listing of the
documents recently released by the u.s. International
Communications Agency ( ICA ) pursuant to a Freedom
of Information A ct lawsuit filed in Federal Court in
New York by New Solidarity International Press
Service ( NSIPS) and the National Caucus of Labor
Committees ( NCLC). The documents are from the
files of the u. S. Information A gency ( USIA -the
predecessor to the ICA ) and of u.s. Information
Service ( USIS) offices in West Germany. Under the
suit. Mazel v. ICA . additional documents will be
sought. The ICA is required to file a formal answer
to the suit by April 2 7.
l . Unidentified Bonn memo warning of calls from
IPS. Dec. 1 2 , 1 974.

2. Memo on NSIPS by Press Attache, Bonn. Dec.
1 2 , 1 974 .

3. Excerpts from Deutsche Bundestag, BRD Inte
rior M inistry memorandum on European Labor
Committee (ELC). J an . 23, 1 97 5 .
4. Note from the USIS Bonn office concerning a

discussion with Associated Press's Don Jordan
of the Foreign Press Association about NSIPS.
April 7, 1 975.

5 . U�I S note regarding a press conference held i n
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Bonn b y Lyndon H . LaRouche, J r . o n April 24,
1 975 annou;tcing LaRouche's 1 976 U.S. presi
dential campaign . April 24, 1 97 5 .
6. Telegram from U . S . Secretary of Statl? Kissinger

to the American Consulate in Frankfurt, regard
ing the April 28 police raid on the Weisbaden
o ffices of the European Labor Committees and
N S I PS . April 28, 1 97 5 .

7 . Telegram from the American Consulate in
Frankfurt to Secretary of State Kissinger regard
ing the same police raid. April 29, 1 975 .
8 . USIS memo on LaRouche's press conference in

Bonn, describing LaRouche as a "madman ."
May 8, 1 97 5 .

9. Memoraridum from the U . S . Embassy in Bonn,
warning that NSIPS "is not bonafide." Nov. 7, '
1 975 .
1 0 . USIS memo describing how NSIPS was kicked

out o f the Foreign Press Association by A P's
Don Jordan, with slanders purportedly based on
illegally obtained FBI documents. Nov. 7, 1 975 .

1 1 . Operations memorandum from US IS in Bonn to

USIA in Washington, suggesting legal action
against N S I PS . Nov. 1 0, 1 975 .
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PIP Director General and the Foreign M inistry
Press Spokesman about the closing of Nueva
Solidaridad International Press Service (NSI PS)
office in Lima and the arrest of Gretchin (sic)
Small.
. . . According to Rivera Santander's aide, M s.
Small ' is being well treated and said she is
"content" as well as resigned to her "arrest on
the orders of Dr. Kissinger ." She continues to
refer to police in contact with her as unwitting
"gusanos" serving U .S . imperialism . The aide
said that when interrogation is completed M s .
Small would probably b e transferred t o PIP's
foreigner division and promptly deported. PI P
Director General's aide provided Embassy with
copies of NSIPS publications and handbills seized
in the raid on NSIPS office.

Kiss i nger's Far-flu ng Vendetta VI. LaRouche

The documentary evidence of Kissinger's ' activities
against LaRouche in Western Europe indicate even
more intensive criminal activities. A series of "Confi
dential," "Classified," and " Secret" . cables and memo
randa demonstrate that the U . S . Embassy in Bonn,
West Germany in October 1 97 5 coordinated the
expulsion of two NSI PS press correspondents from ,the
Foreign Press Association (Verein der Auslaendischen
PJ;eSse in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland) with one
Don Jordan, the association's president.
Six months earlier in April 1 975 " Limited Official
Use" memoranda and cables between the Bonn
Embassy and Henry Kissinger personal\y demonstrate
that they were in constant coordination , )Vith the
German police, who, under orders from Willy Brandt
raided the European Labor Party headquarters . in

1 2. Telegram from U . S . Embassy ·in Bonn to U S IA
in Washington , asking for further "guidance"
regarding NSIPS. Dec . 1 0, 1 97 5 .

U.S. embassies in Europe, containing slanders
and warning of "violence" from the ELC and
NSI PS . Feb. 1 1 , 1 976.

1 3 . Memorandum from "The Mi nister, " U . S. Em
bassy, Bonn , to all section heads and officers,
warning that no one should give any inform ation
to the " false I PS . " Dec. I I , 1 97 5 .

19. Memorandum from the Public Affairs Officer in
Bonn to Berlin and other o ffices, entitled "A
False ' I PS ' . " Feb. 1 1 , 1 976.

1 4. Telegram from the U . S . Embassy in Zurich t o
the U . S. Embassy in Bonn, reporting conversa
tions with Swiss bankers and journalists regard
ing LaRouche and NSI PS, and asking for
"information" to answer such inquiries . Jan . 29,
1 976.
1 5 . Telegram from the U .S . Embassy in Bonn to
USIA in Washington, asking again for USIA's
position on NSIPS. Feb . 3 , 1 976.
1 6 . Telegram from the U.S. Embassy in Bonn to
Zurich and USIA in Washington, passing on
slanders of the U . S . Labor Party and NSI PS .
Feb. 3 , 1 976.
1 7 . Telegram from the American Consulate in
Frankfurt to the Secretary of State, Washington ,
describing conversations with "officers of prom
inent Frankfurt firms and banks" who have been
contacted by NSI PS about the LaRouche cam
paign and bragging that these firms "have
declined to see La Rouche." Feb . 5, 1 976.
1 8 . Telegram from the U .S. Embassy in Bonn to all
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20. Airgram from Secretary of State Kissinger to
"All American Diplomatic and Consular Posts, "
containing slanders Against the NCLC, USLP,
and Lyndon LaRouche. M arch 1 8, 1 976.
2 1 . Telegram from the USIA in Washington to "An
USIS Principal Posts Except Beirut," warning
an posts against contact with the USLP and
NSIPS. Jan . 7, 1 977.
22. USIA memorandum from Bonn to Washington,
stating that USIS had i ntervened to keep NSIPS
from gaining television coverage in Cologne on
the extent of vote fraud in 1 976 U . S . presidential
elections. Feb. 10, 1 977.
23. Memorandum from USIS in Hamburg to USIS
in Bonn, stating that US IS has been spreading
the word that the USLP "is a fringe organization
with no political influence in the United States."
July 1 5 , 1 977.
24. Press clipping in U SIA fi les concerning assassi
nation threats against LaRouche. Aug. 7, 1 977.
25-30. Press clippings from the ELC newspaper.
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Wiesbad�n, West Germany. One document signed by
Kissinger personally to the A merican Consul in
Frankfurt requests on "priority":
Police said action taken because publications of
organizations had "slandered" former ChanceIJor
Brandt. Department would appreciate promptly
any information available to Congen (Counsel
General) concerning reported incident . It should
be noted that NSIPS had no relation to Interna
tional Press Service (IPS), which m aintains ac
credited press bureau in Washington.-K ISSIN
GER
Furthermore, numerous documents during the period
of LaRouche's presidential campaign in 1 976 reveal
outrageous "dirty tricks" interventions by Kissinger's
personnel in Europe against LaRouche's political
campaign . These include:
1 . A February 1 976 cable from the American
Consulate in Frankfurt, West Germ any reporting that
"officers of prominent Frankfurt Firms and Banks"
were advised by American Embassy personnel to cancel
meetings with Lyndon LaRouche.
2. A January 1 976 document revealing that officials
of the American Embassy in Zurich, Switzerland were
in contact with "several local journalists as well as the
top economic advisor to two m ajor Swiss banks"
dissuading them with slanders from being influenced
by the economic programs and presidential policies of
LaRouche.
3. A "Confidential" mem orandum from the V . S.
Embassy in Bonn, West Germany on feb . I I , 1 976 to
the American embassies in Athens, Bern, Brussels,
Copenhagen, the Hague, London, Madrid, Oslo, Paris,
Rome, Stockholm , and Vienna, as well as to Secretary
of State Kissinger warning about the growing influence
and "expanding membership" of the European Labor
Parties in their "promoting the V . S . presidential
candidancy of one Lyndon LaRouche."
Illegal activities ongoing
Did the criminal global operation against LaRouche
end when Kissinger left office? Absolutely not. These
criminal shenanigans are ongoing.
On Feb. 1 0, 1 977 one VSIA confidential memo
from Germany to Washington reports:
IPS according to several reports recently cranked
up its activities to a higher pitch, which assumes
a new transfer of funds to it. It has been trying to
drum up a write-in campaign to support the (lost)
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cause' of the V .S . Labor Party's Presidential
candidate, charging fraud, and to get television
to back it up (Cologne nibbled, but I guess
dropped it after an informal exchange with us) .
So . far as I know, the write-in campaign fizzled;
we received only a few form messages. Alexander
A . Klieforth, Counselor for Public Affairs.
Even more recently, on March 22, 1 979, M r. Tom
Reston, the Deputy Spokesman and Deputy Assistant
Sec. of State for Public Affairs of the V . S . State
Department formally reported to a LaRouche repre
sentative the results of a check on allegations by the
V . S . Labor Party of ongoing slanders and dirty tricks
by State Department personnel against LaRouche. He
stated:
We have been on the phone to Milan and veri fied
that probably someone in M ilan did say such
things as ' you were charging. It also happened
here with the Soviet desk and Deputy Secretary
(Warren Christopher's) office. Both are wel l aware
of what official policy is now.
Despite these admissions, the State Department has
failed to redress the past and current illegal activities o f
their personnel against LaRouche. Richard Gardner,
V . S . Ambassador to Italy, is known to be conducting
illegal operations in Italy which have the intent of (a)
protecting the networks of terrorism and (b) impeding
the effectiveness of LaRouche's widely recognized
leading role against terrorism" V .S . Embassy personnel
in Mexico were involved in iIJegal activities against
LaRouche during his recent visit to Mexico .
Will dozens of sovereign foreign nations continue
to tolerate gross interventions i nto thei r internal affairs
by V . S . government personnel? Will American and
i nternational journalists tolerate the tampering with
freedom of the press including the brutal shutting down
of offices of NSIPS? Will these documented violations
of the Helsinki Accords and Vien na Treaty not be
prosecuted?
Will the international commun ity of nations allow
the man who gave the orders to butcher Pakistani
leader Zul fi kar A l i Bh utto , Kissinger, to go on
conducting his dirty operations internationally? Will
the American population tolerate the continued global
containment operation against Lyndon H . LaRouche?
They must not if they wish the only presidential
candidate capable of providing the intellectual leader
ship and policy programs which can avert World War
I I I to enter the White House .
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Dec l a ssi f i c a ti o n
of Bo n n sca n d a l
The following statement was released by the editors of
Executive Intelligence Review .
(
\.

.

.

The United States Internation al CommunicatIOns
Agency has just declasf.ified formerly secret State
Department documents that prove the covert operations
run against New Solidarity I nternational Press Service
through coordination of the U. ,So Embassy in Bonn4
NSIPS is the publisher of Executive Intelligence Review.
The declassification of these documents has already'
embarrassed the U. S. State Department and will
redden the faces of embarrassed public figures in the
Federal Republic of Germany.
The declassified documents cover the period from
April 7 , 1 975 through August 1 977, beginning with the
Bonn Embassy's role in a "black operation" run
against NSI PS, with the cooperation of one Don
Jordan of the Foreign Journalists' Association in Bon n .
The same documents also explain the source of the lies
often appearing in the mouths of public figures in the
Federal Rep ublic. M any of the commonly repeated lies
against the European Labor Party and its U . S .
cothinker .. oganization, the U . , S . Labor Party, are
explained ' by the declassified documents as put into
circulation by personal action of former Secretary of
State Henry A . Kissinger.
Not only did the Bonn U . , S . Embassy seek to
corrupt public figures in the Federal Republic, but,
according to the formerly secret documents, Bonn acted
as the center for similar activities throughout Europe.
Although the documents incl ude conClusive evidence
of "black operations" against the European Labor
Party and U. S. presidential candidate Lyndon H .
LaRouche, Jr., the bulk of the operations revealed were
directed against N S I PS, with special emphasis on the
lie that NSIPS was not a "legitimate press service." It
is notable that not only did the Bonn Embassy originate
this lie " but that various officials and private agencies
governed their actions and explanations of their actions
according to these same lies .
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Hence, reading these documents, NSIPS is filled
with contempt for the hypocrisy of those public figures
who profess themselves so much concerned with the
"freedom of the press" aspects of the Helsinki Accords.
Those disclosures are no isolated instance of such
corruption. During inuch of the same period, from
April 1 975 through early 1 976, the U . S. Em bassy in
Bonn was the European ' agency Jor a top-secret
operation known by the code name ," Kwarterbak."
Although the U . S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) later described the allegations against the Labor
Parties to be falsified charges, the wildest of charges
were circulated in top security circles in the Federal
Republic and other nations, while the same falsified
ch�rges were also used as a pretext for NATO-linked
covert operations against both NSIPS and the European
Labor Party in Europe.
The beginning of these operations, April 1 975, has
a double significance. The general reason for K issin
ger's personal, direct role in these corruption operations
was London's opposition to the dissemination of the
"International Development Bank" proposal of U. S.
presidential candidate Lyndon H . LaRouche, Jr. The
second triggering consideration was NSIPS's intersec
tion of an attempted destabilization operation against
Mexican President Luis Echeverria-one of the numer
ous heads of state and government target6d for wicked
deeds by Kissinger . Echeverria has made himself the
object of hatred of both Kissinger and the "left wing"
Socialist InternatiQnal . This was because of Echeverria' s
attack on the Club of , Rome and his association with
the campaign for high-technology development of
developing nations. This defense of Echeverria's policies
against that of Willy Brandt and Henry Kissinger has
been a continuing theme of harassments against NSIPS
and the Labor Parties to the present time.
The same corruption operatio�s documented in the
declassified transactions are continuing at the present
time, with the U. S. Embassy in Bonn a continuing
center of such actjvities. Assistant Secretary of State
Warren Christopher-associated with Arthur I. Gold
berg, Ramsey Clark, and California's Zen Buddhist
Governor Edmund "Jerry" Brown, Jr.-has been '
caught red-handed coordinating such operations, in
cluding certain Soviet channels-especially those asso
ciated with the Arbatov-led USA-Canada I n stitute.
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Adva nced science and tech nology
-Soviets' bottom line on SALT.
As the Soviet-American Strategic Arms Limitation
agreement comes under de9ate, we find that the
ostensibly most diverse positions in the U . S . on SALT
boil down to a common core: the USSR should be
restrained, in this and in future agreements, ftom
inordinate technological advances. Individuals fram
Paul Nitze of the hawkish Committee on the Present
Danger to Marshall Shulman's Soviet Affairs desk ;at
the State Department, staffed by reputed soft-liners,
agree on this.
Their motive is defined by the New York Council
on Foreign Relations, the wellspring of current U ; S .
SALT policies , in t h e nuclear strategy installment :of
the Council's " Project 1 980's" series. The CFR looks
forward to a "controlled disintegration" of the world
into a prolonged decline, during which nations are to
be stripped of their nuclear technology through a series
of disarmament and non-proliferation agreements.
The CFR design will be difficult to accompli$h
while the USSR remains committed, as it is today. ,10
.
its own progress in science and industry.
The highest ranking Soviet science and Communist
Party o fficials have confirmed in recent statements that
precisely this commitment is the bottom line of Soviet
policy for the next decade. The Soviets may compro
mise, for the sake of SALT, sometimes with dangerous
effect, on issues ranging from Jewish emigration to . the
extent of their intervention to stop British intelligooce
provocations in Central A sia, but not on this.
In the Pravda article we excerpt here, Academy ·of
Sciences President Anatolii P. Aleksandrov promises
that Soviet science and economic development will go
on with or without input from the Western countries .
We add: before a nuclear war, or afterwards.
The clash o f these m utually exclusive policy
impulses-that of the CFR and the one Aleksandrov
represents-is a fundamental source of the danger :of
world war-above and beyond the agglometation of
"hot spots" in every corner of the globe, which is why
SALT is a war issue today.
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More than "SALT" at issue
The Soviets are not responding to the on-again/off
again signals from Washington DC on SA LT, or to
ebbs and flows around the outstanding technical points
in the agreement . What concerns Moscow is the global
sweep of United States policy .
Central Committee Secretary Boris Ponomarev met
with a large delegation of U . S . congressmen in Moscow
April 1 9. Although he noted that SALT was "consid
erably closer" than before, Ponomarev quickly launched
into a survey of American poiicies which are hurting
detente: the Middle East separate agreements, the
China card NATO's arms buildup (which "forces us to
strengthen our defense potential"), and the lin kage of
SALT to developing sector politics. In parti ng, Pono
marev told the congressmen that the conclusion of
SALT would not guarantee the prevention of war as
long as so many other matters remain problematic.
Commentators Vishnevskii of Pravda and Anichkin
of TASS bluntly charged the U . S. with adopting
military doctrines-and testing them, as in the coming
"Global Shield" test of the Strategic Air Command"
that lead straight to nuclear war.
Retrenchment for war
An honest assessment of Soviet thinking must conclude
that there is a strong sentiment in the Kremlin for
writing off the West as hopelessly committed to war.
That judgment gains when the chief Western European
powers appear to !!,ubmit to the American and British
confrontation drive. (President Giscard d' Estaing's
April 26 trip to Moscow, on the other hand, will
provide a chance for renewing war-avoidance efforts. )
Moscow's moves with respect to the USSR's econ
omy are a barometer of Soviet strategic expectations.
At the April Central Committee plenum this year,
Yakov Ryabov, a key party official for the defense
industry, was shifted to a government responsibility in
the State Planning Commission; the institution where
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national growth rates and resource allocation are
plotted .
Simultaneous with the plenum, a number of articles
in the Soviet and East European press advocated a
higher level of energy and economic independence.
Academician Aleksandrov's Pravda piece was one;
another, in the East German weekly Horizont, a review
of socialist sector nuclear energy programs, called for
a goal of 90 percent energy independence.
The Soviets have not made a final decision for
retrenchment for war. Their calls for international
cooperation in science and technology, such as Acade
mician Velikhov's that we excerpt here and an April 23
scientists' appeal in Pravda for scientists to rally for
detente and pooled i nternational efforts in energy
technology, reflect a search for paths to avoid war and
an opportunity for U . S . policymakers who want to do
the same.
-Rachel Bertho lf

immediately after the end of World War II . . . .
The achievement of strategic parity between the
USSR and the U . S . cooled the ardor of some American
strategists. They realized that any first strike against
our country would not go unpunished and would lead
to catastrophic consequences for A merica . . . .
But the aggressive conception of a first strike was
not consigned to the archives. In the summer of 1 975,
Defense Secretary James Schlesinger (now Secretary of
Energy, and handling the development and production
of nuclear weapons), openly stated the possibility of the
United States being the first to use the means of m'ass
attack . . . .
The present Washington administration does not
make such monstrous statements publicly, and talks
rather about defense. But in the bowels of the Pentagon,
of Schlesinger's agency, and of the militarist "think
tanks," methods of inflicting a first strike are quietly
being developed .

" Soviet physicist o n world scientific
coopera t i o n "

" Provoca tive a c tion"
TA SS commentator Oleg A nichkin wrote a sharp
criticism April 14 of the United States' planned " Global
Shield" test of the Strategic A ir Command. After
describing how u.s. strategic bombers will wing toward
the Soviet Union with no advance notice, he observed:
The American militarv will be ready to play a sinister
farce of nuclear apocalypse practically any time,
depen ding on its strategic designs . . . .
It looks as if a further deepening of international
detente, and in particular the prospect that the Soviet
American SALT treaty will be concluded, scares the
American hawks so much that they are ready, like the
notorio us Doctor Strangelove of Stanley Kubrick's
famous film, to blow up the whole world or at least
carry out an imitation of such an explosion, that would
be as close to reality as possible.
In this' light, the Pentagon 's strategic exercises may
prove to be highly risky. . . . Does it not seem to
Washington that the military strategic games planned
by the Pentagon generals are a rather p rovocative
action? Everybody knows how dangerous it is to let
children p lay with matches. But one can clearly
understand the dangers stem ming from the games of
the generals with nuclear missiles.

" Do not raise the sword of wa r"
The article excerpted here. written by S. Vishnevskii.
one of Pravda's top international analysts. appeared
April 18.
. . . The idea of a "first strike" was taken up in the West
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E. P . Velikhov, Vice President of the Soviet A cademy of
Sciences and a nuclear physicist. contributed an overview
of Soviet scientific work in frontier areas in Izvestia
April J 5. He included several paragraphs on international
cooperation. particularly for the crucial area of ther
monuclear fusion power:
The fusion of light elements has turned out to be the
hardest nut for science to crack. There has been rapid
progress i n this area in recent years . . . . The next step
is to demonstrate the technological feasibility of
thermonuclear fusion, and the USSR proposes to
accomplish this through the joint efforts of countries
from different continents. Planning for the infernational
Tokamak " Intor" has begun undl<r the aegis of the
International Atomic Energy Agency . . . . .
I n science today, we · m u st know the correct
proportions of what we should do ourselves and what
should be achieved through international cooperation
and division of labor. There is n o need for every single
country to set up its own scientific "natural economy."
International cooperation of scientists is valuable for
all participating countries . . . . The language of science
is one of the most universal languages on the planet.

"A review of scie n tific forces"
A . P. A leksandrov, President of the USSR A cademy of
Sciences. wrote "A Review of Scientific Forces " con
cerning the Soviet Union's determination to achieve
independent development in science and technology in the
face of the West 's threat of nuclear war:
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. . . Lenin stressed that the Soviet republic m ust achieve
the "possibility independently to supply itself with all
the main raw materials and industrial goods," and
pointed to the necessity for wide electrification of the
country . . . . .
. . . When a nuclear threat h ung over the country, at
the call of and with the constant aid of the party,
scientists and en'g ineers of our couritry independently
solved all the most difficult scientific and technical
questions of the creation of atomic energy and n uclear
weapons in the sam e amount of time that it took the
USA, drawing on the m ajor scientific forces of m any
countries.
The military bases with which the imperialists
encircled our country posed new complex tasks before
Soviet scientists and engineers. T hey accomplished a
real victory, creating intercontinental m issiles and
thermonuclear m issile weapons and thereby excluding
the possibility of launching a war "safe for the
aggressor" against our homeland . The enormous
contribution of Soviet science to raising the economic
and defense might of our homeland greatly helped o ur
party in its subsequent conduct of the Leninist peace
policy .
Recall how during the "cold war" period, aggressive
circles of the West strove to unleash "preventive" war
against the Soviet Union , calculating on using their
temporary advantage of possessing atomic weapons,
which we did not have. Western papers and magazines
. of those years can still be found in libraries , pointing
out with arrows what routes and from what bases
atomic bombers would fly to pomb the , cities and
iridustrial centers o f our country ! And today the same
circles who strove to turn the "cold war" into a hot
one, have the nerve to talk about a threat from the
Soviet Union they dreamed up themselves !
Soviet scientists love their homeland and consider it
their primary duty to guarantee the defense might of
our country on the level necessary and sufficient for the
preservation of peace.
However we are opponents of the arms race; it
lowers the living standards of all peoples and increases
the danger of war. With the might of modern means o f
destruction, a thermonuclear w a r would b e suicidal for
all humanity; therefore the policy of preserving peace
. . . has no reasonable alternative.
Our homeland, having carried out the order of V . 1 .
Lenin to ensure the possibility for the independent
development of science and technology, created its own
reliable fuel-energy complex , a diverse raw materials
base, all types of industry. There is no scientific
technological task beyond our powers.

Of course, exporting our surplus production, we
buy some types of goods abroad (for example gas
pipelines), an d industrial equipment. This helps us to
speed our forward motion in necessary areas, but is not
a vital necessity for us.
The same goes for scientific-technical exchanges .
They are useful to the cooperating sides, but there is no
vital necessity there for our side. The threats of certain
Westerners to cut off scientific ties with us, though
un pleasant , do n ot frighten u s . It seem s simply
irrational to break off contacts which help, to one
degree or another, to normalize relations, to lessen the
probability of confrontation.
The mighty scientific-technical potential of the
USSR allows it to solve problems standing in the way
of its development, and its rich natural resources ensure
its needs. Our cquntry, as experience has repeatedly
shown, is able to withstand all kinds of blockades.
A completely different situation exists in various
'Western countries. Before our eyes the United States,
w hich has to buy half its oil and gas abroad, is using
all means of pressure against sovereign states, right up
to the threat to use force to secure the uninterrupted
supply of oil. A two to three year interruption would
cause-in the USA-but not there alone-the most
serious economic crisis.
The same goes, albeit less intensively, for many
other types of raw materials imported by the USA. It
is interesting that it is not a lack of fuel resources that
has led to this situation-coal supplies in the USA are
s ufficient to supply electricity requirements for 90
years-and, furthermore, the necessary atomic power
could be completely developed. It is mainly the desire
o f the oil monopolies for maximum profits that has
created this complex situation .
Throughout its history, Soviet science has tried t o
solve tasks that are necessary not only for our country,
b ut for m an kind as a whole.
Thus, having built the first atomic power station in
the world, Soviet scientists reported on it to the
scientists of the whole world at the Geneva Conference,
which undoubtedly facilitated successes in atomic
power. Soviet scientists undertook work on controlled
thermonuclear fusion, and I. V. Kurchatov made this
known openly at Harwell (England) . . . . Many successes
of Soviet science and the technical achievements of the
USSR gave an impulse to similar work in the West.
Our country's policy of mutually beneficial inter
national cooperation in science and technology is
dictated by noble motives and corresponds to the
improvement of relations between peoples . . . .
,
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H a ig h a i l s ,C h i nese at AP l u nch
A dapperly dressed Alexander H aig, S upreme Com
mander of NATO, made a major appearance in his still'
unofficial campaign for the U . S . presidency at a
luncheon sponsored by the Associated Press during the
Annual American Newspaper Association conventi on
in New York April 2 3 .
ANPA conventions have historically provided an
important forum for Anglo-Americans nurturing polit
ical ambitipns. H aig's appearance, a late addition to
the agenda, strongly suggests that the timetable for
building the NATO leader's credibility as a presidential
, candidate may have been stepped up.
According to inside planners of the " Haig option,"
the gameplan for making the paperclip general Presi
dent depends on a "series of international and domestic
. crises which will make the man in the street recognize
that Carter is a patsy, and that what's needed to deal
with the Russians is 'a man on a white horse.' At that
point," Haig intimate Scott Thompson, a professor at'
Tufts University's Fletcher School of Di plomacy
asserted in a recent interview, "Carter will probably be
fo�ced to act like a patriot-like Neville Chamberlain
did-and bring H aig into the government to run the
show. "
Haig's appearance at the A ll- affair seemed designed
to make the scenario described by Thompson a reality .
Introduced by A P Chairm an J ack Taver as comparable
"to Gary Cooper striding toward that trail in ' H igh
Noon,' " Haig proceeded to lambast everyone from the
Joint Chiefs and President Carter to the Soviet Union,
the Third World an d Western Europe. H aig had kind
words only for "my oid boss, Henry Kissinger, " and
NATO Secretary General Joseph M .A . Luns, and
incredibly, the current ruling regime in China.
Flanked by Katherine Graham, chairman of the
Washington Post arid a New York Couhcil on Foreign
Relations member, New York Times publisher Arthur
Ochs Sulzberger and other representatives of what .
Haig, in his opening remarks, referred, to as "the most
influential group of informers of the public," the
NATO Commander-in-Chief painted a gloomy picture
of Soviet gains in strength and position against N ATO.
After listening to the NATO Commander warn of the
United States' supposed loss of status, Katherine
Gr�ham gushed, "I was so impressed, Generid, I
wanted to commit suicide."
The . diminutive general called on America to
provide a "new kind of leadership" to challenge Soviet
intervention in the Third World . J ust what leadership

-
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was unclear, however. Haig m ade a near devastating
slip of the lip in his presentation fol lowing a generously
supplied morning cocktail hour, during which this
reporter personally saw the Supreme Commander
weavi:>g through the crowd, highball in hand. remin
iscing about his familial ties to Lord Astor's Cliveden
set, the fashionable and gay London elite which
launched H itler. "We m ust h ave a post-American . . .
er, post-Vietnam American leadership for the free
world," Haig said. He then detailed what this would
entail: the U . S . , Europe, Japan ' and the developing
sector supervised by N ATO and the I nternational
Monetary Fund.
T hreatens Soviets
Accusing the Soviet U nion of engaging in a "relentless"
arms b ui ldup and "a blatant and illegal i ntervention"
in A frica and the "arc of crisis," H aig threatened the
USSR's leadership with "a wave of nationalism global
in scope. " This, the general said, would produce
"centrifugal tendencies in Eastern Europe, and even in
the Soviet Republics themselves."
Praises Chinese
H aig did reserve some of his bitterest jabs for the " free
world" itself. Voicing "cautious optimism" about
developments within NATO over the past year, H aig
insisted that NATO and non-NATO countries must
necessarily " pool our still vastly superior collective
economic, political and security assets to manage the
global Soviet challenge . " It would be a terrible
disappointment, the General intoned, if NATO mem
bers failed to rally to the challenge.
But H aig's sharpest criticism of the West was
couched in his startling praise of Peking . "I remember
the long talk I had with Zhou Enlai in the Great Hall
of the People back in 1 97 1 . " Zhou m ade it known that
. the Chinese leadership wanted the West to win the
Vietnamese War, and to not withdraw from Southeast
Asia. "When I relayed this message back to Washing
ton, people accused me of having taken leave of my
senses, but time has proven me right. " Haig warned
. against "continuing to disappoint Peking." "If I were
i n Peking or Cambodia, I would question whether the
West" is sincerely interested in fighting Moscow, H aig
mused, adding that "If the West fails to adopt the
Chinese regime's view of the world, they m ight become
frustrated. "
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Calendar
A dministration tradebill first

step to trade war
The Carter Administration has in
troduced House Resolution 3652
as its contribution to reauthorizing
and amending the 1 969 Export
Administration Act. The bill would
further tighten the clamps on U . S .
exports. I n contrast, S-737 intro
duced by Sen. Adlai Stevenson (D
Ill.) would make a sorely needed,
but limi,ted, contribution to unty
ing red tape.
The Carter legislation empha
sizes the institutionalized restric
tion of "goods and technology
where necessary" to pursue "hu
man rights, " o pening the way for
trade war. It amends the original
act to stress export control when
deemed necessary for whatever the
A dministration defines as " nation
al security. " The A dministration's
bil,1 calls for export controls on
"technology" (and goods that con
tribute significantly to the transfer
of such technology) which could
m ake a significant contribution to
the military potential of al1Y coun
try or combination of countries
which would be ,detrimental to the
national security of the United
States. "
Carter's bill also intensifies pen
alties for infringement and condi
tions for approval of export licen
ses falling u nder the " hu m a n
rights" or " security" , rubrics . One
example: any firm whose contract
is being scrutinized for security-re
lated reasons would be denied ac
cess to "sensitive information" for
the duration of the scrutiny .
The sheer length of these ab
surd review processes is one of sev-
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eral key elements of present export
export license for a stated end-use
by the importer (so the exporter
doesn't have to apply for a new
license for subsequent shipments or
repurchase orders);
(5) require government defini
tion of which kinds of export appli
cations will require multi-agency
review;
(6) require a 30-day deadline
for agencies to return thei r com
ments to the Commerce Depart
ment;
(7) establish an Office of For
eign Product and Technological
Assessment within the Department
of Commerce to assist in the above.
Rep. Jonathan Bingham (0NY) h as introduced a bill parallel
.to Stevenson's in the H ouse ( H . R .
2639); since Bingham has rarely
shown himself a p artisan of eco
nomic or trade expansion, this
looks like an effort to plunk himself
at the center o f horsetrading and
water down the Stevenson bill. Ste
venson's bill, in turn, falls far short
of being a blueprint for trade ex
pansion , and operates within the
context of the trade.war policies
b e i n g p u rs u e d by t h e C a rter
Administration, rather than detail
ing a plan for how to massively
expand high-technology exports.
The bill fails to address the fun
damental problem: the I nterna
tional M onetary Fund (1M F)
and also fails to address the Gener
al Agreement on Trade and Tariffs,
which has phased out government
stifling arrangements addressed by
the Stevensen bill . This legislation
would:
( l ) ' require that an export per
mit application go through auto-
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matically after 1 80 days if there has
been no ruling . The Export Control
Administration wo uld h ave to
grant approval within 30 days or
send the application to the Export
Administration Review Council
(the Secretaries of Commerce, De
fense, and State), whose thumbs
down would send it to the White
House. After a total of 1 80 days,
the White House would either have
to make a ruling, or the permit
would go through;
(2) reduce the number of ex
port items under government con
trol , focusing on critical military
items only;
(3) establish criteria that the
President must obey before impos
ing foreign policy controls on ex
ports, such as, for "human rights";
(4) ;;tllow multiple shipments
from a single government-granted
subsidies to exporters-an I M F-re
lated atrocity .
GATT, as EIR showed last
week, is not designed to liberalize
trade. Under I M F control, GATT
is designed to disrupt trade. This
employmment of GATT is already
well advanced respecting the indus
trial exporting countries, and mere
ly complements the I M F "condi
tionality" policy which has signifi
cantly destroyed Third W orId po
tential as import markets.

U dall plans

hearing s on
future of n uclear industry
Rep . Morris :U dall is taking the
lead in the House in pursuing a
major attack against the nuclear
energy industry. On April 26 his
Energy subcomm ittee of the House
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Interior and I nsular Affairs Com
mittee will meet to map out their
battle plan. But sources close to the
Congressman report that he is
planning a three-tier approach to
closing down the industry.
Udall wants to start with hear
ings on Three Mile Island nuclear
plant, the cause of the accident and
the response to it. He then wants to
review the national policy towards
operating nuclear reactors a n d
construction of new plants. After
an antinuclear climate has been
properly generated, Udall will hold
hearings on the broad questions of
nuclear energy such as "what the
economic implications of nuclear
energy are for the country, its costs
and benefits," according to one
source.

Ken nedy i n trouble i n Senate

fight on "Illinois Brick Bill"
Senator Edward Kennedy (D
Mass), met his first significant set
back in his efforts to gut U . S . in
dustry. The Senator was forced to
poStpone mark-up on his Illinois
Brick Bill on April 23, due to exten
sive opposition to the ' bill. After
only a few minutes of discussion,
Kennedy adjourned the mark-up
for two weeks, while he attempts
some backroom maneuvers to get
support for his measure.
The Illinois Brick Bill (S-300)
would permit consumers to sue and
collect treble damages from a cor
poration that had been convicted
of acting in violation of antitrust
laws, even if they did not buy di
rectly from that company � An ex
ample of the impact the bill could
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hllve is illustrated by the,antitrust
suit againstIB M . If that company
loses the 100year old case the J us
tice Department is prosecuting '
against it, then it , will be liable to
pay treble damages to potentially
every individual who received serv- '
ices from a bank relying on I B M
equipment.
What triggered Kennedy's ac
tion was an amendment to the bill,
introduced by Senator Deconcini
(R-Ariz) and dubbed the Pfizer ad
mendment. It would restrict dam
ages allowed to foreign corpora
tions or governments to ,actual, not
treble damages, and would require
a reciprocal agreement ftom for
eign countries for such suing prac
tices . A l th o ugh Kennedy was
agreeable to the amendment, the
Rep ublicans in the com m i ttee
wanted to substitute tne amend
ment for the bill itself. "They didn't
want to deal with the Illinois Brick
, Bill" complained an angry Kenne
dy aide.
There are three other amend- '
ments to the bill as well, which tend
to weaken, though not actually kill
the bill itself. According to one
staffer, Kennedy is willing to go
along with a weakening of the bill
if that is what it takes to get it '
passed.

C a rter u rges Congress to

pass institute for a ppropriat e
'
technolo9Y"
I n his speech before the National
Academy of Sciences M on day
n ight, President Carter urged Con
gress to take swift action on the
Institute for Technological Coop"

eration, an institute, in the words
of people close to the matter, which
would concentrate on bringing
" appropriate technology," that is,
labor i ntensive technology, to the
Third World . The Institute was au
thorized by the H ouse in early
April and is riow before the Senate
, Foreign Rel atio ns C om m i ttee.
They will be marking up the au
thorization for the bill May 1 -3 and
it is expected on the Senate floor in
early J une. The Administration is
requesting $25 million for the I nsti
tute for 1 980 and $40 million for
1 98 1 .

H eal t h care u nder the knife

Senator Edward Kennedy (D
M ass) i ntroduced into the Senate
on April 20 the Federal Drug Re
vision Reform Code bill , aimed at
encouraging the replacement of
high quality surgical medical care ,
with drugs. The bill establishes a
national center, of clinical pharma
cology which will stress exotic drug
use and the possibility of doing
away with " un necessary" surgery
through medici nes. The bill also
revises marketing practices to give
consumers rather than scientists
the final say over whether a drug is
useful. At, the same time the bill
takes away the monetary incentives
that the pharmaceutical industry
now has to develop new and better
drugs, by depriving a company of a
patent on a drug after 60 months.
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'Nuclea r power i s here to stay'
Energy Taxpaye rs Assoc. fights e n viron m e n talist s uit
On Saturday, April 28, a major pronuclear demonstration
will be held in Grants, New Mexico which is expected
to draw between 10,000 and 1 5,000 people. The rally is
organized by the Energy Taxpayers A ssociation of New
Mexico, a group founded by Nacho Salizar, a local
drilling company owner, to fight a lawsuit brought by the
Friends of the Earth to block uranium mining in New
Mexico. The suit, Peshlakai v. Schlesinger, seeks to
stop all uranium mining until there is a full environmental

' EXCLUSI VE 'NTERVIE W
impact statement, in , accordance with the National
Environmental Policy A ct of 1 9 74. New Mexico and
Wyoming are the two principal operational uranium
mining areas in the United States, which provide uranium
yellowcake to be made into nuclear fuel.
u.s. Senator Harrison Schmitt of New Mexico, New
Mexico Governor Bruce King, Dr. D. Graham Foster of
Los A lamos Laboratories, Larry McGrew from the
Rocky Flats Nuclear Plant in Colorado, and other
pronuclear spok(?smen will speak at the demonstration.
The following interview with Nacho Salizar, head of
the Energy Taxpayers A ssociation, describes how he sees
this fight. '

EIR: How did the Energy Taxpayers A ssociation begin
and why was the organization formed?
Salizar: Okay. I'll tell you a little bit about myself, and
when you see where I'm coming from, you will
understand how a lot of people i n Grants got to where
they're at. I was born and raised in Mexico, and I came
to the United States in 1 967 and started working for a
uranium company when I was 1 8 years old . . . . ln 1 975,
we decided to take a step and form our own busi ness,
which is a drilling company . . . . There was a lot of work
to be done, and we got our fair share of it. A fter the
third year of business the operating companies-when
I say operating companies, I mean Phillips, M obil,
Kerr M cGee, United Nuclear, all the people that
produce uranium-started getting worried about new
leases, or extensions on the current leases they had. The
56
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Navajo tribe did not want to extend their leases, and
would not put any more new land up for sale . . . . These
companies told the people, "Right now we have plenty
of work , but you guys watch out, two or three years
down the road , things are going to get tough ." Nobody
really believed it. It was just like any other problem
everybody just sticks their head in the sand and hopes
that it goes away . I wasn't contacted. I was just a small
businessman and I was having �nough trouble j ust
getting started . . . .
But, in the middle of 1 978, I heard for the first time
about this problem , which concerned Indian allotted
lands, U .S . Forest Service lands, Bureau of Land
M an agement land, and all the regulations that were
being imposed on them, as far as . . . developing them
and getting mine permits, and a whole stack of
obstacles that were being thrown at the industry. And
on Dec. 22, 1 978, the Friends of the Earth filed a
lawsuit against the Secretary of the Interior, the
Secretary of the Department of Energy, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, the Tennessee Valley Author
ity, and all the different federal agencies involved in
uranium production or leasing . . . . The atto rneys includ
ed about 98 N avajo Indians on the Navajo reservation
and got them to join in the lawsuit, which is called
Peshlakai v . Schlesinger. Their big aim-thei r big beef
really, is what it amounts to-is that the federal
govern ment did not require a national environmental
impact study of what uranium y ellowcake production
would do to the United States.
We in this area believe that uranium production is
already in, it's already underway, and that it shouldn't
be stopped. But the Frief!ds of the Earth want to stop
further production. Where we come into that, as service
people-like myself, and the banker, and the retail
grocer and everybody in this area-we have all geared
up for what's coming up in the next two, three, four, or
five years. We have invested our money in uranium and
in Grants, so if further production stops, if mine
permits aren't issued , we are going broke. Those
environmental impact statements that they're asking
for are going to take 20 or 30 years to do, or a
minimum of 1 0 . You understand what that will mean.
You know what happened to coal in 1 972 . . . .
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The way the lawsuit is worded, it just scared the
pants off everybody. When I read it, it was so. far
reaching and so unreasonable that I didn't believe it. I
thought, "those guys are crazy . " What I call it is
environmental hypocrisy. They do it with a complete
disregard for peopie like myself. Things have bee I)
b uilding up to this particular lawsuit; a demonstration
here, a little one there, a complaint against a certain '
mining company , trying to stop mining, or m illing, br
drilling, or whatever. Every time I go to one of those
meetings or one of those hearings, I'd waste one or two
days . What I found consistently coming from the
environmental people is misinformation, scare tactics,
intim'i dation toward public officials, and a complete
lack of knowledge from the environ mental people on
whatever they were talking about. They Were trying to
tell me that what I was doing was criminal, that it was
wrong, that I was hurting people and hurting myself.
The way I look at it, I know what I'm doing, the
people in Grants know what they're doing, they know
what the consequences are in the uranium mines, in the
m ills, in the rigs, or whatever. You make up your own
mind on what you want to do . . . .
Well , I had worked too hard for what I had done,
and my family, and all my friends, and the people who
have worked for me have worked real hard to make me
what I am and help our business come along the way
it has. We went from ° to 95 employees in three years,
and I think it's a real accomplishment, and that it has
helped a lot of underprivileged individuals . We employ
almost 90 to 95 percent M exican-Americans . The
uranium industry in New Mexico has given the
Mexican-American one of the breaks that we need to
really get ahead, without having to be militant or
Chicano-type people, or whatever . We work for it; if
you do a good job, you get what you deserve.
So I decided to get involved, and 1 called a meeting
of the local businessmen here in Grants and explained
this lawsuit to them , and, being businessmen, they
knew what was at stake, and 1 didn't have any trouble
convincing them . . . . It concerned them all, and we
decided that we were going to do something about it.
W e called our co ngressi onal delegation ; we got
Congressman H arold Ronalds down here to address
our organi'zational meeting on Jan . 26, and we h ad a
turnout of about 500 people o n,a week's notice, and we
presented the Congressman with over 2,000 petition
signatures from one week. That gives you an idea of
how the people reacted to it.

EIR: Do

you

Gra nts- the

have support

rom all the people in

f

businessmen . the work ers. the supp liers,

Mexican-A mericans-more o r less everyhody

the
except the

Friends of the Earth ?
The people here in Grants, who work around
the fields, if 1 don't already have their support, all I
have to do is talk to them for one mi nute and they're

Salizar :
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with me. But I have not run into one person here who
does not support the Energy Taxpayers A.ssociation.
We called our first meeting on Jan . 2 1 , and held our
first organizational meeting on Jan . 26, and within a
month , we were getting calls from throughout the state
and throughout the country on what we were doing.
One of our main objectives is to get this lawsuit
exposed to the average citizen, and number one, to tell
the businessmen what it is going to do to them . . . .
O f course, there are som� environmentalist types
here in Grants who believe that n uclear power is
dangerous and is bad; they're the hardcore radicals and
I am never going to convince them , and I'm not trying
to. What I'm trying to do is to get the message to the
silent majority, and to tell them it's time to get off their
duff and go out there and fight like hell .

Ell,{: How many people are you expecting at the Energy
Day in Grants on April 28?

Salizar : We're expecting between 1 0,000 and 1 5,000 .
The town is about 1 8 ,000 to 20,000. The entire industry
is going to shut down for this day and we're going to
get a lot of outside people from Gallup, Farmington,
Santa Fe, Albuquerque, all the s urroundi ng towns . . . .
EIR: What kind of press coverage have you gotten in the
national press?
Salizar : Let me start at the local end. H ere in Grants,
we get excellent coverage. The G allup paper has helped
us . The Farmington paper has helped us . We are
having .a lot of trouble getting p ress coverage from the
Albuquerque papers; we are having trouble getting
coverage from the Albuquerque TV stations, which
service the entire state and southern Colorado. We have
gotten n ational coverage in the trade magazines, but
no coverage from any national networks or wire
services.
<i!)

EIR: Have you gotten coverage from any papers in the

South west, in Texas, Denver?
Salizar: No.

EIR: Why do you think that a few environmentalists can
do something and it 's national news and you may pull
together a demonstration of 15,000 and it isn' t?
Salizar : I can't answer that question . I went to one
particular h�aring that the environmentalists put on.
The industry was there and the environmentalists were
there . They had about 40 or 50 people there and we
had about 50 or 1 00 people there, depending on what
time it was. The entire network system was there to
cover it for the state. And any time the environmen tal
ists talked, the cameras came up, and any time we got
on-I guess we're too straight or something, dressed
up to make a presentation the way protocol calls for
it-we don't get any coverage . . . . Unless we call a press
conference or physically almost drag them over to
where we are, they won't cover us.
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EIR : Does this make you think that there is a kind of
conspiracy to exaggerate the influence of the environ
mentalists?
Salizar : I don't know if it's a conspiracy or not, but
during this Three M ile Island m ishap, one of the
officials said, as far as the press is concerned, on TV,
on the 6 o'clock news, it is more exciting to film a fire
truck going around the plant doing nothing but raising
a lot of hell than it would be to show an engineer with
blueprints trying to figure out what is going on.
EIR: There are basically two views on energy. There's

the traditional A merican view that any shortage can be
solved, and that we solve problems through R and D and
we continue to grow, and there's the view that there is
an energy shortage which can 't be solved and therefore
we have to conserve and stop growing. It seems that this
is the view adopted in Schlesinger's program. What do
you think?
Salizar : Well, that's a heavy question and I think a lot
about that when I am by myself. I think that even
though there might not be an energy shortage right
now, and it might be a false one, that there will be, and
I think that it i s going to take conservation plus new
technology, new methods. and that we're just going to
have to keep going the way we are. I don't think that
the American people are the type of people fo just say:
" Hey, this is it, we m ight as well face it, we are going
to run out of energy, we are going to stop growing . "
A l l of o u r lives, we're trained t o follow t h e American
dream, that you work hard and that you get the fruits
of your work, so that as long as you have people who
are like that, if we don't do it, o ur kids will do it, and
. they'll find something new, and I am very confident of
that. As far as there being an energy shortage now, I
don't know. I can't answer that question.

drome" and everything-in my mind, there is no doubt
about it . . . I think that the environmentalists would stop
at nothing to do away with nuclear power . . . . .
One other thing that we are going to work on, and
that we are pointing out as m uch as we can, is the fact
that antidevelopment people, anti nuclear people, envi
ronmentalists-I categorize them all the same way,
have infiltrated the federal govern ment, the state
government and local government, to positions where
they can dictate policy . Now we have a situation where
lawyers and people who work for the Sierra Club,
Friends of the Earth, the Natural Resources Defense
Council or whoever, that file lawsuits . against the
government to stall or postpone or cancel big projects
like dams, nuclear reactors, mining or whatever, the
same lawyers who ' filed these lawsuits and drew them
up and worked with the environmentalists are now
defending them, as they now work for the Department
of the interior, or the Department of Energy or
President Carter. I think that this is conflict of interest
of the worst kind.

EIR: What do you think of the potential for cooperation
. between the United States and Mexico, with its very
ambitious plan for industrial development?
Salizar : I'm from Mexico, so I can tell you a little bit
about how the Mexican people thin k . Mexico is
developing well . The people are getting educated, the
younger people are going to be in power within 1 0 or
20 years and you have less corruption, less graft, and
more intelligent people running the show . . . .
What the Mexican government is trying to do from
what I can tell, as I look at it from the outside, is that
they are willing to cooperate with us. They are willing
to sell us whatever we need, but they are going to do
it on their terms. They are going to do it to benefit
Mexico, not to benefit the United States . . . . They have
EIR : Some nuclear experts, like Jon Gilbertson of seen the problems that have developed in the M iddle
Fusion magazine, say that they think the Three Mile
East, and what they are going to ask us to do is: "OK,
Island incident was sabotage, and Professor Rasmussen
you want to sell us drilling rigs, you manufacture them
of MIT, the nuclear safety expert. . . asserted that there
in Mexico and put the Mexican people to work, and
was a . 99994 percent chance of sabotage given the string we'll let you work over here and we'll sell you the oil.
of occurrences. Do you think that the possibility of We'll sell you the oil as fast as we want to produce it;
sabotage should be investigated?
not as fast as you demand it. It will make the American
Salizar : In my own mind, and I am not speaking for
people realize that just beca use M exico has the oil it
the Energy Taxpayers Association, . . . I'm positive that
doesn't mean we can have it. They can sell it somewhere
there was sabotage. I don't know h ow to prove it; b ut
else. We are going to see a big influx of foreign
just the way things are happening, and all of a sUdden
technology in Mexico and everywhere in the world . . . .
this big. attack on n uclear power-"The China Syn.
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Bu i l d i n g Trades cheer Ken nedy
The following is the first of a two-part article covering
the Bui/ding Trades national legislative conference held
in Washington, D. C. this week.
We include in this part ample quotes from speeches
made to the over 2000 Bui/ding Trades delegates by
Senators Patrick Moynihan and Ted Kennedy as w�ll as
the speech made by Bui/ding Trades President Robert
Georgine. The second part will include hefty coverage of
the panel discussion entitled " Nuclear Energy-Its Future
and the Environment, " as well as coverage of the speeches
made by Labor Secretary Ray Marshall and Vice
President Walter Mondale.
The national-three day legislative conference of the
Building Trades Department of the A F L-CIO opened
April 23 with a suicidal retreat from the fight for a
nuclear energy-based economy. Instead, the Building
Trades gave a warm embrace to the fascist policies of
Senator Edward Kennedy and Energy Czar J ames
Schlesinger.
From the opening rem arks of Building Trades
leader Robert Georgine, which failed to even mention
nuclear energy, it was clear that the leadership had
decided to ignore the overwhel!11 i ng sentiment of their
members to wage ' a post-Harrisburg offensive for
nuclear power. Georgine and AFL-CIO Secretary
Treasurer Lane Kirkland offered an impotent attack on
the Carter Administration's social programs and a
prescription for a New Deal-styled recovery from an
inevitable depression.
Georgine specifically joined the call for militariza
tion of the economy, privately supported by inflation
czar Alfred "Genghis" Khan and Federal Reserve
Chairman William M il1er, and publicly endorsed by the
A FL-CIO President George Meany and, most recently,
by United Autoworkers President Doug Fraser. The
Building Trades leader is clearly looking backward to
the fascist public works programs of the New Deal to
bail the trade union movement out of the present
recession. Georgine called for a renewed offensive for
H umphrey-Hawkins type slave labor programs-poli
cies which are not supported by the majority of skilled
workers and which if implemented will lead to the
depression he seeks to avoid and to the destruction of
the trade union movement .
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Bad T imes Ahead
The delegates hardly rose to applaud either Georgine
or Kirkland. M any h ad gone into the meeting knowing
that the future of nuclear energy and the jobs of their
members were on the line. Their national leaders, who
have chosen to hide behind the delphic oracle of
nuclear power,. James Schlesinger, gave them no
marching orders .
This laid the assembled delegates open to demagogic
appeals by Senators Daniel Moynihan and Edward
Kennedy.
Moynihan, an architect of genocidal austerity
policies for the Third World and American ghettos,
incredibly presented himself as the champion of the
labor movement. To the cheers of the delegates, he
'
delivered a delphic attack on the Carter Administration
and "no growthers"-never once mentioning nuclear
energy .
Terming the Democratic Party a "disgrace," he
lllshed i nto an undifferentiated attack on A merican
employers. He followed up with an attack on his
" fellow liberals," tailored to his audience: Painting an
erroneous picture of the isolation of the labor move
ment, even more dismal than that cf Georgine, the
flap-jowled M oynihan pontificated: "The AFL-CIO
may now have to fight alone for strength and prosperity
of the country. " The delegates cheered. But M oynihan's
blustering was merely a preliminary to the appearance
'of Ted Kennedy.
Sounding every bit like a President, Kennedy
. o ffered a demagogic program fo r fascism . Each
component would destroy the American system that
the building trades had taken part in creating. And
after each pronouncement, the brainwashed delegates
applauded.
The delegates gave Kennedy a standing ovation
despite the fact that he is a leader of the congressional
'
antinuclear lobby.
In the corridors
While M oynihan and Kennedy made their anti-capital
ist, delphic pro-growth pitch, several representatives of
industry-the potential allies in a labor-industry alli
ance-cringed in disbelief.
As delegates walked out of the hall, many appeared
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to have · seco nd thoughts about fawning 'o n the
environmentalist Kennedy. The leadership had forced
much of the discussion of nuclear power to take place
in the corridors. The support, and the will to fight for
it, were evident; only the nationally coordinateq orders
were missing .
And many delegates blamed leaders like Georgine
for this rotten s.t ate of a ffairs.

B u i l d i n g T rades leader d e m a n d s
w a g e price con t rols
The following are excerpts from a speech given on April

23 by Robert Georgine, President of the Building Trades

Department of the A FL-CIO, at the Building Trades
national legislative conference:
Reviewing the last year we can see that our original
hopes of the Carter Administration and a liberal
Congress making significant strides have not been
realized . . . .
Despite our defeat on labor law reform , we can
point to some victories-the minimum wage bill,
H umphrey Hawkins, and local public works jobs . . . .
We did not advance, we did not fall back . . . .
The national economy is headed toward a recession,
hitting first in housing. Only swift action to control
inflation can prevent a depression . . . . Carter will fail
unless an enforceable system of controlling prices,
profits, credit and interest rates is established . . We don't
like controls, but we will not stand for wage controls
without price controls. If we must have controls, we
m ust have controls on everything . . . .
We m ust expand our energy supplies, we must
develop all our resources with the proper safeguards
for health and safety . . . we m ust free ourselves from
O PEC . . . .

Moyn i h a n ra l lies l a bo r
a g a i nst Cong ress
These statements were made by Senator Patrick Moy
nihan to the delegates attending the National Building
Trades conference this week:
I am glad to be here today, in fact I am glad that I .am
here with you rather than back on Capitol H ill with a
U . S . Congress which has disgraced the tradition of the
Democratic Party . . . .
American employers have lived with the most stable
patriotic labor force in the western world, and now
they are turning against you. They have not been there
when you need them . . , . It is time you stop being taken
for granted . . . .
60
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I want to talk about three things . . . .
First, the efforts to repeal the Davis Bacon Act
must be stopped. All those Senators who are trying to
repeal Davis Bacon are the same Senators who want
twice their share of public 'works . . . . I say, if you vote
against Davis Bacon, you get no public works . . . .
Second, you must become concerned about the
multilateral trade negotiations. One of the codes
concerns removing technical barriers to trade; if the
trade agreement goes through it could wipe out
buildi ng codes in the U . S . . . .
Third, there is the problem of the budget cutters
. . . the people who have bumper sticker solutions to the
collapse of the economy. The budget going into the
1 980s has a zero increase in the expense of the
government. . . . You are the people who build things
. . . this zero increase (for public works· spending) is not
a future good enough for the greatest republic in the
world . . . .

Ken nedy cou rts B u i l d i n g Trades
Here are excerpts from the address by Sen. Edward
Kennedy ( D-Mass) to the A FL- CIO Building Trades
national legislative conference :
You know people complain that they can't fi nd decent
housing any more. Well a friend of mine just bought a
1 2 room ho use for $20,000 within walking distance of
schools, shopping . . . and Three M ile I sland . . . .
The Administration is part of the energy crisis . It
has decontrolled oil prices, allowing companies to make
tremendous windfall profits. And then it comes to the
Congress and asks us to bail them (the Administra
tion-ed) out. The national government should control
the price of oil . . . not OPEC ! . . .
But the H ouse and the Senate are awash in special
interest groups. We have the best Congress money can
buy . . . . It's a disgrace to every principle of government
that we know. We must have public financing of
campaigns . . , We need better leadership from the
Congress and the Administration . . . the nation has a
crying need for houses, roads, school s, plants . . .
The wage price guidelines are not being applied
equally. Workers' wages under collective bargaining
contracts over the past several years have been held to
a cap of 7 percent. . . . But the cost of living has shot up
by IO percent, interest rates have risen to I I percent
and corporate profits have risen by 24 percent. . . .
We must have a comprehensive national health in
surance plan . . . . In Canada, when they implemented
(such a health plan-ed .), the doctors went out on
strike. They said the plan wouldn't work . . . but the
plan does work . . . We don't need doctors, if they are
going to rip peopl e off. . . .
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Steel h a u lers con ti n u,e , strike
Approxi mately 5 , 000 of more
than 1 0,000 Teamster-organized
steelhaulers remain on strike this
week primarily in Ohio and West
ern Pennsylvania.
Earlier in the week , negotia-,
tors for the Teamsters and three
national trucking management
associations finally reached agree
ment on the "steel rider" to the
recently negotiated master freight
contract. The Tea,m sters order lo
cals, covered by the rider, to re
turn to work, while authorizing a
strike agai nst a fo urth employer
association, the National Steel
Carriers, which refuses to sign.
Sources close to the negotia
tions report that U . S . Steel may
be putting pressure on some of the
carriers not to settle. The strike
begins to affect some of U . S .
Steel's competitors, forcing lay
offs and leading to speculation
that it may help U . S . Steel's and
Bethlehem's plans for carteliza
tion .
Violence flares in Ohio and
Pennsylvania. Some truckers are
shot, while pickets beat others.
One county in Ohio declares a
"state of emergency."
Teamster leaders say terrorist
networks connected to the coun
tergang Teamsters for a Demo
cratic Union are responsible for
the violence. The TDU, which re
ceives media coverage as the
"leaders of the strike," is reported
in alliance with a second counter
gang, the Fraternal Association
of Steelhaulers (FASH) m ade up
of a handful o f non-Teamster
steelhaulers . FASH, which ran a
violent strike only a few months

ago, is said to have a " small assas
sination squad," which is being
deployed against the strike.
Teamster Local 800 and some
locals in Ohio reject the proposed
pact. The locals are'known pock..:
ets of TDU agitation. They de
mand the right to ratify the steel
supplement separately from the
master freight agreement.
. Steel industry officials-other
than U .S . Steel and Bethlehem
worry about the stri ke. Although
it is unlikely to spread m uch fur
ther, if it continues in its present
dimension it will soon cause wide
spread layoffs. "It is an economic
tragedy," said one worried steel
executive.
USWA ends Newport News
stri ke
United Steelworkers of America
local 8888 ended a m ore than two
month strike here yesterday after
failing to force the Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Com
pany to recognize their union.
Union leaders made their decision
to return to work based on knowl
edge that the majority of the more
than 1 5,000 workers at the facility
were ignoring the strike and had
already returned to work . Prior to
the strike, the union h ad won a
representation election that was
upheld by the National Labor Re
lations Board and heralded as a
major organizing victory in the
South. Tenneco, the conglomer
ate that owns the shipyard, re
fused to recognize the union and
initiated a policy of replacing
workers who. participated in a
union sanctioned job action . This

latter action especially was cited
by a union official as the trigger
for a violent confrontation which
took place last week between stri
kers and local police.
In announcing their decision
to return to work the union said
they would wait for a court of
appeals to decide on Tenneco's
challenge of the NRLB's certifi
cation of the election . This, how
ever, is not expected for several
'months . I n the meantime the
union will seek to rebuil,d support
among the wo rkers who .had
crossed the picketline to work.
Sadlowskiites i n steel union
attack atomic power
Five officials of the United Steel
workers union in the powerful
Chicago steel district issued a
statement recently demanding
that a nuclear energy plant under
construction in the B aily Dunes
site of northern I ndiana be aban
doned. The officials called upon
the owner company, the Northern
I ndiana Public Service Company,
to cease construction on the plant.
The five U SWA officials were:
• Jim Balanoff, U SW A Dis
trict 3 1 director;
• Mike O leszanski, research
director for Balanoff and a former
member of the terrorist-linked
Friends of the Earth environmen-.
talist group;
• B i l l A n drews, p resident
USWA local 1010 (Inland Steel),
and author of a resolution con
demning the Baily Dunes plant
that was passed by his local last
summer;
• Norman Purdue, president
U S W l oc a l 1 0 1 1 ( J o n e s a n d
Laughlin); and
Kaczocha, president
• Paul
USWA local 67 87 ( Bethlehem) .
All of these U S W officials
helped staff and promote the cam
paign-backed by the Institute
for Policy Studies-of former Dis
trict 3 1 director, Ed Sadlowski,
for U SWA national president in
1 976.

Com m ission to i n vesti g a te
T h ree Mile Isla n d sa bot a g e
A n independent Commission o f
Inquiry, announced April 7 a t a
well-attended press conference at
Washington, D.C.'s Madison Ho
tel, will begin immediately to in
vestigate the evidence that last
month's "nuclear accident" at the
Three Mile Island plant near H ar
risburg, Pa. was the result of sab
otage.
The work of the new commIs
sion �as presented to the press by
spokesman Jon Gilbertson , Di
rector of Nuclear Engineering for
the New York City-based Fusion
Energy Foundation.
Gilbertson outlined for the
press five primary areas of inves
tigation to be undertaken by the
commission .
"Given that the probability of
the sequence of failures at Three
Mile Island being purely mechan
ical is about one part in one bil
lion,�' Gilbertson said, "and given
that the most basic operating and
safety procedures were systemati. cally violated contrary to all train
ing and regulations, the most im
portant question to be answered
is: Was the shutdown the result o f
sabotage?
. "Given that the media and lo
cal officials were under top-down
control o f the National Security
Council under the just-instituted
. Federal Emergency M anagement
Agency (FEMA)," said Gilbert
son, "a second key question for
probing is whether NSC Director
Zbigniew Brzezinski and Energy
Secretary Schlesinger expected
such an incident beforehand?"

The Commission will also in
vestigate the following:
• Given Carter's April 5 an
n o u n ce m e n t of s u p p o r t fo r
Schlesinger's "energy" austerity
program , which includes a ban on
nuclear breeders, drastic oil con
sumption cuts, and brute-force
energy price inflation, the plant
failure, and the implementation of
the FEMA '�crisis management,"
foreseen as a means of instituting
u n p o p u l a r energy a u s terity?
Should Schlesinger and other top
officials therefore be removed
from office for gross malfeasance?
• Given the distortion by the
national press and government of
ficials of the alleged dangers of
"meltdown, " were these stories
consciously meant to provoke the
population into panic in order to
permanently discredit nuclear en
ergy development and prepare the
U . S . for nuclear war con fronta
tion through civil defense-type
conditioning?
• Finally, given the role of key
antin uclear organizations, espe
cially the cult and Rand Corpora
tion-linked Union of Concerned
Scientists in promotion of policies
of shutting down n uclear plants,
and creation of the "China Syn
drome" film and its p ublic release
only two weeks. before the Three
Mile Island incident, what is the
relation of the foundations and
financial backers of these antinu
clear groups to the economic pol
icies of austerity advocated by
Schlesinger et al?

Case for Fou l Play
Prior to the press conference, the
FEF's Executive Director Dr.
Levitt was interviewed on ABC
radio . The interview, aired several
times n at i o n a l l y , is drawing
strong interest in the formation of
the group. '
"We are finding a distinct shift
in the national response to our
allegation of deliberate sabotage
and the role of the National Secu
rity Council's FEMA and Schles
inger in this whole situation,"
Levitt told NSIPS in a subsequent
interview . "We are getting in
creasing affirmation of the over
whelming case for foul play at
Three Mile ' Island," he stated.
"Even sources within the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission are will
ing to admit to us the strong pos
sibility that such occurred , espe
cially around the shutdown of the
two backup valves 48 hours prior
to the incident, something which
is a Class A NRC safety viola
tion. "
Levitt added that the commis
sion will now draw on the advi
sory expertise of a broad layer of
scientific, engineering, and coun
terintelligence and security exper
tise both inside and outside gov- ·
ernment to assist in the commis
sion's investigation.
Further corroborating the
analysis of the "crisis manage
m e n t " r o l e o f B rz e z i n s ki's
FEMA, one well-informed' NRC
source stated that FEMA has
l a u nched " i n te rd e p a r t m e n t a l
warfare" to take control over such
nuclear accidents away from the
NRC. The Three Mile Island case
' is being used as the foot-in-the
door to press their move to cen
tralize under direct B rzezinski
N8C control all such ·'disasters."
.

-William Engdahl

tACTS

BEHIND

TERROR'S

Murphy, an advocate of polict·
counterinsurgency, was a recent
special guest of the London
Ditchley Fo'undation at a confer
ence called to plot out further ter
rorist operations for Europe. To
insure the Police Commission en
dorsement of Murphy, B yrne
E u rolX
noose on
named former Attorney General
U.S. do
Edward Levi as the commission's
, .
head. Levi earned the wrath of
many U.S. law enforcement and
Palestinian "terrorist activities"
Late breaking developments indi
security personnel with his au
-established direCt contact with
cate that the French, Italian , and
thorship of the guidelines that
,the Palestine Liberati on Organi
West German counterterror ef
have hamstrung all effective
zation's security; :personnel to
forts are converging on a full
cou nte rterror ope rations- in
compare notes regarding the mur
scale indictment of the Israeli
cluding some of the very m ethods
Mossad as the o perational com
der of a top security aide to Yasser
successfully employed in recent
mand running all terrorism in Eu
Arafat.
i
months in Europe.
rope-b o t h " l e ft - w i n g " a n d
The meeting, It<lCording to re
Second, on A p ril 25, John
ports in the Apri� 24 issue of the
"right-wing," According t o one
Sherman-leader of the. George
New York Times, I1Qt only allayed
confidential source, holding to
Jackson Brigade terrorist gang
German fe ar s of a W av e df "PLO"
gether the financing, safehousing,
escaped from a northern Cali fo r
terrorism against f¢d eral Repub
recruiting, and logistical support
nia prison. Sherman's arrest and
ing of the Red Brigades, the Baad
lic targets. the cross-gridding es
the virtual shut down o f the
er- Meinhof Red Army Faction,
tablished that �. : Bri.sh-born
George Jackson Brigade in 1 977
and the separatist and environ
woman h adbeen ri.l�ced ioto West
came, in part, as the result of a
mentalist networks is made in · Is
German se curi ty �tcles imder the
dossier circulated widely among
rael.
direction of a ' fo reigh intelli
law enforcement officials identi
Last winter, it will be recalled,
gence service" w tJ.tch t� Times
fying the "above ground" support
acknowledged w a� ibelieved to be
the Italian anti terror chief Gener
networks
behind the group and
al Alberto Dalla Chiesa had is
Israeli.
.
proposing that FBI, state and lo
New signs ha� emetged that
sued evidence that Baader-M ein
cal police cooperate to establish a
major bre akth ro u.� s are about to
hof gang founder Joaquim Klein,
surveillance
screen . .
who masterminded the 1 975 raid
be announced in tIc stillJUnsolved
Important
for the U . S. picture
against a Vienna OPEC meeting,
1 977 as sass inllti o d � of West Ger�
is the fact . that a $25 million law
was a known agent of the Mossad .
m an banker and �a 6ing organiz
suit has been filed in New York
He is also an associate of Jean
er for the new world �onomic
State
Court against the Anti·Def
Paul Sartre. The West German
order Juergen PO�9 and mdustri
amation League of B'nai Brith-a
B u n de s k r i m i n a l a m ft ( B K A ) ,
alist H ans- tvf arti � �Schleyer. Die
domestic channel for Israeli intel
soon thereafter published corro
Welt of April 26 r_p orte4that the
ligence operations, including ter
BKA is moving .j� on Baader
borating evidence including the
rorism.
Within the next three
Meinhof fugitives Christian Klarr
name of the Israeli kibbutz where
weeks, that case-filed by the U.S.
and Susanne A lb r�ch t.
Klein was being debriefed and reLabor Party-may go into depo
ceived new identification papers.
(
sition phase and significant reve
Meanwhile, back in the U.S.
Similar evidence was surfaced by
Two developments in the U nited ' lations could be forthcoming of
French authorities concerning
the "Zionist glue" behind critical
States this \;Veek ift tlicate that the
Daniel Cohn-Bendit.
features of the terrorist pro blem
American count e r p ar ts to the
But it was t he bombing earlier
h ere .
French, I talia n, IlRd West Ger
this month of a F renc h nuclear
-Jeffrey Steinberg
m an 'security se rv it:es are not a�t
plant construction site near Mar�
ing in c09rdination : with'their Euseille, that prompted European
ropean colleagues �
officials to act on the existing
.
First, Mayor lane Byrne of
knowledge of the M ossad terror
Chicago announ�tl the appoint
ring. West German Interior M in
ment of Patrick M urphy to the
istry officials-who previously re
position ' of Police Commissioner
lied on · M ossad intelligence on

tightens
'.vill

terrorists;
the same? :
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WORLD TRADE REVIEW

New trade dea ls

East Germany, Italy,
Mozambique

East Germa ny is seeking Italian machinery and
equipment for building truck plant (supplied by
Fiat), steel plant (supplied by Italimpicinti), synthetic
rubber and textile plants (supplied by EN I), tires
(Pirelli), and polyvinyl chloride (Montedison). A triangular deal for developing coal production and a
coal pipeli ne in Mozambique is an included feature,
with East Germany supplyi ng the mining technology,
Italy the financing.

$600 mn.

Trade
credits:
Moza mbique and
East Germany
would �epay Italian trade
credits
through
shipments
of coal
and coke.

IV

Mel(ico from France

Pemex commission meets with French Atomic Energy
Commission on i ncreased oil exports

FF. 1 bn .

U

IV

Mexico from United
Kingdom

Coal mining machinery for Mexico's first coal mine

$ 1 23 mn.

U

V

Uruguay from World
Bank/IDA

Second highway project for reconstructi ng important road link to Brazil

$26.5 m n .

$26.5 mn.
IDA credit
at 7.9
percent

11\

Mexico from U.S.

Purchase of 5,000 U.S. tractors from Ford, I nternationa I Harvester and John Deere.

U

U

II

Haiti from World Ban k/IDA

A second power project

$ 1 6.5 m n

$ 1 6.5 mn.
IDA credit
at 7.9
percent

III

. Toyota considering setting up plant to produce its
Starlet model

NAv

NAv

V

Six submarines ordered 1 8 months ago from Salzgitter.

. NAv

NAv

NAp

Spa i n from Japan

Iran from W. Germany

Abreviatianl:
U = Undetermi ned
NAp

=

Not opplicable

NAv

=

Not available

•

I

StatuI:
=

II

signed. work i n progress

=

III

=

IV

=

V

=

signed. contracts issued
deal signed
i n negotiation
preli m i n a ry talks
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